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Abstract

Tills thesis attempts to pursue and envisage the concrete pathway relating elderly people’s
sexuality at a discourse level in a broader socio-political context in Japan and Britain as
modernised industrial societies. Three key facets may greatly emich not only academic discourse
on elderly people’s sexuality but the various meanings regarding being old in modernised
industrial societies. (1) Change in sexual discourse about elderly people demonstrates human
sexuality and so allows us to forge ties with scientific data, medicine and sexology. (2) At the
same time, we can appreciate that at a superficial level, changes in discour se refer to most basic
heterosexual, married and age-stratified gendered relationships. (3) Notwithstanding such change
in discourse, involving the move from asexuality to sexuality, one particular discursive idea,
namely the ‘critical view’ of elderly people’s sexuality, has always existed as a background
notion. We address the first and second points from the social constructionist view. On the first
point, the elderly population are capable of initiating themselves the fresh thinking that reflects
changes in discourses, with the soon-to-be-old middle aged as catalysts. However, with regard to
the third point, considerations of the incomplete nature of the change in discourses are closely
related to the question of the elderly’s own unique biological position. Elderly people’s own
unique biological position is beyond social constructionists’ reach.

A look beyond the positions of biological essentialism and social constructionism may
provide us with the opportunity to view elderly people’s sexual and sensual fulfilment from a
perspective that would otherwise be impossible. Such analyses are important in listening to
noises of elderly people’s sexuality within “an ensemble o f ’ highly modernised and industrialised
societies. We may dare to refer to these noises as the freedom of being marginal.
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1 Introduction

(1) Tidy Conceptual Waters [De Cecco and Elia 1993:4]

To be sure to differentiate the biological and social/cultural levels of discourse, academics
use sex to enunciate the physical and material aspects that compose actors and their behaviour,
and sexuality to emblazon the interpretations or meanings assigned to the body, behaviour and
desires in various individuals, and historical and cultural contexts. In contrast to this, to the
public, sexuality and sex are generally considered to be the same.

What is called biological essentialism is clearly much more closely related to the physical
and material aspects that make up actors and their behavioui*. This academic notion, which has its
origin in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, is a version of conventional beliefs about
sexuality, that held that ‘sex’’ is a biological imperative for reproduction. [McWhorter 1999] In
the course of ‘science’ or ‘scientific’ exploration, it was medicine, in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, that took over biological essentialism with regard to sexuality. In the cuirent
‘scientific’ garb of sexology, a significant attempt to update the conventional view has been
midertaken, while retaining the notion of the heterosexual-homosexual dichotomy and medicine’s
mind-body dualism.

' In this thesis sex always intends sexuality and sexuality always intends sex as well.

In biological essentialism the motivating power for the sexual act, not only in the popular
imagination but also in academic cultural and social theories, lies within the physical recesses of
the body, particularly the genitals. As John P. De Cecco and John P. Elia postulate, sexual
attraction is believed to be first of all a physical attr action - the overwrought working of sexual
instinct, drive, proclivity, tendency, impulse or body chemistry - that precedes cultural
influences and predetermined limits set by culture. [1993:2]

Tliis conceptualisation of sexuality is grafted into the ontological dualism of the PlatonicChristian tradition, in which body and soul are seen as hierarchical opposites, and its pious
Cartesian successor, which differentiates between mind and body. Plato took the soul (now self or
identity) as being the true person due to its self-consciousness and reason, and the body as being
its prison, or even its grave, as a temporary, transient accommodation for the soul during its time
on eai’th. It is not a great leap for us to see a continuum between Christian practices in the idea of
a mortal body and an immortal soul and Plato’s conceptions. This was repeated in Descartes’
ontological dualism of res extensa and res cogitans.

In this dualist perspective, the physical should be toned down and subordinated to the
spiritual. [Oberg 1996:704] Therefore, linking with the contingencies of everyday experience,
these dualistic and hierarchical views have given rise to biological essentialism’s perceptions of
sexual instinct, drive, proclivity, tendency, impulse or body chemistry, after countered by social
control and social intervention on individuals. The realisation of thr eat and alarm by social
regulations imposed on individuals generates inner feelings and compulsion as a special power to
resist rational control and enables us to di*eam different, uncontoured and ungendered societies.

Definitive proofs from antlii'opological studies concerning the ‘unbelievably malleable’
nature of human nature seemed to be a death blow to biological essentialism. Margaret Mead,
who lived with the Samoans (however briefly), was no doubt fixed by the long tradition of
romanticising and naturalising primitive cultures tlii'ough her romantic vision, such that she
became the most important person to reconceptualise gender and sexuality. Similarly Bronislaw
Malinowski lived amongst the Trobriand Islanders providing raw data for cultural relativism.

Tliis adumbration presents social constructionism as a tenet. It is filled and shaped by a
critique of biological essentialism and an independent set of principles. Carole Vance states,
“Social consti'uction theory in the field of sexuality proposed an extremely outrageous idea. It
suggested that one of the last remaining outposts of the ‘natural’ in our thinking was fluid and
changeable, the product of human action and history rather than the invariant result of the body,
biology, or imiate sex diive.” [1989:13]

Jeffrey Weeks refers to collective or personal “subjectivities” in his strenuous works.
Sexual subjectivity, in his words, is “not inborn, pregiven, or ‘natural.’ It is striven for, contested,
negotiated, and achieved, often in the struggles of the subordinate against the dominant.”
[1989:207] As he goes on, “the sexual only exists in and through the modes of its organisation
and representation.” [1995:10]^ He rejects any approach which assumed the existence of a fixed
type of sexual person or regards them as products of history. The effect of depathologisation and
reconceptualisation of sexuality and gender^ through socialism, feminism and sexual radicalism in
the 1960s and 1970s is paralleled in the advent of social constructionism. There is not necessarily
any connection between sexual behaviour and sexual identity.
^ This book was first published in 1985. After that it was reprinted several times. I used the book reprinted in 1995.
^ There are many areas in which such social constructionism is regarded as being beneficial, and the first o f these is
in the field o f gender.

The impact of social constructionism stems from findings regarding meanings and
categories that deal with gender and sexuality in various historical periods and in various types of
wi'iting or “language” such as medical reports, religious treatises, romantic novels, political tracts
and press articles, no doubt bringing about flux and change. There is a world of cultural and
political dissonance. As De Cecco and Elia suggest, since sexuality and gender have been
institutionalised, social constructionists believe they are perceived by those who subscribe to them
as social and cultural realities. [1993:5] Judith Butler calls this linguistic institutionalised
operation relating to sexuality and sex “performativity as citationality.” [1993:14] But Butler
asserts that “there is a tendency to think that sexuality is either constructed or determined; to thinlc
that if it is constructed, it is in some sense free, and if it is determined, it is some sense fixed.
These oppositions do not describe the complexity of what is at stake in any effort to take account
of the conditions under which sex and sexuality are assumed. The ‘perfonnative’ dimension of
construction is precisely the forced reiteration of norms. In tliis sense, then, it is not only that
there are constraints to performativity; rather, constraint calls to be rethought as the very condition
of performativity.” [1993:94-95]

Therefore, in social constructionism the organisation of sexuality and gender tends to be
taken into consideration and politics tends to become its main principle. Interpretations and
meanings of sexuality and gender are institutionalised. Weeks emphasises that although changing
interpretations of sexuality and gender ar e historically moulded, they are of major importance “in
challenging the imposition of arbitrary social norms” [1989:207] and should be defended with
passion and commitment. When I retraced the changes of sexual discourse about elderly people
in Japan and Britain, I found that fow types of discourse are historically constructed; criticism,
exceptional, approving and praising (chapters 3 and 4). Each one appeal's at a Tater’ point in
time, but can occur simultaneously with others - but through the historical periods different

discourses are successively dominant. According to Weeks the sexual subjects, in dialectical
relation with such public discourse, will continuously challenge its changing interpretation.

Ultimately, however, like the biological essentialists, social constructionists are prone to
assuming and displaying their own reductionism and determinism. This is not to deny the
importance of the work of social constructionists. It can be said that consideration of cultural and
social construction of elderly people’s sexuality has played an important part in deleting elderly
people’s sexuality from mythology. However, the general history of gerontology - “a
commitment not just to understand the social construction of ageing, but also to change it”
[Phillipson and Walker 1987:12] - in northern Europe and North America shows that attempts to
deconstruct/reconstruct the ageing body based on social construction has been retrenching the
possibilities of being old.

An accumulation of pre-existing issues about ageing and the aged became, tlirough social
constructionism, the foundation of gerontology. It arose from an acknowledgement that victimblaming defined the elderly as a social problem and its solution was that the social reality of
events like ageing and collective subject-objects like the aged can lie in the linguistic processing
of semiotic materials. [Green 1993:38] Depatholisation and fresh thinkings about the elderly has
mainly occuned in two ways. Firstly, the rejection of the fixture of ‘old age’ allowed the average
person and gerontologists to apply life-span development theory to elderly people. In this
perspective, we observe the desire for great continuity between elderly people’s past and present
in their basic activities, interests and values. In this way, senile dementia was pathologised as
abnormal ageing. Secondly, life course theory was contrived as a revitalised but separate view
from life-span development theory. In both theories old age in all its diverse manifestations is
condensed as a sequence of life cycle. Ageing is increasingly seen to be a matter of lifestyle

choice. [Amada 1999] However this mitigates the significance of societal forces and broader age
consciousness in informing the experience and conceptualisation of ageing and sexuality.

As Meredith Minkler points out, such positions represent an important shift from earlier
negative perceptions of ageing which focused on decline and loss. [1996:472] However, overall,
in the eyes of gerontologists, the distancing of humankind from natm*e dui'ing the development of
civilisation and modernisation receives its analogical counterpart in a distancing from the body.
Thus, according to Peter Oberg the history of ideas in northern Europe is “the history of
individualisation and dissociation.” [1996:703] The subordinate concept of the body and
corporeality expressed in this hierarchical division then makes the body absent from the history of
ideas in northern Europe. Biological essentialism and social constructionism dwell on the
opposite axis of reductionism and determinism.

As De Cecco and Elia argue, the social constructionist view is, in general, queried if it is
intended to protect a minority segment of humankind with their own biological markers from the
ignorance and intolerance of the majority. [1993:18] Under the current domination of the social
constructionist movement, both in the study of sexuality and gerontology, elderly people’s
sexuality must deal with stumbling and grumbling blocks in the road to social evolutionaiy
progress and personal happiness to which the social constructionist view is hooked up. These
stumbling and grumbling blocks have to do with the biological fact of growing old.

To provide a basis of elderly people’s sexuality, both biological essentialism and social
constructionism bequeath or confront each other with biologically, culturally and socially
constructed sexuality. I would suggest the irrelevance of social and biological divisions
concerning elderly people’s sexuality as significant reference points. (1) Although each assigns

primacy and agency either to the biological or to the cultural factors in time and space, both
biological and cultural factors continue to operate in elderly people’s sexuality. Relating to
elderly people’s sexuality, sexuality and sex should be collapsed at all times into the same basic
thing. (2) Sexuality perceived amongst biological essentialists and the populace at many levels is
synonymous with youthful physical attraction and the maintenance of youthful productive vigour.
Though life span has increased, and some elderly continue with vigorous sexual and social life,
legions of elderly people address physical sexual dysfunction, and thus there must be separate
bases for the valuation of elderly people’s sexuality. (3) In relation to social constructionists’
liberation movements and their passion and commitment to subvert institutionalisation, we should
delve into the sour ces of attitudes and behaviours grasping the conditions which mortality and
morbidity impel.

A look beyond the positions of biological essentialism and social constructionism may
provide us with the opportunity to view elderly people’s sexual and sensual fulfilment from a
perspective that would otherwise be impossible. This examination reveals two things. Firstly, to
detach and shake ourselves free from the permissive distinction between the dominant youth and
the subordinate elder, I construe the ageing body as non-malleable, to embrace the meaning,
symbolic and cultural construction located in elderly people’s sexuality in various contexts
(chapter 5). This does not mean conventional, egregious and derogatory implications of such
sexuality, as meshed with biological essentialism. In my perspective, quoting Oberg, “the body is
dialogic and subjective; a body which ‘takes in’ other people and gives a direct response to that
which is experienced. Tliis perspective also includes the performance of the ageing self thr ough
the medium of the socially interpreted body.” [1996:704] Secondly, to avoid autonomous
discursive and psychodynamic determinism seen in the radical social constructionists’ view, the
material contexts in which sexuality and gender construction occur and which the analyses of

social constmctionism have tended to ignore are introduced. Such analyses are important in
listening to noises of elderly people’s sexuality within “an ensemble o f ’ [Marx 1845'’] highly
modernised and industrialised societies.

(2) Stumbling and Grumbling Blocks

In a time when people are increasingly tolerant of sexual self-determination in virtually
every segment of our population, the majority of us still cling to puritanical ideas in our approach
towar d sexuality in elderly people. A significant segment of liighly modernised and industrialised
societies assumes that elderly people do not have any sexual desires; are unable to perform
sexually even if they want to; are physically unattractive, and therefore sexually undesirable; are
fragile physically and might harm themselves; or that any sexual activity amongst the elderly is
perverse. [Kaye 1993:415-416] In contrast to this, sex is given to the domain of young adults. “It
is not just coincidence that we never refer to even the most proliferate youth as a ‘dirty young
man,’ but are quick to label any older person who shows interest in sex as a ‘dirty old man.’”
[Lobsenz 1974, quoted in Kaye 1993:416]

The most well-loiown claims discounting such common misconceptions about sexuality
and elderly people (+ ageing) in northern Europe and North America have been documented in
four major studies: (1) the massive (18,000 individual histories) documentation survey of Alfred
Kinsey and his colleagues (1948, 1953); (2) the research reports (1960, 1972)

Karl Marx uses this famous word as a metaphor o f a product o f social forces.

as part of the longitudinal study of the Duke Centre for the Study of Aging and Human
Development; (3) the Masters and Johnson (1966 or 1970) research at the Reproductive Biology
Research Foundation in St Louis, Missouri; and (4) the Starr-Weiner Report (1981). Findings by
the Starr-Weiner Report indicated that elderly people seemed to define and express their sexuality
in quite varied ways; however research and comments on sexuality in the elderly, that is reference
to affection, tenderness, love and relationships, is not covered in detail. In lai'ge, reports were
mainly concerned with the physical aspects of sex, statistics and frequency. [Weg 1983 b:47]

It was in 1983 that Ruth B. Weg edited an important work which defied the prevailing
resistance towards accepting elderly people’s sexuality. Furthermore the impetus for Weg’s
problematisation of the ageing body and sexuality was to update important studies which had
contributed to demystifying the neuter image of elderly people. She demonstrated that a more
accepting societal enviromiient concerning elderly people’s sexuality is evidenced in populai*
printed and visual media. As can be seen in chapters 3 and 4, the results of my own inquiries into
popular printed media about elderly people’s sexuality in both Japan and Britain substantiate the
case that the exploration of human sexuality is present in such media from the 1950s (albeit, at
this early time, to a very limited extent), and that this popular printed media has played the same
role over subsequent decades in the slow but steady erosion of taboos and myths about elderly
people’s sexuality.

A point of departure in tliis thesis lies in the fact that studies of elderly people’s sexuality
today lack attempts to pui'sue and envisage its concrete pathway at a discourse level in a broader
socio-political context. Academic argmuents which stand as an important counter to myths,
misconceptions and prejudices about elderly people’s sexuality appear to enhance its reification
because they lack empirical evidence. Three key facets of sexual discourse about elderly people

may greatly enrich not only academic discourse on elderly people’s sexuality but the various
meanings regarding being old. (1) The change of dominant sexual discourse about elderly people
in botli Japan and Britain, seen as evolving along four paths, demonstrates human sexuality and so
allows us to forge ties with scientific data, medicine and sexology. I will elaborate these four
paths (types of discourse) in chapters 3 and 4. (2) At the same time, we can appreciate that at a
superficial level, such change in discourse refer to most basic heterosexual, married and agestratified gendered relationships, but they could also imply other ‘deviant’ relationships like
homosexual relationship, cohabitation by umiiarried, divorced and widowed elderly people and so
on. (3) Notwithstanding the change in dominant discourse, implying a move from asexuality to
sexuality, asexuality, which echoes a ‘critical view’ of elderly people’s sexuality, has always
existed as a background notion. I shall show in chapter 5 that this negative background notion
relates to the consequence of nwginalisation in the elderly.

(3) Sands Permeated into Water^

Discussions and observations concerning elderly people’s sexuality have been provided by
sociology, physiology, psychology and antluopology, and have tried either to kill unfavourable
myths, misconceptions and prejudices about elderly people’s sexuality, specifically about sex in
old age, or to embrace the potential for sexual expression in the later years and uphold

^ This is a metaphor o f the relationship between the elderly in highly modernised and industrialised societies and
their sexuality in its extreme sense. In this phrase sands are the elderly and water is a highly modernised and
industrialised society elderly people belong to. Elderly people’s sexuality is like sands which were originally blocks,
are to be round and small, then finally invisible but still be in water, being bathed, washed by and flowing in water
(which means “stumbling and grumbling”) .
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expectations for its favourable acceptance in the near future. These two currents seek to sustain
sanity with regard to body and self (identity) management in later life.

With regard to the first current, the general purpose of Mike Featherstone and Mike
Hepworth in considering “mask of ageing” is to study the way in which a liidden youthful self
(identity) can be centred dui'ing old age. [1991] A contradiction relating to inner youthfulness and
bodily age is revealed in this approach. “With aging, the outer body can be interpreted as a
betrayal of the youthfulness of the imier self (identity).” [Tuiner 1995:257] This is one of the
post-modern theories in which a false split between body and self (identity) requires
“interpolation,” such that choosing not to be old becomes the focus of concern. On the second
current, the general puipose of psychodynamic conceptions of masquerade and the use of
personae is to study in what way positive meanings are ascribed to old age. A matured iimer self
(identity) arranges a mask in order to protect genuineness in age-related identities against a hostile
outer social environment. Mind-body dualism is much more emphasised in such a model.
However, being central to the successful resolution of conflicts against an unfavourable outer
social environment, in tliis model cognitive abilities of masquerade precede the ageing body.
Especially, in societies whereby the ageing body becomes irrelevant masquerade with respect to
the ageing body is first and foremost “an effort to erase or efface age.” [Woodward 1991:148]
Featherstone and Hepworth note that the first approach is associated with trends which include a
focus on the fluidity of social images and expectations with respect to a youthful ageing self
(identity) in post-modern consumer culture. Simon Biggs states that to understand the natuie of
the personae concept it is necessary to view it as a development in Jungian thinking of which
analytic psychology is the psychotherapeutic practice. [1997:559] In summary, notions of identity
(self) management, the status of body in later life, and sexuality as the focal point between them,
ai'e novel in highly modernised and industrial societies.

11

Misa Izuhara explores the changing nature and patterns of relationship between elderly
people and the younger generation, with particular reference to the exchange of nuising care and
housing assets between older parents and their adult children, comparing Japan and England.
Cross-cultural analyses on sexuality in modernised industrial societies in people’s later years have
shown that structural change in households and their economies reduces the power of elderly
people in both private lives and public lives. [Kinoshita 1997] Such structural change in
modernised industrial societies reflects a decline in the extended family. Given that both Japan
and England have high rates of home ownership the different responses towards home inlieritance
elucidates the different culture context of traditional family organisation and welfare systems
between the two countr ies. [Izuhara 2002]

According to Izuhara family obligations and inlieritance have been more explicitly
coimected in the Japanese social and legal system, while in England there is neither legal
obligation to support older parents nor any constraint on inheritance. Japanese civil law
inheritance codes are clearly based upon the principle that certain family members, especially
spouses and children have prior rights of inheritance. By contrast the dominant principle under
the English system is testamentary freedom. In this pure form, individuals are free to leave their
assets without consideration of rights or obligations towards their families. [Izuhara 2002]
Traditionally, Japanese parents often fully support their children’s higher education and adult
children provide nursing care for their co-resident parents. In England, in contrast, there is no
legal obligation to support relatives, with the exception of dependent spouses and under-age
children. Many Japanese surveys reveal that a significantly high proportion of property, including
houses, is exchanged between older parents and their adult children. In England, to fund
residential or housing homecare, both the capital and income resources of an individual are
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assessed, so that unless older homeowners have passed on their houses to their children, they
often need to sell their property to meet the care costs that are not met by the state.

Izuliara notes that, despite the real if some times romanticised inter-generational family
values in Japan, ‘selfish life-cycle models’ dominates household saving behaviour in Japan, in
that people save primarily for retirement. [2002:73-73] The exchange of goods and services
between the generations has become more explicitly ‘contractual’ in the past two decades.
Japanese families feel less obliged to provide welfare for their immediate members. This arises
from the following two emerging contexts in Japan. (1) For the last two decades, both publiclyfunded and privately-sponsored supported housing has been operating. (2) Increased levels of
financial independence tlu'ough savings and social security make elderly people more able to
support themselves in their old age.

Winn and Newton’s antluopological study of sexuality and ageing in 106 cultures [1982]
suggests that cultural as well as biological factors may be key determinants in sexuality in later
years and that it is mainly in Western culture that the sexuality of elderly people is considered so
unusual. But of my own findings from close investigation of printed media in both Japan and
Britain are that, even though Japan and Britain have different societies and cultures, ti'ends in
elderly people’s sexual discourse is parallel in the two countries. Therefore, common major
institutions and organisation in Japan and Britain may be proposed as an effect on its own sexual
discourse about elderly people, that is, modernisation in highly industrialised societies. In this
context, sexuality is described as a focal point which links an individual person with material
economic and political matters. “Sexuality serves as an especially dense transfer point for
relations of inunanent power precisely because it crystallises around the distraction of a natur al
individual personal mystery all the material economic and political strands which tie the
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individual to both state and market, and it is through such material distractions that capitalism
clearly demonstrates yet again its ability to confuse us.” [Williams 1975, quoted in Evans
1993:25]

The industrial system’s ubiquitous di'ive for entranced, economic adaptive capacity
inevitably conjures ‘apocalyptic’ fears, one of wliich is an abhorrence of the rapid rise in numbers
of the elderly population, and the inevitable implications of poverty, disability and need, and for
the role of the state. It also encourages the ‘compassionate ageism’ of an earlier era, which
portrayed the old as weak, politically powerless and poor, to give way to new (and equally
misleading) images of the elderly as a vibrant, powerful and financially secure population group.
The elderly, with its implication of both the ageing and the aged, experience the world in which
youth-oriented, heterosexual gender norms are operating, and are placed as a marginal gioup.
Rhetoric relating to this marginal group focuses on those elderly who are still able to puisue a
mid-life lifestyle, capitalising on the fact that boundaries shaping the definition between the
ageing and the aged are quite ambiguous.

Levels of education and health status have improved in modernised and industrialised
societies and some elderly people forge relatively high standards of living and health due to long
term political and economic national stability and better social welfare. Whoever attributes
negative qualities to physical signs of ageing can reshape and remake its body with machines and
tecluiological devices in consumer societies. What Featherstone and Hepworth tried to
demonstrate with regard to “mask of ageing” and its youthful self (identity) reflects this in the re
making of images of elderly people. Growing numbers of elderly members of society who can
afford to extend their retirement both in terms of sexuality and social productive work have cast
the transition of elderly people’s sexual discourse from asexual to sexual. The emergence of a
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well-off elderly population, both financially and in health, was in the 1980s, with ageing babyboomers looking ahead to their own old age, translated into subjective and objective expectations
of sexually fulfilled private lives.

There is no doubt that Michael Foucault’s The History o f Sexuality: La Volonté De Savoir
[1976=1981] is one of the most crucial books concerning tlie relationship between sexuality and
modernisation. In particular, in connection with his discourse analysis we can gain a different
perspective on the study about elderly people’s sexuality. According to Foucault, sexual
discourse brought about by modernisation in highly industrialised Western societies is
characterised by the following three points. (1) An explosion of sexual discourse occurred. (2)
The need to identify manifestations of ‘sexuality as an objective reality’ exists in and through
forms of institutional practices and the modes of their organisation and representation. (3) The
invention of ‘sexuality’ coincides with our concepts of sex and sexual subjectivities. There is no
determinate connection between sexual expression and its sexual subject.

Subject positions, options for behaviour and even various modes of irmer and personal
experience and self-identity arise within networks of power as consequences or correlations of
their tensions and operations. [McWhorter 1999:74] The human subject makes itself into an object
of possible knowledge by revealing the truth about itself deep-seated in inner and personal
experience such as sexuality. In Weeks’ words, human beings came to be interpreted as knowing
subjects, and, at the same time, objects of their own knowledge. [1995:121] This is what Foucault
means when he says that sexual discoui'se is productive (A more open climate for the discussion
of the model of sexual repression has helped the articulation of a sexual identity. Dr. Sigmund
Freud was to become the leading subject of the sexual discursive model due to his famous
psychotherapeutic theory.). Wliat is added to the preceding discussion on modern societies, as
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Foucault’s word “governavility” indicates, is that sexuality is the crafty device aiming to cultivate,
discipline and integrate its mass populations into a system of efficient and economic controls
thi'ough normative infusion into everyday knowledge and experience. Sexuality has elaborated
the social well-being of the populations into forms and manners, often seemingly remotely related
to biologically based differential in power.

A close examination of Foucault’s contributions reveals that in modern times death and
morbidity was gradually ceasing to torment life so directly. Modern civil society prodded its
populations to extend life and that functioned well, and then mass longevity came about; health
improved and more people lived longer. The elderly are to be subject to “bio-power” Foucault
argues. “Amid the randomness of death and its fatality; part of it passed into knowledge’s field of
control and power’s sphere of intervention.” [1981:142] However, people are gradually
questioning: How does it happen that the elderly subjects make themselves into subjects of
possible social lives? How much does it cost us to be able to know their social price? Modern
civil society brought us extended lives which can not be accommodated into the timetable it has
assigned to its individuals.

In general, it is said that Foucault’s analysis allows little scope for ‘genuine’ resistance in
any literal sense. This perspective prohibits elderly people and their successors from converting
their sexual discourse from asexual to sexual. In Foucault’s perspective discomse, scripts,
language, sexualities appear in all accounts as the product of, and existing within, the web of
exclusionary operations and biologically based differential in power.

We have to attempt to understand elderly people’s sexuality’s own noises in an ensemble
of highly modernised and industrialised societies and to discover their own ‘genuine’ uniqueness
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as a potential complex unity, without being captured by biological essentialism, social
constructionism and Foucault’s much criticised discursive dominance, though we owe his
discourse analysis a lot as our departure point. We must arrange a theoretical apparatus to detect
if bio-based differentiations in power obscure elderly people’s sexuality’s noises and ‘genuine’
uniqueness. This is addressed in chapter 5.

The apparatus we shall use in chapter 5 is the hierarchical dualism (dichotomy) which
originally distanced humankind from nature (and its analogical counterpart, the body) during the
development of civilisation and modernisation and which was replicated in very recent history in
both Japan and Britain. We can see this hierarchical division in conceptual pairs such as nature
versus culture, body versus soul, emotions versus reason, subject versus object, inner versus outer,
the Orient versus the Occident, pre-modern versus modern etc. This accentuation of distinctions
and dualities became generalised in the definition of the sexual in the nineteenth century and such
definitions continued to feed into the development of sexuality. Especially, the fundamental
divide between reproductive and non-reproductive sexuality thi'oughout much of the Cliristian era
excluded elderly people from sexuality and sex and elderly people were supposed to be sexless
“non-persons.” [Weg 1983 b:76] While the elderly have been devalued as the sexual, the
younger, especially younger adult men have been valued as generativity, virility and sexual
attraction itself. It is well-known that amongst elderly people this differential duality is echoed in
terms of contrasts relating to the difference between the sacred, deserving, wise and the
ineffective, the discard. The key point is that the change of sexual discourse about elderly people
from asexual to sexual does not reproduce this hierarchical biologically based dualism
(dichotomy) is evidence that sexual discourse about elderly people from asexual to sexual does
not work as “exclusive differential power” [Butler 1993] where peoples are defined in terms of a
definite category of sexual identity to help delimit and reinforce social norms.
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In chapter 5, confining ourselves to modern societies, we will cite the dichotomies,
effectiveness versus ineffectiveness, and autonomous and independent self versus unbounded and
dependent and self, as tools to examine the social constructionists’ views of elderly people’s
sexuality. Akira Kurihara argued that in modernisation and industrialisation, the following four
modes of organisation formed the basic framework divorcing elderly people from (the images of)
productivity, virility and progress; (1) production (the dimension of economy), (2) centralisation
(the dimension of administration), (3) privatism (with regard to social environment) and (4)
modernisation (the dimension of cultui'e). [1985:26-27] Amongst all of these, production and its
analogical counterpart for the elderly, effectiveness, have a superior position in relation to elderly
people’s sexuality. Needless to say these images of productivity, virility and progress were
bestowed on the youth and negative views about the elderly including their asexuality have been
maintained in present day (modern) societies. “ ‘Old’ connotes ‘incompetence, misery, lethargy,
unattractiveness, asexuality and poor health.’” [Oberg and Tornstain 1999:633] According to
Foucault’s “bio-power,” in order to accommodate elderly people’s explosive population in highly
modernised and industrialised societies, this hierarchical, differential dualism of the youth versus
the old has been reproduced in terms of contrasts relating to the difference between the effective
elderly and the ineffective elderly. The younger-like competent and healthy elderly ai*e controlled
tlu'ough the creation of the concept of the autonomous and independent elderly and are of great
interest to highly modernised and industrialised societies. If we can apply Foucault’s theory to the
approach to sexual discourse about elderly people, we could say that we shall illustrate a definite
formulation of the difference between the youth-like, autonomous and independent elderly and the
unbounded and dependent elderly in sexual discourse about elderly people. Chapter 5 explores
the integration of its ontological, conceptual pair, posing questions relating to the sexual discourse
of elderly people.
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As I mentioned above, it follows that in changes within sexual discourse about elderly
people in both Japan and Britain seen as evolving tlii'ough four types of discourse, there are tlii’ee
points which can serve as guidelines for investigation. (1) The change of elderly people’s sexual
discoiu'se demonstrates human sexuality and so allows us to forge ties with scientific data,
medicine and sexology. (2) At the same time, we can appreciate that at a superficial level,
changes in discourse engage in most basic heterosexual, married and age-stratified gendered
relationships. (3) Notwithstanding the change in the dominant discourse, involving the move
from asexuality to sexuality, its premise, which echoes the ‘critical view’ of elderly people’s
sexuality has always existed as a background notion.

Regarding the first and second points we must recognise it from the social constructionist
view. With regard to the first point, the elderly population are capable of initiating themselves the
fresh thinking that reflects changes in discourses, with the soon-to-be-old middle aged as
catalysts. However, with regard to the third point, considerations of the incomplete nature of the
change in discourses are closely related to the question of the elderly’s own unique sexuality.
Elderly people’s own unique sexuality is beyond social constructionists’ reach. We would say
that whoever tries an alternative framework about elderly people’s sexuality in order to grasp
elderly people’s sexuality can not fully access elderly people’s own unique sexuality. Wliat is
obvious is that there is no pre-existing and institutionalised norms and regulatory laws connected
with elderly people’s sexuality. In addition to this, notwithstanding much fresh social
constructionist thinking we might say that we can not either delineate or articulate their own
uniqueness and diversity completely. There must always exist a significant gap between the
reality and meaning of elderly people’s sexuality.
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To expand this point, what is most critical, with regard to sexual discourse about elderly
people is that the mythology of dysfunction, lack of interest and impotence with regard to the
elderly years is still a dominant folklore. The fact that it is not easy to find research on ageing and
sexuality that does not suffer from extreme sample bias or the difficulty in getting elderly people
to speak candidly about their sexuality should be taken into account. As Pauline Robinson
discusses, it is easier to list available problems and feasible research models than it is to suggest
an ideal research model for studying sexuality amongst the aged. For example, both crosssectional and longitudinal surveys regarding sexual behaviour tend to be limited to descriptions of
the ageing experiences because convenience, volunteers or even clinics are depended upon. In
addition to this, in the case of longitudinal samples, there is appai ent bias, because those who
survive as subjects tln ough the successive stages of the survey aie more representative of the
healthy, long-living, geographically stable, co-operative and self-disclosing population. [Robinson

1983:82-83]

However, we can not attribute silence and tenuousness of elderly people’s sexuality to
methodological problems and elderly people’s reserve alone. This question and the third point
mentioned above lead to the assumption that the change of sexual discourse about elderly people
from asexual or sexless “non-persons” to sexual persons has accompanied a gradual dissociation
of elderly people from pre-existing and institutionalised norms and regulatory laws. Elderly
people, even though they are called the outcast in societies which they belong to, are able to be
willing to prefer being placed outside the range of options imagined by non-elderly people to
playing expected social roles. We may dare to refer to this as the freedom of being marginal. Not
surprisingly, there is little doubt of the significance that the ageing body is a non-malleable thing
that determines elderly people’s sexuality. We have witnessed that many other sexual radical
movements have inveighed against social puritan norms and that the minority have been sustained
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by the dominant values in having politically resisted the dominant values and in strategically
reproducing the dominant norms and flexibly utilising them in order to survive. On the other
hand, elderly people are unable to express their discontentment and to defy something, in the
same way as disabled people. What is most crucial is that they do not need to resinrect old
behaviour and roles for pre-existing goals and do not always need social feedback. As Andrews
W. McCulloch observed, when human needs and wants become hard to ignore we rely on the
status of the individual as defined by the possession of social roles. The loss of these roles as the
years pass by therefore leads to the individual experiencing a loss of control. [McCulloch
1981:235] Role loss is precisely what happens in old age, but disengagement may enable elderly
people to be out of mainstream living patterns and way of thinking by the reduction of society’s
control and commitment over them.

In authenticity in later life, we can perceive not only the elderly’s dependency and the loss
of their strength and dominance marking the admission of death, but also their unique manner and
form of distancing themselves from pre-existing, institutionalised norms and regulatory laws and
social expectations in managing and co-existing with the ageing body. Although the ageing body
does not conform with the messages in highly modernised and industrialised societies, the elderly
are in fact more content with their bodies than younger people are^. It is generally said that
sexuality in old age is the process of reducing bodily freedom and increasing the dependence on
pre-existing, institutionalised norms and regulatory laws and societal expectations. However, I
interpret it as the process of increasing bodily freedom and reducing dependence on pre-existing.

Oberg and Lars Tornstain’s empirical study carried out in 1995, based on a mailed survey sent to a random sample
o f 3,000 Swedish men and women aged between 20 and 55 years, reveals that even if the elderly woman’s body does
not conform with the messages propagated by consumer culture, the elderly are in fact more content with their bodies
than younger women are. While men, in total, are generally more satisfied with their bodies and show no age
differences in this regard, the proportion o f women who are satisfied with their bodies increases with age [their
emphasis]. [Oberg and Tornstain 1999]
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institutionalised norms and internalised regulatory laws and societal expectations. Old age,
despite its association with loneliness and frailty and reliance on others for support is, in the end, a
liberating experience. Who minds the elderly distancing themselves from social constraints and
holding their own kingdom?

Tempting as it sounds as a strategy, the implication of sexual discourse about elderly
people is that the authenticity of old age is to dare to stay as the marginal. It is an aspiration of the
vanquished; being at a loss, being infirm and being old in discord with institutionalised norms and
regulatory laws which highly modernised and industrialised societies urge. Fresh thinldng about
elderly people’s sexuality has allowed elderly people to access the youth-like sexuality in old age,
to trace their own uniqueness in terms of contrasts with youth-obsessed sexual conceptions and to
clarify their own uniqueness with no relationship with the younger’s sexuality. However, I would
like to say that acceptance of being marginal regarding sexuality in old age enable us to listen to
noises within an ensemble of highly modernised and industrialised societies. Therefore, the fact is
that in a time when people are increasingly tolerant of sexual self-determination for virtually
every segment of om population, many of us still cling to pur itanical ideas in our' approach toward
sexuality in elderly people, and this will never die because it has circulated in our hate against and
refusal of the existence of the non-malleable ageing body and death which result in disarray of
conventional norms and regulatory laws. Despite societal hate against and refusal of the existence
of the non-malleable ageing body and death we would say that not all elderly people in their
authenticity of old age mind being mar’ginal and discovering their own freedom as the marginal.

It is necessary here to state quite plainly that sexual discourse about elderly people today
includes the options of its non-progressive images like bed-ridden people’s sexuality and senile
demented people’s sexuality. In sexual discourse about elderly people tliere are the bodies that
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never ever respond to Louis Althusser’s interrogation. In Althusser’s famous notion of
interpellation, doubtlessly crucial to social constructionists’ view, it is the police who initiate the
call or address by which a subject becomes socially constituted. Althusser focused on stages more
likely in our daily life as follows.

We all have friends who, when they knock on the door and we ask, tlu'ough the door, the
question, ‘Who’s there?,’ answer (since ‘It’s obvious’) ‘It’s me.” And we recognize that ‘it is
him,’ or ‘her.’ —

Louis Althusser, Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses (1974)

At the end of chapter 5 we will see one of the sexual discourses about demented people
which Althusser’s interpellation does not access even if two sexual subjects ask through a door.

To substantiate the points mentioned above, chapter 2 deals with how research on the
sexual discourse of elderly people proceeded, chapter 3 focuses on elderly people’s sexual
discourse in Japan, and chapter 4 addresses elderly people’s sexual discourse in Britain.
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2 Research on Sexual Discourse about
Elderly People in Japan and Britain

It was by the analysis of sexual discourse that Foucault opened the way in timiing our
attention to the systems of thinking that people had hitherto taken for granted, when it comes to
the construction of self [1976=1981]. As Foucault, whose fundamental ar gument relating to
“subjectivity” still stimulates key debates on the Western self, points out, sexuality is an apparatus
to generate the desire of the individual and composes differential power-relations in highly
modernised and industrialised societies. He stresses that knowledge about sex (=sexuality) is a
form of power and its depiction forces each individual into a hierarchy which is constructed
according to standards of personhood; a healthy young adult man is deemed a fully perfect person
while disabled people, children, elderly people, and women are excluded to the outskirts of
society. Therefore, elderly people’s sexuality has been treated as a dried-up and objectionable
sexuality as they are close to death and its process has been thought of as a quite ‘natural.’
Following Foucault it can be said that the change of discourse from asexual to sexual elderly
people springs another trap; the representation of the sexual elderly people will be fixed to the
social hierarchy no less than that of the asexual elderly people. But Foucault’s comment is not
based upon a close observation of sexual discourse about elderly people. In order to show an
alternative construction of self in sexual discourse about elderly people I examined about two
hundred and fifty general-interest magazine articles published in Japan and about two hundred
and fifty newspaper articles published in Britain relating to elderly people’s sexuality. In chapter
5 I reveal its alternative self-construction.
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This thesis aims at revealing an alternative construction of self in sexual discourse about
elderly people in highly modernised and industrialised societies - alternative, that is, to nonautonomous and non-independent selves which lack self-determination and integration (chapter 3
and 4). As I mentioned in chapter 1 a self-determinable and integrated self, an autonomous and
independent self, denotes an ontological conception of self consciousness and self affiimation
directly cormected to youth-centred sexuality. On the other hand, the opposite concept, an
unbounded and dependent self, is also implied with regard to elderly people’s sexuality in highly
modernised and industrialised societies. In chapter 5 I will underline the non-autonomous and
non-independent self which is far from self-determination and integration. In changing
interpretations as time goes by elderly people’s sexuality is recognised variously as something
much like that of other people in younger age, yet also as something uniquely their own which
escapes from “bio-power.” If we demonstrate the non-autonomous and non-independent self in
sexual discourse about elderly people, it is a logical extension to the interpretation of self
construction set up by Foucault, and a clue to the picture of the non-self-determinable self in
western society.

Britain implies western society in this thesis. This first modem civil society has been a
centre of ‘the West’ over the last two centuries. It founded colonies in non-western countries and
its political regime and cultural hegemony have been noted. Connected with this one notes that
social and cultural antliropology - a concrete form of views and descriptions about different
cultures and societies - emerged in this country. November 20, 1947, marked a new beginning
for Britain. The six years-old war had been so grey the Royal Wedding between Princess
Elizabeth and Prince Philip seemed to signify the world coming to life again. This country
embarked upon modern Britain. As I mentioned in chapter 1, in the studies regaining the ageing
body in northern Eur ope and North America, an autonomous and independent self has been
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emphasised. However, although in sexual discourse about elderly people in Britain autonomous
and independent selves are always first and foremost, sexual discourse about elderly people
continues to present elderly people as unbounded and dependent selves as well. Such non-selfdetermining and non-integrated elderly selves have never been erased notwithstanding changes of
sexual discourse about elderly people notably that from asexuality to sexuality.

Japan has tried to adopt a western model since the Tokugawa Shogunate was over, the
Meiji Era started and the capital was transferred from Kyoto to Tokyo in 1868 and accomplished
modern civil society. Japan invaded the Korean peninsula and the northern part of mainland
China, and the Japanese government and Japanese industry established a puppet government in
these places and executed a kind of colonial policy in a different fashion. Moreover,
américanisation has been a new national concern willy-nilly since Japan was defeated by the
Allied Forces and put under the control of the American Occupation Forces. Japanese culture and
society has always been aware of different cultures and societies as well. Japan is a non-Western
society. But discourse about elderly people’s sexuality in Japan in post-war years is quite similar
to discourse about elderly people’s sexuality in Britain. Therefore, common major institutions
and organisations in Japan and Britain may be proposed as a key factor on its own sexual
discourse about elderly people, that is, modernisation in highly industrialised societies.

For the purpose of retracing sexual discourse about elderly people in Japan I used about
two hundred and fifty general-interest magazine articles relating to elderly people’s sexuality
published in Japan from 1945, the end of World War II, to the present time. On the other hand,
for the puipose of reconstructing sexual discourse about elderly people in Britain I used about two
hundred and fifty newspaper articles relating to elderly people’s sexuality published in Britain in
1977, 1987 and 1997. When it comes to a primary resource of sexual discourse about elderly
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people, we have newspaper articles, general-interest magazine articles, edifying manuals of
medical science and popular literatuie. A determining factor in choosing general-interest
magazine articles in Japan and newspaper articles in Britain amongst these materials is that each
of them is the mass media with the largest amount of information concerning the topic at issue in
each society.

I adapted my research method from the methodological principles for the study of sexual
discourse in Manabu Akagawa’s book, Sekushuariti-No-Rekishishakaigaku (The Historical
Sociology o f Sexuality) [1999]. All materials including newspaper articles, general-interest
magazine articles, edifying manuals of medical science and popular literatures, about onanism
which Akagawa used in his analysis, from the Meiji Era to the present time, were collected by him
at antique book fairs and libraries all over Japan, especially the National Diet Library, the Meiji
Bunko in Tokyo University and the Ooya Soichi Bunko in Tokyo, and such a research process can
be criticised because of its possible partiality. In order to counter this criticism, Akagawa
established as a methodological principle the presentation of all materials used in the analysis of
sexual discourse so that other researchers can check their appropriate or inappropriate use in the
whole deployment of the discourse. I think Akagawa’s methodological strategy is effective when
we try to recompose the fragmented discourse of sexuality since it has prevailed in mass culture.

I collected my Japanese materials during numerous visits to the National Diet Library, the
Osaka Mmiicipal Library, the Ooya Soichi Bunko, the Osaka Prefectural Library and the Central
Library of Doshisya University in Kyoto (The latter thi*ee aie especially rich in general-interest
magazines.) between July 1997 and November 1997. My sample included the weekly magazines,
Shukan Asahi, Shukan Gendai, Shukan Bunshu, Shukan Shincho, Jyoseijishin and Spa, and
monthly magazines, Ushio, Aera, Gendai, Hoseki, Fujinkoron, Chuokoron and Bungeishunjyu
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(See Appendix for details of these magazines.). Moreover, I listed all authors of books about
elderly people’s sexuality published in Japan from 1945 to 1999 by checking the amuial reference
data books and CD-roms, Toshosoumokuroku and Nihon Kenmei Toshomokuroku, which are said
to contain the titles of all books published in Japan. Although I made such sti'enuous and tireless
efforts, I still can not escape from the charge of the possible partiality. Therefore I present the
provenance of all materials used in the analysis of sexual discouise as an appendix.

On the other hand, I collected my British materials more systematically during weekday
visits to the National Library of Scotland and its branch, the Causewayside Library in Edinburgh,
between December 2001 and March 2002. The Causewayside Library, loiown as the Map
Library, officially keeps the liighbrows, The Times, The Guardian, The Observer (the Sunday
version of The Guardian), The Daily Telegraph and The Sunday Telegraph, The Herald and The
Independent, and the tabloids, The Sun, The Daily Record, The Daily Mail, The Sunday Mail,
The Daily Express and The Express. In addition to this, thanks to librarians in the Map Library I
could unofficially see the tabloids, The Sunday Post, The Sunday People and The News of the
World. Looking from the highbrows to the tabloids made it possible to reduce paitiality in the
point of ideology and social stratum.

I chose newspaper articles of the year 1977, 1987 and 1997 in order to reconstruct changes
in the sexual discourse about elderly people in Britain. Tliis strategic choice was born of the
realisation that these times correspond to three specific periods relating to the depiction of elderly
people’s sexuality; a period of representation of exceptional sexuality, a period of approval and a
period of praise. This périodisation was also evident in the chronological research on sexual
discourse on Japanese elderly people over fifty years. By chance in a pilot survey in Edinburgh I
found there happened in 1977, 1987 and 1997 headline-grabbing events about sex and the elderly
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person exhibiting all the most important traits of the respective discourses identified. This
relentless and strategical effort enables us to say that reconstructing sexual discourse about elderly
people in Britain should escape any possible partiality.

Although Akagawa hung a question mark on the analytical view point of Anthony
Giddens, he nonetheless followed this viewpoint in his own work. Giddens delineated sexuality
as being free of love and intimacy on the ground that while sexuality is the moment of reaffirming
himself/herself love, intimacy, is the moment of reaffirming others [1992]. However, it is highly
desirable that we encourage Akagawa’s question, that if we, researchers, dare to determine an
expanse of usage with no regard to users who supply the meaning we nullify the meaning of
research. Wliat is important about research as far as sexual discourse about elderly people is
concerned is that it can be seen as a much broader experience than seen from the pre-existing
academic perspective. To embrace the meaning, symbol and cultural construction located in
elderly people’s sexuality we have to change the definition about sexuality in the academic
perspective, let alone the academics’ division between sexuality and sex. Partly because sexual
discourse about elderly people has prevailed in mass culture researchers should recognise their
respective pai tialities in interpreting the meaning of respective sexual discourse. In addition to
tliis, as I mentioned before, in changing discourses as time goes by elderly people’s sexuality is to
be recognised not only as something much like that of other people in younger age, yet also as
something uniquely their own which can not be measured by pre-existing youth-obsessed
standard. If we keep this in mind and would like to reconstruct sexual discourse about elderly
people as it relates to its users we should not distinguish sexuality and sexual intercourse from
love. Thus we seize no less than the truth of the complexity of elderly people’s sexuality, filled
with sex, love affairs, marriages, sexual intercourse, sexuality, etc.
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3 Sexual Discourse about Japanese Elderly People

The plu'ase, oiraku-no-koi (literally, “elderly people’s love”), was coined by the Japanese
media in 1949 in connection with a scandalous love affair between the sixty-seven year-old poet
Jun Kawata and his forty year-old student Toshiko Suzuka. This phiase symbolised the prevalent
Japanese attitude towards displays of sexuality in elderly people. Because Suzuka was the wife of
a professor at Kyoto University, the love affair would have been condemned as immoral if it had
happened today. However, in those days, people considered it to be simply oiraku-no-koi, a
pluase which does not imply a condemnation of hnmorality, but a ridiculing of anomaly. When
Kawata’s relationship with Suzuka was revealed, he was insulted by the remark that he had come
back to the ‘social ball.’ Elderly people who had retired from social life were supposed to have
given up their sexual lives as well.

The Annual Report on Public Welfare and Health issued in 1997 by the Japanese Ministry
of Health and Social Welfare points out that the idea that ageing people have notliing to do with
love and sexuality is a myth. It also states that the idea that most elderly people are deprived of
their health and productivity and sharpness of mind are misunderstandings. Since the phi'ase
oiraku-no-koi was first used fifty years ago, views of elderly people’s sexuality have changed
drastically from asexual to sexual. What brought about the change? In other words how has
elderly people’s sexuality been concealed, oppressed or emancipated?
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Shun Inoue indicates that in the past (at least before World War II), elderly people who
have finished with reproductive activities were valued in Japanese society as kotan. This word
comes from the field of aesthetics in which an artistic technique that has matured and has shed its
excess by the passing of time is valued more than a new technique. The word kotan does imply a
decline of health that leads eventually to death, but it also has overtones of elegance and
excellence. However, as Inoue points out, this image of transcendence may have alienated elderly
people from thefr humanity. Valorising this image of the supposed transcendence of elderly
people can easily lead to the stigmatising of elderly people who are maintaining their sexual
activity as dirty and ugly, thus excluding them from being categorised as human [1992:167]. In
present day Japan the image of transcendence is still present, but it has lost its dominance. How
elderly people are depicted and categorised reflects the social views of personhood of the time.

When I retrace the changes in discourse in post-war Japan about elderly people’s
sexuality, I find that I can distinguish four types of discourse according to how elderly people and
their sexuality are depicted. The four types are: criticism, representation of exceptional sexuality,
approval, and praise. First of all, I will summarise the main points and characteristics of each
type. In each type we find paiticular dominant clichés, stereotypical ideas and images and a fixed
logic.

In the ‘critical view’ of elderly people’s sexuality, elderly people are supposed to give up
their sexual lives at the same time that they retire from active life. Being old no longer includes
the elegant and excellent meaning of kotan. Moreover, the sexuality of elderly people who still
engage in sexual activity is severely criticised as nasty, unpleasant and disturbing. Those who are
unusually youthful are also thought of as extraordinary and abnormal. Ordinary elderly people
are expected, even encouraged, to face their inevitable physical decline and deterioration.
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In ‘representations of exceptional sexuality’ of elderly people, elderly people are not
always assumed to be asexual. Here, a few elderly people are described as without wrinkles on
their bodies and faces. These few are described as possessing youth, health, the ability to work
and manage their own lives, and as having a positive attitude toward their futuie. However, the
discourse of exceptional sexuality does not imply acceptance of elderly people in general
engaging in sex. The majority of elderly people engaging in sex are not regarded as in control of
their sex but as imperfect persons.

In the ‘approving view’ of elderly people’s sexuality, the particular qualities of elderly
people’s sexuality have totally disappeared. Elderly people are said to enjoy their sexual life in
the same way as young people. It is emphasised tluough the category, human, that elderly people
and young people are so alike that it is hard to distinguish the two. In light of this broadened
approach elderly people’s sexuality is widely deemed as the continuation of the younger’s
sexuality. Elderly people are represented as in general full of youth, and in most cases their
profuse amount of energy is much stronger than that of young people. Along with young and
productive elderly people there exist some elderly people with physical shifts that implicate old
age, but most people who appear in this discourse aie powerful, young elderly people who
succeed in having well-organised lives and social activities. Sexuality is seen as having a
desirable and hidden effect that makes elderly people into young and well-organised elderly
people; elderly people are connected with youth thiough sexuality. Therefore, it seems more
appropriate to say that while a few elderly people with physical shifts that implicate old age exist
this discourse widely excludes the phases of the external physical infirmity and frailty that come
with old age. The significant reference point of this ideal imagery of elderly people’s sexuality
should be expressed following two levels: (1) Sexuality reflects our lives. (2) Our lives reflect
sexuality. That said, elderly people who have the external physical traits that come with old age
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remain in terms of their inner characteristics located within the sphere of the young and of
productive elderly people.

Finally, in the ‘praising view’ of elderly people’s sexuality, elderly people who engage in
and relish their sexual life are admired. In this type of discourse their sexuality is said to have
been transformed in quality as mental and physical changes happen. Elderly people’s sexuality is
highly respected because of its progressiveness, historicity, spirituality and genuineness. Their
valuable and profound sexuality not only reflects each person’s way of living and life itself, but
each person also reflects their sexuality. This sexual image of elderly people is similar to the
elegant image of the kotan, and we could say that it is the present-day revision of this ideal. The
‘praising view’ does not stigmatise elderly people who are maintaining their sexual activity.
However, kotan tends to be so abstract that it escapes the difficulties caused by being old, and 1
shall eventually be saying the same about the ‘praising discourse.’ In the ‘praising discourse,’ as
long as the aged enjoy their accumulation of age without any difficulties they are ‘the ageing’
rather than ‘elderly people.’ In fact, in this discourse, the word koreisha (literally, “the ageing”)
is commonly used to describe elderly people. In short, in a new meaning koreisha connotes the
young, well-organised elderly people.

1 examined about two hundred and fifty general-interest magazine ai ticles relating to
elderly people’s sexuality in terms of these four types of discourse. Originally, I sought to
elaborate these depictions synchi'onously; in other words, I considered the four types without
regard for clironology. However, these foui* types turned out to be related to specific periods of
time. In Japan the four types of discourse for depicting elderly people’s sexuality can be
correlated with the four successive periods: (1) a period of criticism (from the end of World War
11 to around 1960) - here, sex is depicted as belonging predominantly to youth; (2) a period of
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representation of exceptional sexuality (from the first half of the 1960s to around 1975) - here,
with sex regarded as part of youth, notions of “youthfulness” are required for elderly people to
possess sexuality. Thus some prestigious young elderly people contiibute to the reproduction of
both life and materials; (3) a period of approval (from the latter half of the 1970s to around 1985)
- here, in order for elderly people’s sexuality to be accepted, a discourse giving elderly people’s
sexuality the same attributes as young people’s was needed. The category himian enabled such a
condition, because at the level of human we can say that there is no difference between elderly
people and young people, and elderly people’s sexuality came to be treated as the successor to
young people’s sexuality; and (4) a period of praise (from the latter half of the 1980s to the
present time) - here, elderly people’s sexuality as a mature and developing sexuality is
emphasised. Therefore, the sexuality of elderly people is praised as a true sexuality which
experiences transcendence in accordance with their lives, and is quite separates from the sexuality
of youth.

3-1 Discourse of Criticism - from the End of World War II to Around 1960

When the critical view of elderly people’s sexuality was prevailing, elderly people were
reckoned to withdraw from both the labour market and sexuality. The sensational news of oirakuno-koi between Suzuka and Kawata which attracted people’s attention, gives us good insight into
the matter, not only because the phrase oiraku-no-koi ended up as one of the most intriguing
events of the year 1949 and eventually implanted itself in Japanese popular culture, but also
because it shows how sexually active elderly people were treated, making it clear how elderly
people’s sexuality was oppressed in those days. The beginning of the article Chuokoron in March
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1953 describes the related excitement in this way. '"'Oiraku-no-koi has a secure place in mass
culture, able to compete with the most highbrow fai*e served by Chuokoron.” It is not too much to
say that the case of oiraku-no-koi between Suzuka and Kawata represents what and how sexual
discourse about elderly people used to be in this period of time.

The article above continues to make fun of Kawata as follows. “Far from leaving financial
and political circles to escape shameful accusations [during the war Kawata wrote some poems
which supported nationalism and militarism], he [Kawata] still works hard to step back into the
spotlight with scandalous confessions. He misses being famous and being made a fuss over.”
(Chuokoron March 1953) This shows that elderly people, identified as having given up their
sexual lives, were supposed to have retired from social activity. Once Kawata, who was one of
the executives of Sumitomo Zaibatsu (one of the four large Japanese monopolistic conglomerates
before and during the war), was stigmatised as old, nobody allowed him to be a loving creature.
“Although there has been speculation that he was likely to kill himself, it is believed that he has
simply decided he wants to appear in the national newspapers and magazines with ambitions of a
junior high school student.” (ibid, Chuokoron Mai'ch 1953) This article referred to the possibility
that Kawata’s flesh-to-flesh and soul-to-soul love affair is, in fact, merely his self-indulgent show.
He asked an authoritative publishing company. The Asahi, to run a series of articles including
several of his poems, amongst them Komonroku (literally, “lonely hearts”) and Koi-No-Omoni
(literally, “pain for love”), causing deep-seated suspicion in the public at large.

Kawata insisted his motivation for Komonroku and Koi-No-Omoni was pure. “Every word
of my confession exquisitely puts life into the truth or the true theme of our humanity. There is
truly a lot to say about the dark side. Amazingly, there is.” (Shukan Asahi January 2nd/9th 1949)
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“When I [Kawata] made a clean breast of my love affair (or my mistake?) I found many
people, including my close friends, turned their backs on me trying to distance themselves from
me.” (ibid, Shukan Asalii January 2nd/9th 1949) Kawata also wanted to protect his family from
any bitter treatment: “I am terribly sorry but I am the sole genetic mutation in Kawata’s lineage.”
(ibid, Shukan Asahi January 2nd/9th 1949) In Japan, causing the community to lose face is often
seen as worse than the crime itself. This is what the struggle on behalf of sexually active elderly
people was all about.

Shukan Asahi went to the effort to explain why they approved Kawata’s request to carry
his manuscript, such that we can understand Kawata’s feeling of discrimination.

“It would not be an exaggeration to say that there was something remarkable about the
arcane youth of sixty-seven year-old Mr Kawata. [...] If he did not try to pull a snow job
[Komonroku or Koi-No-Omoni] on our readers by pretending to have performed as a tragic
veteran, but left a true story as an elderly scholar who nearly put himself to death, we are prepared
to deny that publishing his manuscript is a mindless and useless task. Readers are welcome to
assert their rights to dare to take Mr Kawata’s works as specimens of social physiology or social
pathology.” (Shukan Asahi January 2nd/9th 1949)

An influential author Yukio Mishima commented about oiraku-no-koi in an interview with
one of the Japanese opinion leaders as follows. “The phrase, oiraku-no-koi is about love between
an elderly man and a girl. He loves not as an elderly man but as a boy.” (Shukan Asahi March
26th 1950) Just after the war in Japan, sexuality was something that belonged to the young alone.
Everyone on Kawata’s side had to look to his extraordinary youth. Even romantic relationships
were related to boys and girls and although oiraku-no-kof s original story is about elderly people
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falling in love, its true message was a farce in psychology; elderly people in romantic
relationships misunderstood themselves as boys and girls and are thus construed as anomalies in
“social physiology or social pathology.” In another words, the image of elderly people as being
aged and frail forced them to accept retirement from both social life and sexuality.

There was another image, from the 1950s, of elderly people marrying in a nursing home,
that helps awaken us to a strong taboo against the sexuality of elderly people in this period. An
article in Shukan Sankei about a group wedding in a nursing home shows us how elderly people
were no longer thought to be sexually active. (November 30th 1958) The story concerns four
“stooped elderly couple’s group wedding ceremony,” between a seventy-six year-old man and a
sixty-four year-old woman, between a seventy-two year-old man and a seventy-four year-old
woman, between an eighty year-old man and an eighty-one year-old woman, and between an
eighty-two man and a seventy-six year-old woman. They developed their relationships caring for
canaries. “In their ancient-looking faces with many wrinkles, [...] there were deep lines scored
down each of their foreheads like the growth rings of tree trunks [...] and yet they frowned.”
Although it seemed a happy wedding - “Everybody wished for their long happiness” - the
devilish thing is that the description was concluded with “Here was a wedding, supposedly a
‘happy’ one, a wedding celebrating 'oiraku-no-koiP'' Oiraku-no-koi could deserve a celebration
if it happened in an exclusive place.

A national survey into elderly men’s sexual attitude conducted around this time by a
teclinical official in the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare reflects how the sexuality of
elderly people who still engage in sexual activity was veiled in secrecy. Though this survey was
stimulated by The Kinsey Report, the well-known first western survey that proved elderly men’s
sexual attitudes as I mentioned in chapter 1, the Japanese report had no specific evidence of
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elderly people’s sexual attitudes. (Shukan Asahi April 1st 1951) This report, and real or apparent
celebrations of oiraku-no-koi in nursing homes, suggests to me that elderly people’s sexuality has
been approved as long as it eliminates sexual intercourse.

A typical statement of this view was made by a film critic in a January 1962 interview in
answer to the question about Kagi (literally, “a key”), featured in cinemas. Junichiro Tanizaki’s
highly original story written in 1956, is famous for being the first novel about elderly people’s
sexuality in Japan. The critic highly recommended the film, but cites a leading actor as the only
problematic part of it. He went straight to the point saying,

“With regard to love scenes, especially in sex scenes, an adolescent one is much more
agreeable and pleasant. An elderly one is only dirty and terrifying. No reason can be given for
this. It has always been natural human sense.” (Fujinkoron January 1962)

Elderly people who did not wither up were nothing but nasty, unpleasant and disturbing.
There were no other alternatives to elderly people’s sexuality, unless it was the peculiar case of
oiraku-no-koi, or it was a spiritual love in an exclusive place, like a romantic relationship in a
nursing home.

3-2 The Representation of Exceptional Sexuality - from the First Half of the
1960s to Around 1975
From the late 1960s in Japan sexuality was deemed to exist in some rai'e old beneficiaries,
namely those endowed with youth and vigour. As long as young people were the privileged
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repositories of sexuality, for elderly people’s sexuality to be approved, descriptions were
necessary that exceptional elderly people are roughly equal to young people, providing a way to
make the linlc between young, productive elderly people and sexuality possible. These
descriptions brought elderly people nearer to sexuality than ever before. A few young and
productive elderly people straddle both elderly people and sexuality.

A love story between an eighty-five year-old single man Gosuke Yamada and his seventyfive yeai'-old first girl friend and widow Kusamatsu Onagano reflects the fusion of elderly people
and young people in sexual discourse dui’ing this period. These are extracts from the descriptions
about their fateful encounter in the aisle of the nursing home over a fifty-year inteiwal.

“Her [Kusamatsu’s] hands which used to be slender and snow-white turned to be gnarled,
her knuckles were as shiny as skinned onions from age and ceaseless washing and fanning. His
[Gosuke’s] hands which had always felt life tingle in his veins had withered up ” - they withered
up like old pine tiees in backyards.” “She [Kusamatsu] languished. On her upper lip was a grey
moustache,” “when he [Gosuke] looked at her, he found it impossible to believe that she had ever
been a girl.” “According to ‘her ever gentle line of walking,’ however, Gosuke identified
Kusamatsu.” Thus, every time he gazed emaptured at her, “that ‘strange’ old man [Gosuke] who
was insecure about his body, surprisingly, sang to her. It was hard to sit still to music like birds
singing, hey-ding-a-ding ding, cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we, to-witta-woo in the sweet springtime! - It
was all you could imagine happening between a high school boy with a youthful pimpled face and
Mari Sono [one of the most popular idols amongst teenagers in those days] - oh dear, oh dear!”
(Jyoseijishin July 8th 1968)
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this description you can find two contradictory statements. These people must have had

crooked backs, wrinkled and freckled skin which comes with age. However, despite ageing being
visible, their youth was described in detail. In other words, there was the inexorable process of
ageing, accompanied by a return to youtlifulness. The hunt was on for young and productive
elderly people, not for elderly people that are fading, withering.

Elderly people with sexuality were to be described as young, healthy, active, independent
and well-organised elderly people, without ageing and frailty. In addition to their youthfulness
healthy and independent elderly people were special beneficiaries who contributed to the
reproduction of both life and materials. For example, some were elderly men who maintained the
ability to produce babies, and others were elderly men/women who were active in business. In the
next article Toshiko Asabuki, who is a Japanese specialist in French literature, spoke of those who
have a clear and a nimble mind as being young and well-organised elderly people. Interestingly,
though this article is about a film in which Simone De Beauvoir appeared, the highlights for
Toshiko are where a sixty year-old lady and a seventy year-old lady were seriously talking about
elderly people’s sex and De Beauvoir herself. Toshiko said:

“Every year our life will be a little bleaker. All the while we are fading, withering, until
one morning we will look in the mirror and realise that we are not young any longer. That will be
shocking. This documentaiy gives us insight into what our possible futures will be like.” (Shukan
Asahi November 17th 1978)

“What our possible futui'es will be like” is illustrated as follows: “The lady was strong,
with a small, peaky face. No one would ever have described her as a spinster of seventy, which in
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fact she was,” and seventy year-old De Beauvoir is still “energetic and agile, with a youthful
complexion, and the fast pace that she has always had.”

In this discourse, with ‘exceptional elderly people,’ a physically ageing phenomenon is not
noted. This is brought about in instances of elderly people ahead of young people in passion and
vitality. Take the next tlnee articles concerning sexually active elderly people as examples.
“They finally decided to run away to get married. They had their own vulnerabilities. They [an
eighty-six year-old man and an eighty year-old woman] wholly siupassed the young.”
(Jyoseiseven June 13th 1973) “Sada-san [eighty-six yeai-old Mr. Sada] hesitated to propose to
her. [...] This is Mie-san [Mr. Sada’s eighty year-old girl friend. Miss Sada] who could not wait
for his proposal. Finally, on the 30th of March, Mie-san dared to propose to him. [...] What a
brave old woman! They rise above the young or the middle-aged today.” (Shukan Shincho July
4th 1974) The correspondent who described a happy marriage between seventy year-old elderlies
as oiraku-no-koi said “Brilliant, elderly power [regarding how the elderly couple felt about and
dealt with a lot of tough circumstances to be mai ried] ! They [elderly people] may even rival
young people.” (Shukan Shincho October 23rd 1975)

Elderly people’s sexual relationships are in this discourse only described in the category of
young, independent and productive elderly people. The discourse provides an interpretation of
elderly people’s sexual desire and ability already prominent in articles from medical science,
physiology, and sexual science. Many of these articles related to a lot of statistical data the main
points of Human Sexual Response (issued in 1966) authored by the reproductive biologist William
H. Masters and the psychologist Virginia E. Jolmson. As for surveys on Japanese people and sex,
field research conducted by a Shinjyuku (a ward in the capital of Japan) district nurse Hideko
Daikuhara in a senior citizens’ club (with informants over sixty years of age) and a survey
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conducted by Chanomi-Tomodachi-Sodanshitsu, the first Japanese dating agency for the elderly in
Kanagawa prefectural health centre, were commonly used to describe elderly people’s sexuality.

Articles from the point of view of medical science, physiology and sexual science have
thi'ee common ideas. First, sexuality was demonstrated by the frequency of sexual intercourse and
the percentage of people who have any sexual desire. Secondly, because female informants
seemed reluctant to answer the questions on the topics mentioned above, the actual results were
believed to be considerably higher than recorded. Lastly, the hypothesis that women keep their
sexuality at a steady level with age has been put forward because of the high proportion of elderly
women showing dissatisfaction regarding sexual desire reported up to the end of tlie 1970s; from
the 1970s on both the numbers of elderly people who have sexual desire and the frequency of
sexual intercourse increased. These remai'ks, went further than turning around the belief that
elderly people wither up; they presented Japanese society with statistics that elderly people have
the same sexual desires and sexual ability as young people.

However, the issue here is that the sexuality of elderly people was not approved of as much
as that of young people: the sexuality of elderly people was considered to have its own ‘particular’
characteristics. However much healthy and active elderly people’s youthfulness was emphasised,
their sexuality was never really anything more than something deviant from young people’s
sexuality. Let me give you an example from a statement of Otohiko Kaga, a Japanese authority
on mental medical science. While in the beginning of an interview on over fifteen elderly
people’s monlogues, Kaga commented that “their sexual ability is full of bounce and vigour,” he
also made the negative comment.
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“Not that it matters too much because sexual intercourse is something for the young. They
[the elderly] are only concerned about young people’s sexual activity. The nastier, cheaper of it is
worrying them. [...] Strong sexual desire based on lusting after bodies is certainly the case in
around twenty-five year-olds, whose age is considered to be the prime of life. What is important
to elderly people is to learn how to have sexual intercourse at an elderly age, how to form selfdiscipline, and how to detach any lust. They should do this.” (Ushio November 1972)

In this period of time, sexual discourse tlirew light upon elderly people’s sexuality.
Despite the fact the discourse brought elderly people nearer to sexuality than ever before, you still
find that the elderly were not supposed to be the perfect representatives of sexuality, let alone sex.
The great change in romantic relationships in nur sing homes suggests this. In the ‘critical view’
of elderly people’s sexuality, we can find the implications of elderly sexual intercourse. In
‘representations of the exceptional sexuality’ of elderly people, there is much that would tempt us
to say that elderly people in nursing homes are not subjects of sex but incompetent and imperfect
possessors of sex. We can conclude that the nature of elderly people’s sexuality was supposed to
be different from that of young people’s sexuality.

The change in romantic relationships in nursing homes relating to discourse about elderly
people’s sexuality is drastic. Relationships between elderly men and elderly women in nursing
homes was no longer romantic. Many articles about “awful” sexual relationships in nur'sing
homes have been printed. In these articles it was reported that relationships between opposite
elderly sexes were attributed as the cause of quarrels, violence or mui'der between elderly people
in nursing homes. Let me give you a representative example. Here is the beginning of an article
about a murder in a nursing home. “The colour' of an eighty-thi'ee year-old woman’s kimono [the
traditional Japanese style of dressing] collar [the collar of the kimono, in fact, means juban or
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underwear for kimono] was red. She was only half dressed. So we [tliree female reporters] could
not help but avert oui' gaze [In Japanese Modern and Middle Ages a red juban was worn by
prostitutes.]. [...] While we were walking along the passage, we realised that something was
different from normal nursing homes. We had detected a faint voluptuous fragrance.”
(Fujinkoron January 1976) It is obvious that from the beginning, the reporters’ ciuiosity was not
directed at answering questions concerning the mui'der, but at getting materials to support answers
which had already been settled in their minds.

The thi'ee reporters concluded that the murder “which came about by a series of events”
(ibid, Fujinkoron January 1976) was without adequate fair and definite proof. Let us read the
conversation of the three reporters in the last part of the article. “In the vernacular of youth
nursing homes are a free sex paradise. However they [the elderly] do not hold the same idea of
free sex.” “We suspect that to do nothing about elderly sex benefits us.” They laughed at the
poor, disappointed elderly sexual persons.

Young and well-organised elderly people who straddle sex and old age enabled sexual
discourse about elderly people to change from asexual to sexual during this period. In light of the
fact that elderly people are connected with sexuality through a few young, well-organised elderly
people, we therefore realise that elderly people’s sexuality took up its meaning and place
according to the predominant youth-sexuality-based reference. Being called deviant and isolated
is the condition by which elderly people’s sexuality were constituted in younger people’s
sexuality. This is what was called the ‘nature’ of elderly people’s sexuality in the ‘representation
of exceptional sexuality.’
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3-3 The Approving View of Elderly People’s Sexuality - from the Latter Half of
the 1970s to Around 1985

For elderly people’s sexuality to find approval, the description required is for elderly
people’s sexuality to have the same quality as that of young people, thus providing a link between
elderly people in general and sexuality. In Japan such descriptions emerged in the latter half of
the 1970s. Claims such as “I can’t believe the elderly differ from the young in passion.”
(Jyoseijishin April 12th 1979) were echoed in articles concerning dating agencies for the elderly.
For example, the director of Chanomi-Tomodachi-Sodanshitsu in Kanagawa prefectural health
centre expressed his interest in man iages of the elderly like tliis.

“Let me show you what they [elderly people] look for in their potential marriage paitner.
For men, according to priority, strength, charm, beauty, profitable age, good family
circumstances, good economic conditions and intelligence. For women, a happy mairiage itself,
personality, good economic conditions, intelligence, good looks, profitable age and good family
circumstances. These results are in accordance with earlier research concerning university
students; they prove that the priorities of the elderly and the young people are basically the same.”
(Fujinkoron August 1978)

Such remarks that “I can not believe that the elderly differ from the young in the basic
matters of maniage.” (Bungeishunjyu February 1982) rose from a certain concept. Let me give
two examples of this concept. “Differences between the elderly and the young are emphasised too
much. As far as we aie ‘human,’ our emotions, pains of new stages, hopes and dreams are
common from elderly bachelors to young bridegrooms.” (Fujinkoron July 1985) “From the
elderly to the young, people aie basically the same. When they [elderly people] look at his/her
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favourite woman/man in group dating their eyes stai't to shine.” (Shukan Shincho February 22nd
1990) The category human enabled the attributes of sexuality of elderly people and young people
to be recognised as the same. At the level of human we would say that there is no difference
between elderly people and young people, and that elderly people’s sexuality is to be treated as
the successor to young people’s sexuality. This was the way to make the specific sexual discourse
of young, productive elderly people general.

As the category ‘human’ gave good evidence to the fact that the elderly ai'e no different to
the young there came forth a wide variety of elderly persons in articles on elderly people’s
sexuality. Regarding elderly people as successors to young people implied doubt that deep
divisions between elderly people and young people existed. In other words, notions of
youthfulness were not always necessary for elderly people to possess sexuality. In an article of
the largest magazine publisher Gendai many kinds of elderly people can be found (February
1980). A sixty year-old man “who can afford to di'ink and play around,” “enjoys sex” with young
women, a former seventy-two year-old businessman who “carried on” with Iris wife “in a kind
way,” sixty and seventy year-old “old ladies” “who are fond of sex,” a seventy-four, a seventythree and a seventy year-old woman who “made love” with a seventy-four year-old resident in the
nursing home, an eighty-three year-old “old woman” who “was moving her waist” on the
“bedridden” eighty-five year-old “old man,” and so on.

Not surprisingly, these various sorts of elderly person implicated several changes in the
description of elderly people in sexual discourse. First, comrections between sex and ageing and
frailty appeared in such discourse. A following example is about the sight of a group date at a
reception desk.
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“An eighty yeai'-old man, faintly panting, leaning on a stick, and a scrawny, sagging old
woman, with permanent brown spots, like a spotty deer on her ragged skin. A grandma with
facial neuralgia like an old trout, and a grandpa with thousands of dreadful furrows.” (Shukan
Bunshu November 27th 1980)

So far, this is what we have already seen in the historically previous discourse,
‘representations of exceptional sexuality.’

Most people, however, who appear in the ‘approving’ discourse are powerful, independent
and productive, elderly people are uniformly presented as succeeding in well-organised lives and
social activities. In light of the fact that old age are the continuation of youth there is often a
tendency to depict elderly people collapsed into young, well-organised elderly people. The gap
between elderly people and younger people can be bridged in such a way that we first and
foremost emphasise their youthfulness, though they have fleck and flection as earmarks of old
age. Here is a continuation of what we quoted above in the reception scene of a group date. This
example shows us one of the perfect integration between the depiction of frailty and the depiction
of youth into one sentence regarding one of the sexually active elderly people.

“Although amid the white powder her dark-brown ancient skin was tired; and this was
somehow horrible, far from nasty, unpleasant and disturbing; her face, quite hidden under rouge
and powder, was like a lovely daisy in a graveyard. Even her yellow teeth reminded us of a
young girl’s.” (ibid, Shukan Bunshu November 27th 1980)

For elderly people’s sexuality to find approval, such that elderly people are deemed nearly
equal to young people, a way to link elderly people in general and sexuality was required.
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Therefore, in most cases, descriptions of persons who were ahead of young people in passion and
vitality, or youthfulness were emphasised, Tliis is the depiction of Hiroyuki Suehiro (In Japanese
his surname Suehiro implies the indefinite futui e.), who is the president and founder of the dating
agency Jyuokai (literally, “the society of long-lived kings”) in Kyoto (the capital of Japan in
ancient times).

“His image to others, as I see it, is that he is a brazen, aggressive young elderly man who
has a nearly six-feet-tall enormous body with dark thick hair, which is easily seen to be a fake.
Although his outstandingly thick eyebrows like caterpillars and vivid salmon-pink skin reminded
me of a sixty-year old man, I was very surprised that I had nothing to say in response his
statement, “Ey, I am eighty years old.’” (ibid, Shukan Bimshu November 27th 1980)

The ‘approving view’ of elderly people’s sexuality brought about a new development in
the discoui'se of elderly people’s sexuality; humanity and universality of sexuality amongst elderly
people was the most important element here. At the level of ‘human’ sexuality we would say that
there is no difference between elderly people’s sexuality and young people’s sexuality, and that
elderly people’s sexuality is to be treated as the successor to young people’s sexuality. While
elderly people were full of youth and in most cases their profuse amount of energy was much
greater than that of young people, the descriptions that elderly people are full of youth in terms of
physical traits are not always required in order to bring elderly people nearer to sexuality and sex
than ever before. Some elderly people with physical shifts that implicate old age did exist.

A series of aiticles named September Sex which was run by the second largest tabloid
magazine Bungeishunjyu from 27th November to Christmas 1980, contributed a lot to the
discourse giving elderly people’s sexuality the same attributes as young people’s. This
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wonderfully written, exhaustive reseaich by a young writer named Shinichi Sano concerns group
dating by elderly people, scientific reports on elderly people’s sexuality, romantic and sexual
relationship in nursing homes, elderly mairiage, the sex of bedridden elderly people, and
homosexual elderly people. In the view of the ‘approving discourse’ previous discourse on
elderly people’s sexuality was unconvincing because it represented elderly people as isolated
(confined to nursing homes) and deviant (devalued by youth-obsessed sexual standards). Also the
‘approving view’ describes the positive social effects (function) from rendering elderly people as
young, independent and well-organised elderly people. The new descriptions gave the public
plenty of reasons not to ignore the humanity and universality relating to elderly people’s
sexuality.

On the first issue, the ‘approving discourse,’ rejecting the isolation of elderly people’s
sexuality, attempts to expose the inequities of the tieatment of elderly people in nursing homes.
Let me give you two examples. For attempts to expose the inequities of the treatment of elderly
people in nursing homes to become persuasive, it is first necessary to blame the people who are
directly in charge of the treatment of elderly people in nursing homes. “Such staffs warped and
narrow-minded interest has nothing to do with Victorian-like oppression towards elderly people’s
sexuality. It is always those who have repressed their own sexuality that oppress others.”
(December 11th 1980) Consider more general conditions of framing this attempt to expose the
inequities of the ti eatment of elderly people in nursing homes. We may ascribe the basic
conditions to national and local governments. “It is hard to deny that political and administrative
short-sightedness and political resistance against efforts to accommodate Japanese society make
cramped and depraved views about elderly people’s sexuality possible.” (December 18th 1980)
In ‘representations of the exceptional sexuality’ of elderly people, deviancy and isolation
conditioned the ‘peculiarity’ of elderly people’s sexuality. Thus, in contrast to previous discourse
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about elderly people’s sexuality the ‘approving discourse’ shakes up the notion of chaiacterising
elderly people’s sexuality as deviant and isolated in terms of younger-people-centred social norms
and institutions.

As for the second issue, namely the discovery that sexuality has the function of making
elderly people into young, independent and well-organised elderly people, there is the following
example.

“While I was visiting nui'sing homes all over Japan I had another unforgettable experience
where I could tell which residents were in love or shared the room with others. Residents were
briefly, imposing. [...] They framed dreadful circumstances. They were bound to make a strong
impression on me. In addition to this, the merits seemed evident in their inner change. [...] An
inlierent fighter grandpa turned out to be a calm and quiet gentleman, and an evil, grumpy gramiy
turned out to be an absolute kind old lady. [...] The residents who were never able to go to the
bathroom or be alone in tlie dining room were able to get on something by himself/herself soon.”
(ibid, December 18th 1980)

In the ‘approving’ discourse “the unparalleled function” of elderly people’s sexuality was
to make elderly people in general into young, powerful elderly people who succeed in having
well-organised lives and social activities. As I mentioned above, required to inject humanity and
universality into elderly people’s sexuality was both a rejection of isolation and a requirement of
making all elderly people into real people. Rejecting notions of deviancy and isolation in elderly
people’s sexuality underpins the discourse of approval: elderly sexuality was to be treated as
normal sexuality. Moreover, the statement that elderly people’s sexuality could be very effective
enhanced the reputation of elderly people’s sexuality. The importance of sexuality or sex to
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elderly people was reflected in articles from the point of view of medical science, physiology and
sexual science. “At age 70, sex is not a condition of married life but an opportunity to increase
happiness.” (Reader’s Digest May 1984) The American survey [Bernard D. Starr and Marcella B.
Weiner’s report, issued in 1982] alleging that the quality of sexual intercourse increases as we get
older was also often cited.

As to elderly people’s sexuality, many descriptions were provided which laid particular
stress on its humanity and universality. The following are part of the article in Gendai that I
mentioned above.

“When I looked at eighty-three year-old Mori-san [Miss Mori] angry at her rival crying,
‘She stole my boy friend! ’ I was awed by her youthfulness which was ahead of her age. Taking
into account her age and my age [twenty-seven], I thought her youth was much more admirable
and valuable than that of mine. Her profuse amount of energy was also much stronger than
mine.” (ibid, Februaiy 1980)

“Our sexual desire will not wear off, and that makes us human. Its energy makes us worth
living a human life.” (ibid, February 1980)

Elderly people’s sexuality in tuin implies his/her life itself. States of ‘being’ allows
elderly people to engage in development and personal growth. Chizuko Togaeri who was one of
the contemporary key opinion-leaders, upholds elderly people’s living sexuality using the term
sexuality.
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“As we are approach the end of life, sexuality profoundly takes shape, what a splendid
thing elderly people’s sexuality is! [...] In comparison to the season of passion which besets us,
tluills, and is forgotten by us, elderly people’s sexuality is like a rhyme of the maples, with the
yellow and the pmple and the crimson keeping time [...] It [elderly people’s sexuality] is like the
scarlet of the maples that should be a valuable pursuit of the “beautifully aged.’” (Fujinkoron
March 1982)

One of the purposes of this article was to examine the enchantments of Henyo (literally,
“transfiguration”) written by Sei Ito (issued in 1968). Togaeri said, “While being old, she is still
attractive. How wonderful it is that love and sex rise above all things in our past; tliis works on in
us; this happens to us again and again.’’(ibid, Fujinkoron March 1982) Henyo is about elderly
people’s sexuality being something which suggests our way of life and life itself. Here is the
defining point: elderly sexuality is the successor to young and middle aged sexuality as a part of
human sexuality.

In the latter half of the article in Fujinlcoron, Togaeri refers to a well-known book for Noh
play [a Japanese traditional art] - Kurozuka. The book is about an old demon who lives in a
grassy remote, outlying and isolated place and eats disoriented men. Togaeri believed that “there
may be helpless grief about withering but forever-green sexuality in poor elderly women living
alone in remote wild lands.” In other words, she regarded sexuality as “a flame of passion and
desire” “in women’s bodies which have already lost their youth.” The phrase “a flame of passion
and desire” or “withering but forever-green sexuality” is the analogy of the message that “I can
not believe the elderly differ from the young in their passion.” (ibid, Jyoseijishin April 12th 1979).
In conclusion, in the approving view of elderly people’s sexuality it was the category human that
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would convince the public that elderly people’s sexuality follows naturally, as people get older,
from young people’s sexuality.

3-4 The Praising View of Elderly People’s Sexuality - from the Latter Half of
the 1980s to the Present Time

By the end of the 1980s historicity and spirituality in elderly people’s sexuality came to
constitute an important part of elderly people’s sexual discourse. This assumed that elderly
people’s valuable and profound sexuality not only reflects each person’s way of living and life
itself, but that each person is also reflected in their sexuality. In addition to that, elderly people
turn their reproductive-oriented sexuality into new enjoyable and joyous sexuality and place it in
the centre of their lives; this amounts to the transition of their life force. It is symbolised by the
story of elderly people’s sexuality as life itself. In other words this discourse of praise constitutes
the story of elderly people’s sexuality as “living.”

As an example of the idea that “elderly sex is thus more than sexual intercourse” a
specialist on medical care for elderly people stated,

“While the hour of the waning of youth full of passion besets, we have very little to do
with the waning of adoration of sexuality, of those who straddle worlds and make of that very
experience new spiritual enhancement and transition. [...] To elderly people, these principles are
especially real. Some elderly men’s impulse to ejaculate against his will was no accident. The
fact discloses that our strongest opponent is sexuality which we accompany, cherish, and identify
as ourselves tlii'ough our life.” (Ninchi February 1989)
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The article of Hoseki in March, 1994 concerned a sex-conscious seventy year-old lady
who had superb intelligence. “Although the birth of sexuality seems to result in somewhat carnal
pleasure, it does not. It is to find revelation in the things that to us are obvious, [...]. It even
subjects us not only to the hunger for the true meaning of manhood/womanliood tlii'ough our life,
but to the prestige of survivorship.”

The estimation that elderly people’s sexuality can produce remarkable creations comprises
a part of the story of elderly people’s sexuality as life itself. The spectacular success spotlights
his/her way of life and his/her life itself. For example, the article of Hoseki in February, 1996 is
about the potentiality of elderly people’s sexuality, and mentioned the first Japanese Norbel prize
winner for literatuie Yasunari Kawabata. Preceding this the writer criticises Japanese society for
having deprived civil rights relating to elderly people’s sexuality. “Yasunari Kawabata who loved
a girl at the risk of his life could write such marvellous masterpieces as The Dancing Girl in Izii,
The Ancient Capital. He was so sensitive and sensual that he won a Norbel prize for literature.”

In this discourse the function of elderly people’s sexuality makes our life shining and rich;
it contributes towards society and increases a new demand for sexuality to be applied to oui' lives.
A stimulating Japanese authoress Jyakucho Setouchi held the opinion that elderly people should
engage in sex. “If he can not he should look for a man for his wife. [...] His excuses are always
things like that. T don’t feel like sex.’ T am impotent.’ Tt is natural for elderly men.’ [...]
‘Keep quiet, will you?’ ‘Don’t use lewd words.’ It is as a matter of course. But it is
misunderstood. It is a proper desire for vigorous elderly women. [...] Women can have sexual
intercourse until their last breath.” (Shukan Post August 24th 1990)
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Tliis sort of observation of elderly people’s sexuality, that women can have sexual
intercourse until their last breath, shapes the definition of elderly people in relation to succeeding
experiences of sexuality thiough their lives. It is evident that there’s some similarity between the
‘praising view’ of elderly people’s sexuality and the previous ‘approving view,’ namely that
elderly people’s sexuality is the successor to young people’s sexuality, as in the emphasis that
human sexuality is ever changing its quality; this is seen in the notion that “Our human sexuality
changes from a reproductive one to one of sheer exlrilaration, and spiritual influence; communal
sexuality,” (Fujinkoron December 1985) But in addition to this, the praising period suggests that
elderly people’s sexuality is the ultimate expression of human sexuality encompassing
progressive, historical, and spiritual aspects. Elderly sexuality, which covers the highest things to
the lowest ones - good to evil, beauty to ugliness, truth to deception, the sublime to the ridiculous
and so on - is the supreme “living” sexuality, becoming a value in itself. That is to say, the
greatness of elderly people’s sexuality is “authentic,” (Fujinlcoron April 1990)

As for the description that elderly people’s sexuality is “true human nature” (Fujinkoron
April 1990), let me give you an example. The title of this article is “It is Time to Start Life.”

“The way they [elderly people] have sexual intercourse is somehow sneaky. It is time for
elderly people to speak out about their tasteful and elegant love. [...] Sex in the 70s, the 80s is
genuine, regardless of whether actual sexual penetration occurs. It should be insisted that it is
you, elderly people, who can savour sex at will.” (Shukan Shincho August 19th 1993)

When elderly people’s sexuality as the ultimate expression of human sexuality becomes a
value in itself, it is to be called spiritual, something with overwhelming energy, life itself. Elderly
people with physical shifts that implicate old age appear repeatedly in ‘praising’ sexual discourse.
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As Kanji Hatano, said to be the first elderly intellect, who declared his elderly sexuality in one of
the best-selling books in 1993 Ware-Oyu-Yueni-Ware-Ari {Old Age in the Best o f Sexuality) said,
“It was wrong to connect sexuality with reproduction, sexual intercourse itself.” (Shukan Kinyobi
September 9th 1994) Elderly people’s mental sexuality is opposed to sexuality with penetration,
young sexuality. When elderly people are to be expected to have their own sexuality the
emphasis on youthful appearance is not always required: in this discourse about sexuality old age
stays as a feature of elderly people.

Tliis sexual image of elderly people is similar to the elegant image of the kotan, and tends
to be idealised, escaping from the difficulties that come with age like decay in health and a
conflict between what he/she used to be and what he/she is. In this discourse, praise of elderly
people’s sexuality is explicitly voiced in terms of "'koreishaf ageing people who are supposed to
possess this spiritual sexuality. As the next example shows, elderly people ai'e deemed to enjoy
their accumulation of age without any difficulties.

“Yamamoto-san [the seventy-two year-old old man Mr. Yamamoto] falls in love and
wants sex to show off Iris liveliness. They [elderly men who engage in sexual activity like Mr.
Yamamoto] believe that sexuality is life itself! They just want to feel that they are alive. Actually
they want neither sex nor the women’s flesh. It is the only way they could prove they had any
value. All tliey want is to make sure that they are living with contact and interaction with
someone.” (Hoseki October 1992)

Even if spirituality is the essence of the praising view of elderly people’s sexuality, it
contains in most cases “liveliness” as well. In some of the following articles elderly people who
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have maintained their sexual activity are distinguished from those who are demented or unable to
leave his/her bed.

“Nobody can stop the proportion of elderly people increasing in Japan. And the number of
elderly people who are suffering regarding their sexuality is also increasing. [...] How on earth
do they deal with it? If they can not cope with it they will be forced to remain the poor ‘silver
sex’ who linger about. It is inevitable that we grow older. Nobody Imows who is to be either
demented, bedridden or silver sex. All we have to do is prepare our minds and sexuality for old
age.” (Hoseki May 1988)

“When we take ‘the aged society’ as a social problem we often take the young as the
formulation, and the ageing as demented, bedridden and socially weak people. While we think it
is quite natural for them to wither up, we treat those who engage in sexual activity as nasty,
unpleasant and distmbing ‘filty crocks.’ [...] It is clear that we can not ignore elderly people’s
sexuality when facing elderly people’s problems. As long as their sexuality is neglected there will
be a high cost to pay.” (Spa May 15th 1996)

As in the ‘exceptional’ and ‘approving’ discourses, in the ‘praising view’ of elderly
people’s sexuality, those who are estimated to have supreme sexuality are lusty young and
independent elderly people who succeed in well-organised lives and social activities. On the
other hand the praising discourse, along with articles from the point of view of medical science,
physiology and sexual science, emphasises the qualitative change in elderly people’s sexuality,
marking it out as different from younger people’s sexuality. This suggests, as I noted already, that
elderly people are able to enjoy their accumulation of age without any difficulties, even though
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they have the external physical traits that come with old age. Elderly people remain located
within the sphere of young and productive elderly people in terms of their imrer characteristics.

Let us check this point using an article in which elderly people who have the external
physical traits that come with old age appear. When Atsuko Anzai, the writer of the Hana-AruKisetsu (literally, “The Time Full of Flowers”), wrote about her elderly mother’s sexuality she
was careful in her choice of words regarding elderly people and ageing uniting the two in one
paragraph.

“Elderly people aie unpleasant. Wrinkles and permanent brown spots on their skins and
faces increase steadily, raven hair turns grey or wliite, and their physical strength declines. When
we see an elderly woman wear heavy makeup and try to attract men’s attention, our stomachs
turn, and we are left shivering. It is when they enjoy love in the same way as young people that
they are avoided like a plague. It is not suitable for the koreisha to kindle the flame of love again,
or to try to attract the opposite sex. There should be love for each age: love for the young, love
for the middle-aged, and love for the elderly. [...] I believe love affairs beyond beauty or ugliness
exist amongst elderly people.” (ibid, Shukan Kinyobi September 9th 1994)

During this period ‘praising discourse’ asserts that elderly people’s sexuality is spiritual
through transcendence, enabling elderly people (= the ageing) to “look forward to old age, the
flower of our life time.” (ibid, Shukan Kinyobi September 9th 1994) There exist two opposite
assumptions: the first is bound up in the image that elderly people’s sexuality is the successor to
young people’s sexuality, continuously diawn out by well-controlled accumulation of age from
young to old; and on the other hand there is the image of transfoiination in quality to engage
sometliing profound in human life. This alone is sufficient justification to distinguish the praising
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view of elderly people’s sexuality: “the flower of our sexuality keeping time.” The appreciation
of elderly people’s sexuality as “the flower of our sexuality keeping time” has noticeable
overtones of elegance and excellence where passing time brings a decline of health and death, like
the image of kotan. But it is free from prestige ideals which the image kotan can not escape.
Wliereas kotan implies self-complacency as the complete elderly people’s image, the appreciation
of elderly people’s “the flower of our sexuality keeping time” comrotes general rules or principles
which offer innumerable metaphors regarding the “withering up” of Japanese society as a whole,
without a holy image of elderly people. That is to say, elderly people’s sexuality calls for a
critical look from microcosmos to macrocosmos.

At the beginning of this chapter I asked about the social causes of the change in discourses
about elderly people’s sexuality. Since, in the next chapter I will be revealing similar changes in
elderly people’s sexuality in Britain. I will leave answering the question until chapter 5.
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4 Sexual Discourse about British Elderly People

As I mentioned in chapter 2 ,1 chose newspaper articles of the year 1977, 1987 and 1997 in
order to delineate changes in the discourse of elderly people’s sexuality in Britain. This strategic
choice was born of the realisation that these years were best examples of tluee specific periods of
time category in depictions of elderly people’s sexuality: a period of representation of exceptional
sexuality, a period of approval and a period of praise. This was a need which existing
chronological research on sexual discourse of Japanese elderly people over fifty years was well
equipped to meet. By chance in a pilot survey I found that in 1977,1987 and 1997 there
happened three headline-grabbling events exhibiting all the most important traits relating to the
period of time category. In this chapter I will summarise particular dominant cliches,
stereotypical ideas and images of the respective discourses; then I introduce the headlinegrabbling events for each period.

Some will want to find out the differences between British elderly people’s sexual
discourse and Japanese elderly people’s sexual discourse. If I dare to meet the demand I raise the
following five points arising from the newspaper and magazine articles I read: (1) The British
have more articles featuring celebrities than the Japanese. (2) In comparison with the British the
Japanese seldom see articles about elderly rapists and elderly victims of sexual assault. (3) In
1977, 1987 and 1997 I could find few British newspaper articles relating elderly people’s
sexuality to nursing homes. (4) In contrast with Japan in Britain the topic of dating agencies for
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elderly British men and younger brides from south-east Asia or east Europe more often came up
for discussion than the topic of dating agencies for elderly male and elderly female Britons. (5) In
1977, 1987 and 1997 in the British articles I could find few articles written from the main points
of view of medical science, physiology and sexual science.

However, much more significantly you stare at the great similarity between British elderly
people’s sexual discourse and Japanese elderly people’s sexual discourse in this chapter. Thus it
will be seen that my discussions and descriptions aie subject to a methodological ft amework and
dominant-idioms which the discussion of Japanese sexual discourse of elderly people provided in
advance. In this chapter I will accordingly use similar turns of phrase as in the previous chapter.

In contemporary newspaper articles there are allusions to a period of ‘criticism’ regarding
British sexual discourse about elderly people, pre-dating 1970. That is, elderly people were
supposed to give up their sexual lives at the same time that they retired from social life, the
sexuality of elderly people who still engaged in sexual activity was severely criticised as nasty,
unpleasant and disturbing.

“Three decades later, the oldest swinger in town is still cheerfully causing offence with
enthusiastically-espoused views that are anathema to many.” (The Express January 30th 1997)

This article indicates that in 1967 “the oldest swinger in town” whose sexuality was not
confined to spiritual love in exclusive places, like romantic relationships in nursing homes, was
nothing but nasty, unpleasant and disturbing.
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Also, pre-1970, elderly people were expected, even encouraged, to face their inevitable
physical decline and deterioration.

“That changed for me when I had my second flash of carnal revelation. I [the speaker is
almost into her fifties] was in my 30s and had just emerged from acute sleep deprivation, loss of
hair and general below the waist mechanical failure - otherwise known as having a baby. A
friend gave me an article to read. ‘There’s never any let-up,’ she said breezily.” (The Daily Mail
November 21st 1997)

This article explicitly tells us that in the second half of the 1960s middle-aged female
Britons were supposed to start to be sexually inert. Thus, we can easy to imagine that in the
second half of the 1960s elderly female Britons suffered from societal anathema that elderly
people should be dried up. Indeed this discourse, even though if s generally overlaid by other
discourses, continues to have a contemporary relevance.

4-1 The Representation of Exceptional Sexuality in 1977

In 1977 in Britain sexuality was deemed to exist in some rare old beneficiaries, namely
those endowed with youth and vigour. Young people were the privileged ones who were allowed
sexuality, so for elderly people’s sexuality to be approved, descriptions that exceptional elderly
people are roughly equal to young people provided a way to make the link between young,
productive elderly people and sexuality possible. These descriptions brought elderly people
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nearer to sexuality than ever before. A few young and productive elderly people straddle both
elderly people and sexuality.

What came as a shock to a commentator of The Daily Mail on the engagement between
the national hero football manager Malcolm Allison called Big Mai and his twenty year-old model
Serena Williams was to learn that “Our Hero is 50 this year. (Cartoon heroes never age, do
they?)” (The Daily Mail February 21st 1977) Even though Big Mai put a stop to the long-lasting
relationship with his sick wife, there was no condemnation at all. “We’ve just finished the
adventure entitled ‘Will Big Mai and Loyal Beth, his Long-Suffering Wife, Find True Happiness
at Last?’ Answer [original] is, of course, no. We’re now into ‘Will Big Mai and Sexy Serena
Make It to Orange-Blossom Time?’ (Yes, on May 23, after the Cup Final.)” (ibid. The Daily Mail
February 21st 1977) Instead of holding a debate on his immorality the female commentator paid
attention to his normality. “And somehow I’d expected Big Mai to look like a cross between a
Yeti and a beer truck. Not so, dear fans, he looks quite normal [her emphasis]. In fact Big Mai,
electrician’s son from Kent, and Sexy Serena, naval officer’s daughter from Devon, are
thoroughly unpretentious and ordinary.” (ibid. The Daily Mail February 21st 1977)

In this description you can find the particular way both external and internal youthful
characteristics oriented elderly people toward “normality.” Elderly people who exceptionally
engaged in sexual activity were deemed ordinary. Sexually active elderly people were said to
never age. They must in reality have crooked backs, wrinkled and freckled skin which comes
with age. However, despite this being visible, their youth was described in detail. In other words,
there was the inexorable process of aging, accompanied by a return to youthfulness. The hunt was
on for young and productive elderly people, not for elderly people that are fading, withering.
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Sexually active elderly people were to be described as young, healthy, active, independent
and well-organised elderly people, without ageing and frailty. In addition to their youthfulness
healthy and independent elderly people were special beneficiaries who contributed to the
reproduction of both life and materials. For example, some were elderly men who maintained the
ability to produce babies, and others were elderly men/women who were active in business.

“It

is not only the young folk that have the fun these days. I heard that the 78-year-old Marquis
Camden is poised to propose to the woman he has fallen in love with - Group Captain Peter
Townsend’s 55-year-old first wife Rosemary de Laszlo.” (The Daily Express November 23rd
1977) “With all the ardour of a young poet’s words, 90-year-old Tom MacDonald again pledges
his love to Agnes. [...] [...] And their love for each other has been their mainstay.” (The Daily
Record February 5th 1977) The eighty-one year-old widower David Cook who was going to
celebrate a marriage with the sixty-nine year old widow Margaret Cowan, making people jealous
of his youthfulness, complained about cancelling his golf. “Despite his years, he plays tlu ee
rounds each week.” (The Daily Record September 17th 1977) “I [the seventy-one year-old Lizzie
who would marry her seventy-fbui" year-old lollipop man Chic Anderson next day] feel like a
teenage bride all over again.” (The Daily Express January 21st 1977) In sexual discourse about
elderly people healthy, active, and independent elderly people with exceptional youth were
replacing elderly people with physical and mental difficulties which come with age.

In this discoui'se, with ‘exceptional elderly people,’ a physically ageing phenomenon is not
noted. This is brought about in instances of elderly people ahead of young people in passion and
vitality. Take the next tluee articles concerning sexually active elderly people as examples.
“Somehow we [a twenty-four bride who would marry a forty-one year-old TV director] both feel
the same age.” (The Daily Express February 24th 1977) “The lady who owns these sensational
legs is 54 years old. [...] Her legs and 34-23-34 figure would still do credit to a girl of 25.” (The
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Sun September 19th 1977) Then here is the extract from the conversation between The Daily Mail
commentator and Big Mai’s fiancé Serena. “She [tlie girl over twenty years bridegroom’s junior]
says, batting her huge eyelashes, I’m a tough cookie I admit it. But Malcolm’s an even tougher
cookie than me.” (ibid, The Daily Mail February 21st 1977)

Elderly people’s sexual relationships are in this discourse only described in the category of
young, independent and productive elderly people. The discourse provides an interpretation of
elderly people’s sexual desire and ability already prominent. Although the number of the British
articles I collected from the point of view of medical science, physiology, and sexual science is
few, they supported that elderly people have the same sexual desires and sexual ability as young
people, without exception, in 1977. “It is perfectly true that a happy and active sex life is possible
for many men and women over 60 or even 70 or 80. But there is no medical evidence that any
particular healthy regime will help achieve this.” (The Sunday People April 10th 1977) This
remark went further than tuniing around the belief that elderly people wither up, and presented
British society with fact that elderly people have sexual desires and sexual ability.

However, the issue here is that the sexuality of elderly people was not approved of as
much as that of young people: the sexuality of elderly people was considered to have its own
‘particular’ characteristics. However much healthy and active elderly people’s youthfulness was
emphasised, their sexuality was never really anythmg more than something deviant from young
people’s sexuality. Let me give you three examples.

Anne Gumming told Sandy Fawkes of her first book The Love Habit, an autobiography
about “a sexually dynamic grandmother living in Rome who, having been discarded by two
husbands and a longterm lover [...], decides to give up looking for Mr Right and plump for
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numerous young Mr Nows.” (The Guardian September 7th 1977) Anne insisted: “Some have
even thought it might be the fantasising of an old sex-starved woman but all of the young men in
the book are real, most of them insisting that I use their names.” (ibid. The Guardian September
7th 1977) At first glance it seems a sort of heroic story but their dialogue reveals how much love
affairs with young men have weighed dovm on her.

“In fact I took to having lots of young lovers, because I had [original] been hurt so much.
It was while I was crving [original] on the shoulder of a really sweet friend who pointed out that I
was too independent, that I was difficult to handle, and that I used relationships as a power battle,
that I determined on the primrose path.” (ibid. The Guardian September 7th 1977) Primroses
suggest both youtlifulness and sorrow.

Sandy Fawkes suggested that Anne’s traumatic experiences drove her towards young
lovers. “Did she ever think that her use, almost exploitation, of young men could be revenge for
the hurt she had received when young?” (ibid. The Guardian September 7th 1977) Sandy Fawkes
gave her article a subtitle: “Amie Gumming tells Sandy Fawkes of the journeys with the boys
along the primrose path.”

Second, seventy-seven yeai-old Mrs. Ray Goodman was prevented from getting married
with her twenty year-old step-grandson Mark Goodman, and what the public were interested in
was asking “if the couple would have normal sexual relations.” (The Guardian December 10th
1977) Mark answered to “the inevitable question.” “When there is deep love there’s no need for
sex. [...] I’m quite capable, but I don’t think it would be ... what’s the word ... suitable.” (The
Daily Mail December 10th 1977)
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Tliird, a psychiaitrist had diagnosed forty-seven year-old Jolm Robinson who stabbed a
nine year-old scout cub to death in 1962, and stabbed and mutilated his twenty-five year-old niece
to death after having been freed horn jail as a “sadistic sexual deviant for whom there was no
treatment.” The psychiatrist reported to the court that “He will remain a source of danger to the
public until the ageing process takes away his sexual drive.” (The Sun January 25th 1977)

In this period of time, sexual discourse tlirew light upon elderly people’s sexuality.
Despite the fact the discour se brought elderly people nearer to sexuality than ever before, you still
find that the elderly were not supposed to be the perfect representatives of sexuality, let alone sex.
The next four examples suggest this. In representations of the exceptional sexuality of elderly
people, there is much that would tempt us to say that elderly people are not controllers of sex but
incompetent and imperfect possessors of sex. We can conclude that the nature of elderly people’s
sexuality was supposed to be different from that of young people’s sexuality.

President of the High Court Family Division in London refused fifty-seven yeai-old Mrs.
Joan Atly’s claim for financial provision from her sixty-five year-old husband who was said to be
“coarse and insensitive - ‘particulaiJy in his approach to sexual intercoui'se.’” “The judge said:
Tn fact he was a normal husband and she flatly refused him tliroughout the time they were
together.’” (The Sun Mai'ch 12th 1977) The title of the article in The Sun is “Wed to a Woman of
Stone.”

Second, Linlithgow Sheriff Court banned sixty-six year-old pensioner John Campbell
from forcing his sixty-seven year-old ex-wife Catherine Race to have sex with him. “Miss Race”
and Campbell lived together until last October after her second marriage ended in divorce. “Miss
Race” who said: “I told him I thought sex was dirty” in the Court was granted an interim interdict.
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(The Daily Record March 10th 1977) In a very similar case reported the next day, under the
headline reporting that “Court Bans Pensioner in Sex Clash” (ibid. The Daily Record March 10th
1977) The Daily Record presented an interview with a sixty year-old widow saying: “I haven’t
had sex in 10 years, since my husband died. And I can’t say I miss it. I was never all that
interested. I can’t really be bothered much with men. If I get married again it’ll just be
companionship. I think there’s a lot of women like me - they’re quite happy for their husbands to
be getting it elsewhere.” (ibid. The Daily Record March 10th 1977)

Tliird, seventy-six year-old pensioner Tommy Newman attacked his forty-tliree year-old
girlfriend Mrs. Mary Walker when she refused to have sex and was jailed. The Glasgow Sheriff
Court admitted that Tommy showed very little signs of age. The Sheriff Peter McNeil said: “I
have to balance the nature of the offence with the character of the accused.” (The Glasgow Herald
February 8th 1977) Even the defence lawyer was surprised at his subversive conduct. “It is
incredible that after a blameless life he should appear twice in a year for assault.” (ibid. The
Glasgow Herald February 8th 1977) Newman, who had a previous conviction for assault when he
was seventy-five years old, was remanded in custody for reports. (The Scottish Daily Express
January 19th 1977) The Express staff reporter began his article as follows. “At 76 Tommy
Newman has still not lost his appetite for love-making. But it was his virility that landed him in
court yesterday.” (ibid, The Scottish Daily Express January 19th 1977)

Fourth, a thirty-foui' year-old man who tried to rape a seventy-two year-old crippled
widow was blamed not for the atrocious deed which he committed but for his “abnonnal sexual
appetite.” “Lord Wheatley said it was a ‘vicious and violent assault to satisfy his abnormal sexual
appetite.’” (The Daily Express May 7th 1977) “Lord Grieve jailed him [the young rapist] for
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tln'ee years and said there were peculiar features to this ‘quite disgusting crime’ and because of
this he was being lenient.” (The Glasgow Herald February 25th 1977)

The last example is crucial Newspaper publicity, and the court, sympathised with not a
poor, disappointed elderly person but a young rapist.

Young and well-organised elderly people who straddle sex and old age enabled sexual
discourse about elderly people to change from asexual to sexual during this period. In light of the
fact that elderly people are connected with sexuality tlirough a few young, well-organised elderly
people, we therefore realise that elderly people’s sexuality took up its meaning and place
according to the predominant youth-sexuality-based reference. Being called deviant and isolated
is the condition by which elderly people’s sexuality were constituted in younger people’s
sexuality. This is what was called the ‘nature’ of elderly people’s sexuality in the ‘representation
of exceptional sexuality.’

“Love Affair between Lady of the Manor Violet Salmon and Sergeant Kenneth
Davies”
The High Court in London granted “the last wish of a lonely old widow who fell headover-heels in love with a village policeman” on the 6th of April this year. (The Daily Mail April
7th 1977) The bitter legal battle over the will had been a centre of attention in British newspapers
since the beginning of the year. A colonel’s widow and lady of the manor, Mrs. Violet Salmon’s
will, made tlmee months before she died in November 1973, aged eighty, was contested by a
distant cousin Christopher Shapland and four charity organisations. They were all beneficiaries in
a 1971 will which gave the fifty-two year-old police sergeant Kenneth Davies, a married man with
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two grown-up children, only a sixth of the fortune of 240,000 pounds. The beneficiaries of the
previous will claimed that she was not of sound mind, and was suffering from delusions when she
made the last will.

However from the beginning questions about whether Mrs. Salmon was in love with
Sergeant Davies or not and whether Sergeant Davies wormed his way into Mrs. Salmon’s
affection in order to obtain her money or not have made Sergeant Davies an easy target. Love
letters from Mrs. Salmon to Sergeant Davies written when she was in her late seventies were read
out in the High Court.

In representations of the exceptional sexuality of elderly people, a few elderly people are
allowed to possess youth, health, and the ability to work and manage their own lives. These
elderly are described as being ahead of young people in passion and vitality. The couple met in
1970 when Mis. Salmon, then seventy-seven, lived in a remote, sixteen-bedroom mansion,
Tewkesbury Pai'k, set in five hundred acres of countryside. The court was told that “despite the
difference in their ages, they had a lot in common.” (The Sun January 25th 1977) The Judge said
it was the seventy-seven year-old lady of the manor who cast a spell on and allui ed the police
sergeant and he was captivated by the colonel’s widow. “He was trapped in the aura of Mis.
Salmon as the rabbit is trapped in the headlights of an approaching car.” (The Daily Record April
7th 1977) The widow falling in love with the policeman was sexually voracious. It was reported
that Mrs. Salmon would draw the sergeant to her, fondle his hand, and kiss him, even in public.
Sergeant Davies gave evidence that her energy enabled her to compete with the sergeant in his
fifties even or less than fifty year olds. “You might as well tell the rabbit to move out of the path
of the car - psychologically it [to resist her or her hand] was just impossible.” (ibid. The Daily
Record April 7th 1977) “In conversation she was faster than I and much more eloquent. I felt
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there was a master and pupil relationship.” (The Daily Telegraph January 27th 1997) The article
by The Guardian on the 29th of January 1977 put down Mrs. Salmon as “like a young girl going
tlmough a teenage love affair.”

However, despite the elderly person’s youthfulness being emphasised, the discourse
representing exceptional sexuality did not imply acceptance of the sexual contact. At first glance,
sexually active elderly people were regarded as nasty, unpleasant and disturbing. Sergeant Davies
was said to “return her love, though not in any sexual sense.” Thus it is noticeable that British
publicity including the High Court has not associated their love affair with carnal relations.
Indeed, the High Court Judge, by proxy British publicity, interpreted the sergeant’s “complete
sense of admiration - near to a adoration” for Mr s. Salmon, (ibid. The Daily Record April 7th
1977) “He [Sergeant Davies] was so fascinated by her that ‘it was still possible to see the
adoration shining out of Iris eyes, as he gave evidence,’ said the judge.” (ibid. The Daily Mail
April 7th 1977) Wlren Sergeant Davies turned to the subject of sensuality the High Court Judge
permitted a spiritual interpretation to be put on it. “On one occasion when she could not stoop to
wash her feet, he washed them for her. The symbolism is there.” (ibid. The Daily Record April
7th 1977) Although evidence had been given that Mrs. Salmon said that she had had sexual
intercourse with the sergeant the Judge denied it to be possible from the medical science point of
view.

4-2 The Approving View of Elderly People’s Sexuality in 1987
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For elderly people’s sexuality to find approval, the description required is for elderly
people’s sexuality to have the same quality as that of young people, thus providing a link between
elderly people in general and sexuality. The category human enabled the attributes of sexuality of
elderly people and young people to be recognised as the same. At the level of human we would
say that there is no difference between elderly people and young people, and that elderly people’s
sexuality is to be treated as the successor to young people’s sexuality. This was the way to make
the specific sexual discourse of young, productive elderly people general.

This is the claim in the following message; “Couples [.. .]are proving that age is no barrier
to that old lovin’ feelin’. [...] But the generation gap isn’t concerning Des [the fifty-five groom
Des O’Connor], as he plans his romantic wedding in the Spanish sunshine. For, like others,
equally well-lmown, he’s young at heart. [...] their 30-year age-difference will not be mentioned
anywhere in the ceremony.” (The Daily Record Februaiy 27th 1987) In contrast to the ‘approving
discourse’ previous discourse on elderly people’s sexuality did not allow elderly people in general
to possess the youthful factors of sexuality in old age. In previous discourse on elderly people’s
sexuality it is a few young, well-organised elderly people who connected elderly people to
sexuality. In 1987 the connotation covering adolescence tlii’ough old age in sexuality can be
construed as the category human.

A similai* example is from a female correspondent who has keen eye on social affairs.

“I never thought I would live to see it: a recent obituary in this newspaper which ended
with the words, ‘He is survived by Ms girl-friend and their adult son.’ This raises some
interesting questions. At what age does a ghl become a woman or a woman cease to be a girl?
And if her son is grownup she must surely be quite a big girl by now? Could the son still be
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described, in spite of his adult years as a ‘love child’? (And if so, would the product of a regular
union be, by analogy, a ‘habit child’?) All this is, of course, cuiTent usage, and not only in the
press. I have heard women of mature years, who would not by any stretch of the imagination
have described themselves as ‘girls,’ inti'oduce some frail old gentleman as ‘my boy-friend.’ So
how else could the obituaiy-wiiter have put it? Well, only a couple of generations ago he would
have written merely, ‘He was unmarried.’ The presence of a bastard son would have been
unmentioned and uimientionable.” (The Daily Telegraph September 16th 1987) This article
demonstrates that elderly people who have youthful sexual relationships “in mature years” were to
be accepted in large in British society in 1987.

Here is another example. “Who would ever have dreamt that Having It All would include
a flotilla of middle-aged bridesmaids in long dresses? Of course, times have changed, with
women putting career before marriage, but what apparently has not altered is every ‘girl’s’ dream
of a Cinderella white wedding with all the trimmings, perhaps even more than once. No
biological clock ticking on that dream, never mind that bridesmaids these days can turn out to be
as old as the wicked stepmother.” (The Daily Telegraph September 2nd 1987) In this aiticle the
term “all” including traditional young Cinderella-like girls to Cinderella’s elderly-stepmother-like
people allows every female persons of any age to dream of being a Cinderella. The term “all”
implies the category human as well. Let me give you two more examples of this concept.

The actress Barbara Windsor, when called a cradle-snatcher, made a statement against
“Knockers” who said that her marriage to her toy boy lover would not last. “At her age - coming
up 50 - she should be getting a good night’s sleep, [...] instead of going to bed with a 29-yearold. [...] [...] Gawd! It’s all right for a man to have a younger woman, even if she’s young
enough to be his daughter, but it’s not considered right if it’s the other way round. [...][...] A lot
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of people live together because it’s convenient. They want to have it off and don’t want to get out
of bed afterwards and go home.” (The People April 19th 1987) Bai’bara Windsor did not hesitate
to challenge one of the strongest taboos - sexual relations between elderly female Britons and
much younger male Britons. To nullify the division between younger people and elderly people
Barbara Windsor refers to general behaviour of human beings; “A lot of people live together
because it’s convenient.” This reference to general behaviour of human beings denotes the
category human.

Again, a book review by The Daily Mail on the 17th of September in 1987 is about
’n That” by the seventy-nine year-old Ruth Elizabeth Davis, better known as Miss Bette
Davis. In 1983 Miss Bette had a mastectomy followed nine days later by a stroke which left her
partly paralysed. According to the reviewer David Lewin, although her doctors said there was a
slim chance of her making it, “She is back again - and working. Her speech is there. Her mind is
clear. She is walking and talking and acting.” The reviewer who pointed out that the message of
her book was “‘Old age ain’t no place for sissies.’” gave the readers her “simple belief: Sex is
God’s joke on human beings.” The reviewer paid her a compliment that “when everyone’s
making much ado about love,” “Give in, advises the star who’s never given up.”

As the category ‘human’ gave good evidence to the fact that the elderly are no different to
the young there came forth a wide variety of elderly persons in articles on elderly people’s
sexuality. To regard elderly people as successors to young people implied doubt that deep
divisions between elderly people and young people existed. In other words, notions of
youthfulness were not always necessary for elderly people to possess sexuality. Thus, in contrast
to previous discourse on elderly people’s sexuality, in the ‘approving discourse’ many kinds of
elderly people can be found. The first example presents a elderly lady who enjoyed whipping and
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bondage in her brothel in London. “A [sixty-three year-old] pensioner [Mrs. Adelaide Sarrano]
who dressed like a sex kitten specialised in whippings, bondage and humiliation at her brothel in
London and in less than six days police saw 60 exhausted clients staggering from Madame
Angela’s flat, Knightsbridge Crown Court was told.” (The Daily Telegraph July 8th 1987)
Adelaide Sarrano’s excited guests are elderly people. “Men flocked to her ‘when they had been
naughty’ to dress up as women or be spanked.” (The Daily Telegraph July 10th 1987)

Here’s another example. Although the sixty-nine husband Mr. McCulloch was accused of
getting his sixty-tln*ee year-old wife Mrs. McCulloch to have sex with him the Court of Session in
Edinbui'gh ordered Mrs. McCulloch to pay her husband 5,000 pounds in a divorce settlement [In
advance Mrs. McCulloch had sold their house without getting her husband’s consent]. The Court
heard that “SHE [Mrs. McCulloch] insisted on sleeping on the living-room floor, HE [Mr.
McCulloch] stayed alone in the bedroom,” he had a violent temper, and “she wasn’t the easiest
person to get on with.” (The Daily Record May 13th 1987) In contrast to the ‘approving
discourse’ in the previous discourse on elderly people’s sexuality an elderly wife who refused
sexual intercourse with her husband was not persecuted. Thus, we aie to assume that the notion
that elderly couple in their mature age are sexually capable is, in the ‘approving discourse,’
embraced. The subtitle of this aiticle in The Daily Record was “Wife’s Amazing Ban on Sex.”

Again, a sexual attack on an elderly woman by a young “thug” became a part of “almost
daily” crimes. “She [the eighty-two year-old pensioner] is the latest victim of almost daily attacks
on Britain’s aged which have been highlighted this year by The Daily Mail, and have become a
top action priority for police.” (The Daily Mail June 12th 1987) In contrast to the previous
discourse about elderly people’s sexuality where sexual assaults towards elderly women were
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confined to younger rapists’ “abnormal” sexual appetite, in the ‘approving discourse,’ elderly
women became daily targets of younger rapists’ sexual assaults.

Here is similar example. “The trouble with the late-night party crowd at Annie Wood
House, in Birmingham, is that they simply won’t act their age.” (The Guardian September 18th
1987) According to The Guardian correspondent “Annie Wood House, in Newtown,
Birmingham, has 60 men and women residents who are free to go to bed - or not when they
wish.” Elderly people in nursing homes enjoy their sexual lives as they wish.

Here’s another example. The fifty-eight year-old Dr. Ruth Westheimer who published Dr.
Ruth’s Guide to Good Sex in America has just started her career in a British talk programme about
sex. “Pwemature ejaculation, infertility, sex in old age, I’ve got it - vot you vant?” (The Daily
Record April 13th 1987) In the ‘approving discourse’ elderly people could be sexual advisers
towards younger people’s sex. It was said that “her age gives her maturity and experience.” and
she was confident about it. “If I voss a 25-year-old blonde, it vould not vork. I give der same
advice as a well-educated auntie.” (ibid, The Daily Record April 13th 1987)

Not surprisingly, the various sorts of elderly described in these examples imply distinctive
picture of elderly people in sexual discourse. First, accounts of elderly people focusing on ageing
and frailty appeared. A following example is about a travel sketch of the Yorkshire coast. Two
middle-aged travelling men headed for the pub Cock and Lion by the harbour in Costa
Bridlington to watch “the seemingly immortal” singer Tassie Hamilton accompanied by a male
friend. The audience were over sixty-fives. Here is the last part of the article. “Finally Harry is
carried off the stage on a great wave of cheers and applause; and Jolm and I stagger out into the
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mid-afternoon rain feeling very very old. Brid’s a great place to visit, but I don’t thinlc I could
live here. I could never stand the pace.” (ibid. The Guardian August 22nd 1987)

What the two middle-aged travelling men saw in Costa Bridlington was that age comes to
all of us, and this is what we have already seen in ‘representations of exceptional sexuality,’ the
historically previous discourse.

However the ‘approving discoui'se’ suggests that most elderly people are powerful and
succeeded in well-organised lives and social activities. In light of the fact that old age is the
continuation of youth there is often a tendency to depict elderly people collapsed into young, wellorganised elderly people. The gap between elderly people and younger people can be bridged in
such a way that we first and foremost emphasise their youthfulness, though they have fleck and
flection as earmarks of old age. The following is a highlight of what we discussed above in a
travel sketch of the Yorkshire coast. This example shows us one of the perfect integration
between the depiction of frailty and the depiction of youth into one sentence regaining one of the
sexually active elderly people.

“Finally the star of the show is announced. ‘A Mega Star in her own mind! Famous all
over the world in Brid! Fresh from entertaining the troops at the Battle of the Somme! 78 years
young! (True.) Tassie Hamilton!’ And on to the cleared floor space leaps an extraordinary figure
wearing black riding boots, fish net tights, a slashed red mini-skirt, and big red knickers. ‘Come
t’ see the old cow perform?’ she leers. ‘Or whether she’s snuffed it!’ As Tassie roars into her act
several people in wheelchairs are rolled in looking - perhaps understandably - apprehensive.
They needn’t. ‘Wliere you from, love?’ yells Tassie to one of them.’ [...] Tassie grabs the
audience by the tMoat - and other parts.” (The Guaidian August 22nd 1987)
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For elderly people’s sexuality to find approval, that elderly people ai'e deemed neai'ly
equal to young people, a way to link the generality of elderly people and sexuality was required.
Therefore, in most cases, descriptions of persons who were ahead of young people in passion and
vitality, or youthfulness, were focused on. The aiticle by The Daily Express on the 4th of March
in 1987 is about the secrets of the fifty-five year-old actress Elizabeth Taylor’s “eternal beauty.”
Although, when she was forty-five years old, she was described as “Horrendous - to see age
suddenly takmg its toll of Liz Taylor” (The Daily Express April 27th 1977), ten years later, she
was said to have got the superstructure in breathtaldng shape over “an avalanche of too much
living, too many illnesses, too many bottles of booze and pills, too many husbands and too many
brawls.” (ibid. The Daily Express April 27th 1977)

“Her skin is dewy and firm. Her hair, artistically streaked with silver, is full and luxuriant
and when she stands up her waist is of the old fashioned kind you just don’t see anymore - 2 3
inches, her costume designer reports. [...] Once she carried more than 12 stone on her
diminutive 5ft 4in frame. Now she wears size six jeans, weighs around 7j stone and looks not an
hour over 35.”

Elizabeth Taylor said “I plan to be sexually active when I am 65.” (The Daily Telegraph
August 18th 1987) Her current partner was also described as a sexually active man. “The
flamboyant 67-year-old son of a Scots newspaperman has popped the question. [...] [...] She
[his fifty-five year-old girlfHend Elizabeth Taylor] gave Malcolm a big kiss, and said she needed
time to think about it [Malcolm’s proposal to her]. But she’s fascinated by Malcolm’s energy and
vitality. She says everyday with him is a new adventure.” (The Daily Record August 31st 1987)
Youth was often seen as a high priority in the ‘approving view’ of elderly people’s sexuality.
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The ‘approving view’ of elderly people’s sexuality brought about a new development in
the discoui'se of elderly people’s sexuality; humanity and universality of sexuality amongst elderly
people was the most important element here. At the level of ‘human’ sexuality we would say that
there is no difference between elderly people’s sexuality and young people’s sexuality, and that
elderly people’s sexuality is to be treated as the successor to young people’s sexuality. While
elderly people were full of youth and in most cases their profuse amount of energy was much
greater than that of young people, the descriptions that elderly people aie full of youth in terms of
physical traits are not always required in order to bring elderly people neaier to sexuality and sex
than ever before. Some elderly people with physical shifts that implicate old age did exist.

This most important element in this type of elderly people’s sexuality, humanity and
universality, is crystallised in the following two criticisms towards historically the previous
discourse, ‘representations of exceptional sexuality.’ From the view of the ‘approving discourse’
previous discourse on elderly people’s sexuality is unconvincing firstly because it represented
elderly people as isolated (confined to nursing homes and out-dated pension schemes) and deviant
(devalued by youth-obsessed sexual standards). Also the ‘approving discourse’ addresses the
processes that makes elderly people into yomig, independent and well-organised elderly people.
The new descriptions gave the public plenty of reasons not to ignore humanity and universality
relating to elderly people’s sexuality.

On the first issue, the representation of elderly people’s sexuality as deviant and isolated,
the ‘approving discourse,’ rejecting the isolation of elderly people’s sexuality, attempts to expose
the inequities of the treatment of elderly people on pension schemes.
examples.
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Let me give you two

For such attempts to expose the inequities of the treatment of elderly people on pension
schemes to become persuasive it is necessary to blame how out-of-date the British pension
schemes are. The seventy-three year-old retired chartered accountant Jolm McDowell and his
fifty-seven fiancé Betty Anderson were said to be “not what you’d call a typical engaged couple”
and the possibility that Jolm would lead Betty down the aisle looked very remote. (The Glasgow
Herald April 28th 1987) For the couple stood to lose more than 4,000 pounds, the entitlement
from Betty’s late husband, the moment they tie the knot. What’s more, if John died Betty would
not have her pension reinstated and John’s pension scheme would not pay her a pension either.
Jolm said “There must be thousands of couples in our position, forced to live in sin.” The Herald
reporter said “The roots of Jolm and Betty’s dilemma lie deep in the history of pension schemes
[...]. [...] [...] At 73 he can’t be a ‘boyfiiend.’ And ‘constant companion’ doesn’t sound right
either. ‘I thought Mrs Thatcher wanted everyone to go back to Victorian values. Yet because of
this crazy situation I can’t even get mairied.’” (ibid, The Glasgow Herald April 28th 1987)

Here is another example. This example implicitly demonstrates how immense a demand
for pension rights there would be. The disputation by readers of The Daily Telegraph about the
granting of pension rights that is being sought for Sheila, Lady Maybray-King, after her sevenmonth marriage to the retired Speaker of the House of Commons lasted through the whole of the
month of March. This is part of one of the contributions.

“While it is accepted that the granting of pension rights to the surviving member of all
military/civil servant post-retirement marriages, could be open to abuse, I am sure that legislation
could ensure that a continuous post-retirement marriage of at least five years’ duration would be
necessary before a pension right is granted. Such legislation would receive a very favourable
reception in the country.” (The Daily Telegraph March 23rd 1987)
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A great demand (which amounts to great “abuse” because when there’s a great demand
abuse escapes careful inspection), for pension rights of short-term relationship between elderly
people illustrates that many elderly married/umnarried couples suffer from their position of being
isolated from the reality in British society. In ‘representations of the exceptional sexuality’ of
elderly people, deviancy and isolation conditioned the ‘peculiarity’ of elderly people’s sexuality.
In contrast to previous discourse about elderly people’s sexuality the ‘approving discourse’ shakes
up the notions of characterising elderly people’s sexuality as deviant and isolated by youngerpeople-centred social norms and institutions.

As for the second issue, namely the discovery that sexuality has the function that makes
elderly people into young, independent and well-organised elderly people, there are the following
tln-ee examples. “Sex is a very effective stress reliever [for executives aged between forty-nine
and sixty-nine].” (The Daily Telegraph September 1st 1987) Second, this is part of an article
which focused on a “young-at-heart” husband. “‘I am an old married man now,’ he said after the
ceremony, also announcing that his boozing and brawling days were over.” (ibid. The Daily
Record February 27th 1987) A marriage to a younger bride encouraged the old bridegroom to
give up his bad habits like drinking and fighting.

Let me show you the details on the thhd example because many readers of The Daily Mail
were involved. Linda Lee-Potter was the wiiter of the piece of paper about the Queen Mother:
“The Queen Mother is rightly much revered for her energy, work schedule and nimble dexterity
while dancing the Schottische.” Many readers couldn’t wait to write to her. According to Linda a
deluge of mail’s constant theme was that “they [“vibrant, adventurous, fiercely independent 80year-olds and over”] are still working, battling on in the mainstream of life, not sitting back as
observers.” (The Daily Mail October 14th 1987) All letters mentioned in this article were about
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their non-sexual privileged life except one: “Jeanne Bates, from Surbiton, wiites about her 84year-old Aunt Nance, saying: ‘She’s full of joie de vivre, reads The Daily Mail every day, can
discuss everything from the Gulf war to AIDS, “And I even know what a condom is, dear,” she
said the other day.’” (ibid, The Daily Mail October 14th 1987) Taking those letters “from young
and old, rich and poor” Linda aimed at showing the socially contributory function of old people’s
sexuality. “But above all, in an era where we forever read about the family unit breaking up, with
the elderly at risk and on the scrap heap, it was brilliant to read about the thousands of over-80s
both loved and much-loved [in a sexual sense] and a constant source of inspiration to everybody
around them.” (ibid, The Daily Mail October 14th 1987)

In this discourse “the unparalleled function” of elderly people’s sexuality was to make all
elderly people into powerful persons who succeed in having well-organised lives and social
activities. As I mentioned above, required to inject humanity and universality into elderly
people’s sexuality was both a rejection of isolation and a need for making all elderly people into
real people. Rejecting notions of deviancy and isolation in elderly people’s sexuality underpins
the discourse of approval: elderly sexuality was to be treated as normal sexuality. Moreover, the
statement that elderly people’s sexuality could be very effective enhanced the reputation of
elderly people’s sexuality.

As to elderly people’s sexuality, many descriptions which laid particular stress on its
humanity and universality were provided. This is the conclusion of the aiticle concerning the
sixty-tMee year-old pensioner Mrs. Adelaide Sarrano who dressed like a sex kitten specialised in
whippings, bondage and humiliation at her brothel in London. “Mrs Sarrano said: ‘I do not feel
guilty about anything I have done. My family know [original] all about my life and they don’t
think it’s disgusting. Wliatever I do is done behind closed doors.’ But she broke down and wept
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as she said: ‘I don’t do it for money. I’m in it because it keeps me young.’” (The Daily Telegraph
July 10th 1987)

Elderly people’s sexuality in tuin implies his/her life itself: “The constant companion who
has given him a new lease of life.” (The Daily Record March 30th 1987) This significant
reference point of this ideal imagery of elderly people’s sexuality should be expressed following
two levels: (1) Sexuality reflects our lives. (2) Our lives reflect sexuality. For example, a murder
amongst elderly people was to be related with the universal provocation. “An eternal triangle of
love and jealousy ended in murder - and all tlii'ee people involved were in their seventies,
Winchester Crown Court was told yesterday.” (The Daily Telegraph May 19th 1987)

Here’s another example. A writer Diana Holman Hunt who, as to her age, said “I was a
teenage bride and have a giand-daughter of 22, so anyone could work it out.” tried to find grace in
growing old. According to her it is Shakespeare who “makes old age sound so honible - bald,
deaf, blind.” (The Daily Telegraph January 12th 1987) She goes on: “I always have a favourite
man in my life. Wlren you are older, you don’t suffer the agonies of being in love, but I still
suffer emotionally over friendships and family. But one is inclined to be less dramatic when
things go wrong. You aie more serene, because you have seen it all before.” (ibid. The Daily
Telegraph January 12th 1987) Here is the defining point: elderly sexuality is the successor to
young and middle aged sexuality as a part of human sexuality.

Offers by the British to help a penniless elderly couple “have flooded in.” (The Observer
May 3rd 1987) The couple was the forty-seven year-old geriatric nurse and bride Carroll Lee
Douglass and the eighty-five year-old former head of the New York Metropolitan Opera Sir
Rudolf Bing, whose 700,000 pounds assets were frozen by the New York court after his wedding
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due to his completely dominating wife, his being senile and incapable of rational decisions and
handling his affairs. (The Daily Express April 29th 1987) Sir Rudolf was said to suffer from the
brain-degenerative Alzheimer’s disease. Lady Bing’s large assets were also frozen by the
American court because she was placed in the care of a guardian five years ago due to a history of
mental instability. (The Daily Telegraph February 16th 1987)

Most correspondents on the matter were prone to feel for the couple. “Although they own
large estates in their own right, they are regaided by the American coui'ts as mentally incapable of
managing their considerable finances.” (The Daily Telegraph April 28th 1987) Lady Bing
insisted that “He remembers the past beautifully but, like many people’s grandparents, he doesn’t
remember a few small things about the present. He is not ill.” (ibid, The Daily Express April 29th
1997) In order to call on the British for their support Bing’s British lawyer asserted that Sir
Rudolf was a genius in music. “Sir Rudolf just sat there. He frequently said things like ‘Where
am I? Where have I been? What am I doing here?’ ‘I didn’t think he was competent. His short
term memory is non-existent but he does have an appreciation of things.’” (The Daily Mail
February 13th 1987)

The title of the article by The Daily Mail on the 12th of February in 1987 “We’re Just a
Romeo and Juliet” was based on what Lady Bing said about the private side of her life. “She met
Sir Rudolf in the foyer at an opera matinee. ‘I thought to myself. “What an adorable elderly
gentleman.” The next tiring I remember is that we were shaking hands and he invited me for a
smoke. That’s how it all started. Anybody who believes in Romeo and Juliet must believe in our
love.’” (ibid. The Daily Mail February 12th 1987) The analogy of “Romeo and Juliet” like “LPlate Romeo 72: ‘I’ll Steer Clear of Girls’” (The Daily Mail July 18th 1987) qualified elderly
people’s sexuality for their bus passes. (The Independent Tabloid August 14th 1997) Likewise
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The Sunday Post correspondent celebrating Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip’s ruby anniversary
reported that they answered the question: “So how does the marriage stand today - nearly forty
years on?” as follows. “It would be idle to pretend that they are still in the flush of youthful
romance. Romeo has become Darby and Juliet is Joan.” (The Sunday Post May 24th 1987) In
conclusion, in the approving view of elderly people’s sexuality it was the category human that
would convince the public that elderly people’s sexuality is the successor to young people’s
sexuality.

“Madame Cynthia Payne and The House of a Thousand and One Delights”
Police raided “The House of a Thousand and One Delights,” Imown as “Madame Cyne’s
home,” at 32 Ambleside Avenue, Stieatham, south-west London, following undercover
investigations between December 1985 and May 1986. The raid was London’s biggest ever vice
operation. The fifty-three year-old six-bedroom house landlady, Mrs. Cynthia Payne, was
arrested during a party at her house on the 30th of May 1986 at which two police officers had
posed as guests. A lot of the men there were “elderly gentlemen” who outnumbered the girls four
to one. (The Daily Telegraph February 7th 1987) It is said that so intent on occasions were the
guests to have sexual relations of some sort with the ladies who were prepared to offer sexual
services that sexual activity took place on the stairs whilst the parties were waiting for bedrooms
to become vacant. (The Guardian Januaiy 23rd 1987) Sergeant David Broadwell, the first
member of the raiding party into Madame Payne’s home, told the Inner London Crown Court how
he burst into an upstairs batliroom and found a couple engaged in a form of sexual intercoui se.
(The Daily Telegraph January 27th 1987) There was talk of a tattooed lady, wheelchairs, sticks, a
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lesbian floor show, masochistic slaves, whips, high-heeled shoes, wigs and humiliation. The
whole country rocked to the stories. (The Daily Mail February 12th 1987)

Inspector Colin White who led the raid on the Madame Payne’s house agreed that
everyone at the tliree parties the police monitored had been over the age of consent and a more
than willing guest. (The Guai dian January 29th 1987) A number of witnesses, including a man of
eighty-five year-old, a sixty-foui' year-old retired police chief superintendent Peter Jones who first
met Madame Payne in 1976 when he led a police raid, and two who were disabled and walked
with sticks, who attended the parties, have testified that no money was handed to Madame Payne
for organising sex parties at her home. (The Guaidian February 10th 1987) No hostesses said that
they had been coerced to have a sex by Madame Payne. Transvestite Keith Savage, who was
dressed as a French maid, said thirty to forty officers burst in, and claimed one of them fondled
him. “He was a bit overbearing. He was trying to console me, but he got rather boisterous, a bit
over-friendly. [...] He put his hand under my skirt and on my bottom. By that time, I realised it
was not a comforting gesture.” (The Sun January 24th 1987) Describing the vulgar policeman
who touched him up as “bearded and very, very fat” (ibid, The Sun January 24th 1987) Savage
declared “He was trying to pull me in between his legs. I thinlc he had a motive of a sexual
nature.” (The Independent January 4th 1987) By contrast one of undercover policeman Jack
Jones in make-up as a bisexual had to malce an excuse, for instance: “Never at any time did 1 have
fun at Cynthia Payne’s parties.” (The Daily Record January 27th 1987) In fact, one of the guests
who turned up with a box of chocolates and bouquet of flowers in Streatham on the 13th of
December in 1985, was a policeman using a false name. (The Times January 23rd 1987)

Madame Payne did not dispute that party guests at her house had sex in the bedrooms.
However, although Madame Payne had always pleaded guilty during past court appearances -
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four convictions for brothel keeping, one for running a disorderly house, in 1978 - this time she
denied ten charges of controlling, directing or influencing prostitutes for financial gain between
December 1985 and May 1986. Sergeant David Broadwell told Inner London Crown Court that,
when an inspector asked if that could involve sexual acts, Madame Payne replied; “You’re a
prude.” (ibid. The Daily Record January 27th 1987) In the witness box she told how brutally
police raided her party in May 1986. “My guests were frightened. It was a terrifying experience.
They were not crooks sitting there, they were genuine people, distinguished people, old people
and disabled people. I had to pacify them.” (The Independent February 6th 1987) It is cleai' that
the category human enabled the attributes of sexuality of elderly people and young people to be
recognised as the same.

An eighty-five year-old, Walter Taylor, told the court that he went for non-sexual
purposes. “In my old age, life is rather dull and these parties were very jolly and they sort of
made me feel younger and that was rather [original] nice.” (The Guardian February 6th 1987) In
the ‘approving discourse’ we have seen this function of sexuality as making elderly people into
young, independent and well-organised elderly people. And Madame Payne’s counsel David
Spens asked the jury not to fall into the ti ap of being “censorious, moralistic or hypocritical.”
“Everyone at the parties was a consenting adult. What went on at Ambleside Avenue [the
Madame Payne’s house] may or may not have been sordid, but what harm did it do?” (ibid. The
Guardian February 10th 1987) David Spens attempts to expose the unreason of the isolation and
deviancy regarding elderly people’s sexuality. One correspondent cynically described the
relationship between Madame Payne and her elderly guests as: “They [Madame Payne’s elderly
guests] took on a new lease of life at the wild sex parties that have made Cynthia Paine a
celebrity.” (The Daily Express February 12th 1987) This is what we have seen as the message:
elderly people’s sexuality is his/her life itself.
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After eleven days of hearing the intimate details of sex parties at Madame Payne’s home
the jmy of eight men and four women cleared Madame Payne of all charges of controlling
prostitutes. When the jury cleared Madame Payne on all accounts the Judge ordered that her costs
be paid out of central funds. And she wouldn’t pay a penny for total legal costs. In other words
Madame Payne won the trial completely. Laughs poured out of the Inner London Sessions like
something from a music hall, (ibid, The Daily Mail February 12th 1987) A photograph of
Madame Payne “clutching her toy policeman mascot - named Inspector Colin White after the
man who led the swoop on a pai'ty in her suburban villa - police were counting the cost of the vice
raid that tmned into a farce” went down in history. (The Daily Record February 12th 1987) Wellwishers shouted their support to Madame Payne when she left the comt. Superintendent Iain
Donaldson of the Obscene Publications Squad who led the eighteen-month Operation Perch said
“I think the impression in the press was that it was taken lightly but if you had been sitting and
listening to the evidence it is clear that impression was false.” (The Guardian February 12th 1987)
He was said to say that the exercise was prompted by rumours that police were turning a blind eye
on Madame Payne’s parties and the squad was said to praise the judge for his even-handed
approach, (ibid, The Daily Express February 12th 1987)

4-3 The Praising View of Elderly People’s Sexuality in 1997

By the end of the 1980s liistoricity and spirituality in elderly people’s sexuality constituted
an important pait of elderly people’s sexual discourse. It was now assumed that elderly people’s
valuable and profound sexuality not only reflects each person’s way of living and life itself, but
that each person also reflects their sexuality. In addition to that, elderly people turn their

reproductive-oriented sexuality into new enjoyable and joyous sexuality and place it in the centre
of their lives; this generates transcendence of their life force. It is the story of elderly people’s
sexuality as “living.”

“Where is the advert which shows a mature woman in any setting other than a kitchen or
hobbling to a building society? Wliere is the drama which shows glorious sex between longlasting partners? [...] [...] For her [a sexually active older woman], sex has ceased to be a
performance and has become a renewal, a celebration of being alive. [...][...] Many of us are
more confident, less bothered about the body perfect, less inliibited about expressing likes and
dislikes, and much less concerned about what others might thinlc.” (The Daily Mail November
21st 1997)

Here is another example. “After first love blooms it becomes a compatibility thing and it
becomes a question of respect for each other. After 55 years it becomes a retrospective thing, you
look back on your life and love takes on a different meaning.” (The Herald May 3rd 1997)

Again, transcendence in the sphere of male sexiness is the topic of the aiticle in The Daily
Record on the 7th of February 1997. “Grey hair isn’t only ‘distinguished’ - for years a
euphemism for ‘old.’ It’s also drop-dead sexy. [...][...] The ones that suit it [grey hair] usually
have a good psychological attitude and see growing old as part of being human. [...] [...]
although some men hate looking older, other grow old gracefully.”

The world famous writer Jolm Updike who was about to publish Toward The End o f Time
about sex in old men indignantly said that “Sex dies hard: even when the apparatus is still in
place. He still wants affection, he still wants love.” (The Guardian October 18th 1997)
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An ai ticle by The Express on the 10th of June in 1997 is about an announcement that the
“old rocker” Mick Jagger and his wife Jerry Hall were to become parents of their fourth child.
Having a baby “at the ripe old age of 54” (The Express December 10th 1997) has gone against
“the trend.” (ibid, The Express December 10th 1997) According to the female writer “the trend”
means elderly couples are not expected to have a baby: “There will be those, of course, who
cavil: [...] the busy bodying agony aunts and marriage counsellors who will warn Jerry and Mick
against having another baby for the ‘wrong’ reasons ... to keep a sometimes uncertain marriage
together, or just to prove that the couple, though no longer in youth’s prime, are still fertile and
virile.” (ibid. The Express June 10th 1997) But the writer goes on to insist that older people have
the maturity and the spirit to cherish children.

“If a man is proud to beget a child when old, it will make him an ever fonder father, for
what is accomplished so easily in youth is often less appreciated than that which appears as a gift
and a surprise in the afternoon of life. And a child is not just a child - it is a symbol of life’s
continuation, of life’s affirmation, of the eternal renewal of life’s flame. It is a vote of confidence
in the futuie, a celebration of the history of a couple and a family.” (ibid. The Express June 10th
1997)

The estimation that elderly people’s sexuality can produce remarkable creations comprises
a part of the story of elderly people’s sexuality as life itself. For example, the commentai^ by The
Independent on Sunday on the 27th of July 1997 about Lloyd Newson’s new dance work, Bound
to Please, was favour able. According to the critic Josephine Leask, there were four misfits in this
“all in all a love-affair with the body beautiful.”
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“The older woman [the 70-year-old dancer Diana Payne-Myers], the anorak-wearing nerd,
the shadowy voyeur who disrupts and molests the dancers and the young female dancer who
cannot conform either mentally or physically. These pariahs do not conform to dance’s narrow
preoccupations of outward perfection and beauty and thi'ough these characters we are reminded of
our flawed society.”

Josephine Leask realised that Diana and the young male dancer Liam Steel’s love scene
which is at least “deviating towards the norm” (ibid, The Independent on Sunday July 27‘*’ 1997)
started the long saga of exorcising female ageing bodies from youth-centred society.

“Diana Payne-Myers, still physically formidable, acts out the rejections suffered by the
older woman both by the dance world and our western society. The most powerful moment of the
whole show is a naked love scene with Payne-Myers and a younger man, as it highlights how
unused we are to seeing sagging, female ageing bodies portrayed positively in the acts of dancing
and lovemaking.”

Here elderly people’s sexuality makes our life shining and rich; it contributes towaids
society and increases a new demand for sexuality to be applied to our lives.

“Young people often assume that sex is no longer relevant once a person reaches old age,
but that is unti'ue. My husband and I enjoyed a fulfilling sexual relationship right until the end,
when we were both well into our 80s. Of course, sex becomes less frequent with age. But the
need for physical closeness is still there. [...][...] I’m convinced that being sexually active
prolongs life by keeping you mentally and physically alert. In a good marriage, physical
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attraction is there until the end - and it adds a great deal to happiness and satisfaction in old age.”
(The Daily Mail April 8th 1997)

Tills sort of observation of elderly people’s sexuality, that women can have sexual
intercourse until then last breath, shapes the definition of elderly people in relation to succeeding
experiences of sexuality tlnough their lives. It is evident that there’s some similarity between the
‘praising view’ of elderly people’s sexuality and the previous ‘approving view,’ namely that
elderly people’s sexuality is the successor to young people’s sexuality, as in the emphasis that
human sexuality is ever changing its quality; this is seen in the notion that “When you enter what
could be your last decade, neither the thought ‘I am virtuous’ nor ‘I was a sexual athlete of
Olympic standards’ can make you feel that your life has significance in the universal scheme of
things.” (ibid, The Daily Mail April 8tli 1997) But in addition to this, the praising discourse
suggests that elderly people’s sexuality is the ultimate expression of human sexuality
encompassing progressive, historical, and spiritual aspects. Elderly sexuality, which covers the
highest things to the lowest ones - good to evil, beauty to ugliness, truth to deception, the sublime
to the ridiculous and so on - is the supreme “living” sexuality, becoming a value in itself.

That

is to say, the greatness of elderly people’s sexuality is in “our prime.” (The Daily Mail April 7th
1997)

As for the notion that elderly people’s sexuality is to “make the most of life.” (The Daily
Mail April 18th 1997), let me give you thiee examples.

“Tiredness, anxiety and zero sex drive are words commonly associated with women in
their fifties. Not so, says Ms Fox [Ms. Josephine Fox], aged 55: life is better than ever. ‘Since I
reached my middle years, life has really taken off.’” (The Independent July 22nd 1997)
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The aiticle by The Daily Mail on the 21st of November 1997 is about sexuality in old age.
Many female wiiters gave comments on it and there is a common perspective; sexuality in old age
is the best of all. “Sex could be delicious; sex could be relaxing; sex, which I had always taken so
seriously, could, indeed, be liilarious and fun. [...] But for a laige number of women, sex simply
gets better and better. In other words, when it comes to sex, we have never had it so good,” the
flfty-tlii'ee year-old columnist Virginia Ironside said. Honor Blackman, who is seventy-one years
old said: “Sex isn’t just for young people. I believe we can enjoy some of the best sex of our lives
when we are older, and that we can know exactly what we want from intimate relationships.” The
sixty-three year-old author Denise Robertson said:

“Around your fiftieth birthday, it dawns on you that, contraiy to everything you have been
led to believe, sex is not the prerogative of the young. [,..] We have tlie capacity to remain
sexual beings tliroughout our lives. [...] The fact is that for a healthy woman, sex is not only
possible but advisable, and if physieal limitations come with age, the true lover will always find a
way round them.” (ibid. The Daily Mail November 21st 1997)

Wlien elderly people’s sexuality as the ultimate expression of human sexuality becomes a
value in itself, one might call it spiritual, something with overwhelming energy, life itself.
Elderly people with a physical appearance that indicates old age now appear repeatedly in elderly
people’s sexual discourse. Here is the article about the first public appearance of the sixty-five
year-old Elizabeth Taylor with her snow white spiky hair. “The visible effect might be dramatic
but it is inside her head where the biggest change has taken place. In an era where youth is beauty
and beauty is everything, Ms Taylor’s decision is nothing short of heroic. But it has paid off. For
rather than leaving her looking lack-lustre her short-cropped silver locks have given her a new
confidence.” (The Express July 30th 1997) Again, the eight-two year-old world-famous writer
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Saul Bellow, who was indignant at the way young girls just wanted to get a little sexual activity,
said, “Human character is smaller now, people don’t have durable passions; they’ve replaced
passions with excitement.” (The Guardian September 10th 1997) His point was that, with the
physically ageing body appropriate sexuality implied passion. Elderly people’s mental sexuality
is opposed to sexuality with penetration - young sexuality. Elderly people with their own
sexuality do not have to be described as having youthful appearance: thus old age is allowed to
exist in sexual discourse about elderly people.

The thirty-nine year-old actress Jenny Seagrove who is well known to have relationships
with “older, bulkier figures” said: “Physical attractiveness in men has never much mattered [to
me]. [...] I’m much more interested in their charisma, their energy, their interests, whether they
make you feel special, whether they malce you laugh. I think most woman are the same. Is your
[writer’s emphasis] partner an Adonis?” (The Daily Telegraph August 26th 1997)

Here is another example. A retired seventy-one year-old shopkeeper Irving Mendelson
felt uncomfortable being “a grey sex-god.” (The News of the World May 25th 1997) Because he
was an outspoken member of the regular audience of a top-rated TV show he got “CHATTED up
in the pension queue, CHASED down the street, HOUNDED for autographs and
PROPOSITIONED by women of all ages.” (ibid. The News of the World May 25th 1997) He
groaned that he was even chased by a load of student girls in Manchester like he was one of The
Beatles. The reporter summed up Irving’s main points like this. “Irving’s glad to be grey but not
at all comfortable as a sex symbol.” (ibid. The News of the World May 25th 1997)
example reveals that elderly sexuality is reckoned as different sexuality.
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Tliis

In this age elderly British men wanting to marry a young mail-order bride from south-east
Asia and eastern Eui'ope are criticised for their wrong choice. The praising discourse indicates
that British women of the men’s age would be perfectly acceptable spouses. They attract not a
little ridicule (although some jealousy as well). “There is, certainly, something distuibing in the
idea of such marriages [the marriage between an elderly British man and his young mail-order
bride from south-east Asia and eastern Europe], and I wonder at the mentality and motivations of
men who want a young bride who probably can share little of life’s experience or knowledge with
them!” (The Guardian October 4th 1997)

The seventy year-old widow Davida Rosenblum was thinking of “the dreaded moment” in
bed while taking a walk having been reconciled with her seventy-two year-old first love, first
lover, and widower Mai’c after almost half a century interval.

“I considered the possibilities. On the one hand, he might run screaming from the room.
On the other hand, I might run screaming from the room. And even if we could tolerate the sight
of each other, we might not be moved to do anything more than literally sleep together. In the
light of our youthful passion, I found this scenario the most depressing of all.” (The Observer
Review July 20th 1997)

However, this sexual image of elderly people is similar to the elegant image of the
Japanese kotan which tends to be absti*act and escape from the difficulties which come with age
like a decay in health and a conflict between what he/she used to be and what he/she is. The fact
is that it is “senior citizen” or “ageing people,” who are supposed to possess this spiritual
sexuality. As the next example shows, elderly people are able to enjoy their accumulation of age
without any difficulties, even though they have the external physical traits that come with old age.
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Elderly people remain located within the sphere of young and productive elderly people in terms
of their inner characteristics.

“Even sexual misdemeanours can be forgiven. Many of these are committed by men who
have, at 65 or so, feared oncoming senility and the loss of potency and shot off into an exhausting
affair with girls half their age or less, just to prove themselves.” (The Guardian The Week
November 22nd 1997)

Even if spirituality is the essence of the praising view of the elderly people’s sexuality, it
contains in most cases “liveliness” as well. In some of the following articles elderly people who
have maintained their sexual activity are distinguished from those who are demented or unable to
leave his/her bed.

“Her appearance is proof that her senior years are not a bar to childbirth. Her skin is clear
and unlined, her long blonde hair is glossy and she has almost completely recovered her slim
figure which would do justice to a woman half her age.” (The Express February 4th 1997)

“They claimed they wanted to die before they got old, and then, when the requisite time
came, they decided that this didn’t make very much sense. Then they decided they would change
the definition of old to something approaching the bed-pan and nursing-home extreme. Didn’t
work either. Enter a crisis among the middle-aged and newly old - no, let’s be more specific:
enter a crisis among middle-aged and newly old men. [...] Repetitive marriage is a good start.”
(The Herald February 15th 1997)
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“To be middle-aged in Britain has often been associated with armchairs at home and
windy deckchairs in Scarborough. But all that is changing as the over-fifties rush to refocus their
lives with exotic adventure holidays, rejuvenated bodies - and lots of sex. [...] [...] Before the
recession people in this group were dismissed as ‘wrinklies’ and ‘crumblies.’” (The Observer
January 26th 1997)

“Amid this orgy of archaeological humour, it’s amazing that the papers still find a new
Stones tour and matching album so newsworthy. The price for being the token great survivors of
the mythic sixties is having to put up with reporters embarrassed by watching such raddled old
people strutting about singing about sex and violence, incredulous that such an ancient institution
is still able to function, let alone sell far more tickets than U2.” (The Guar dian
September 27th 1997)

As in the ‘exceptional’ and ‘approving’ discourses, in the ‘praising view’ of elderly
people’s sexuality, those who are estimated to have supreme sexuality are lusty young and
independent elderly people who succeed in well-organised lives and social activities. On the
other hand the praising discourse, along with articles from the point of view of medical science,
physiology and sexual science, emphasises the qualitative change in elderly people’s sexuality,
marking it out as different from yoimger people’s sexuality. This suggests, as I noted already, that
elderly people are able to enjoy their accumulation of age without any difficulties, even though
they have the external physical traits that come with old age.

Let us check this point using an article in which elderly people who have the external
physical traits that come with old age appear. When Davida Rosenblum spoke about her “most
depressing” scenario in bed she was in bewilderment between youth-obsessed imagery and joy in
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old age regarding elderly people’s sexuality, uniting the two in one writing. Her fears about this
scenario proved to be unfounded.

“He might no longer be sexually viable - my impression was that most men in their
seventies weren’t, and even though at our age it probably wouldn’t matter, one way or another,
the process of discovery was unimaginable. [...] [...] There will not be here a description,
elliptical or otherwise, of what ensued. I am the wi'ong generation for that. Suffice it to say that
yes, he could, and our love-making was as delicious, intoxicating and graceful, yes graceful, as it
had ever been in our youth. There was not one moment of awkwardness; however altered, our
bodies were merely the conduits of oui* mutual need and our joy in having rediscovered each
other. [...] We are endlessly surprised by this unexpected gift and the pleasure we take in each
other’s company. It is all the proof we need that there is indeed life after death.” (ibid. The
Observer Review July 20th 1997)

During this period of time the description that elderly people’s sexuality is spiritual
tlirough transcendence enabled elderly people (= the ageing) to “tune in and drop out in the
Flower Power era” (The Daily Record December 6th 1997). There exist two opposite
assumptions: the first is the image that elderly people’s sexuality is the successor to young
people’s sexuality, continuously drawn out by well-controlled accumulation of age from young to
old, and on the other hand there is the image of transformation in quality to engage something
profound in human life. This alone is sufficient justification to treat the praising view of elderly
people’s sexuality, “the flower of our sexuality keeping time,” as a new discoui'se of elderly
people’s sexuality. It seems the appreciation of elderly people’s “the flower of our sexuality
keeping time” has noticeable overtones of elegance and excellence where passing time brings a
decline of health and death like the image kotan, but it is free from prestigious ideals which the
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image kotan can not escape. Whereas kotan implies achievement of self-complacency as the
complete elderly people’s image, the appreciation of elderly people’s “the flower of our sexuality
keeping time” can formulate general rules or principles which give innumerable possibilities
regarding the “withering up” of British society as a whole, without a holy image of elderly people.
That is to say, elderly people’s sexuality calls for a critical look from microcosmos to
macrocosmos.

“A Veteran Soup Opera Actor Bill Waddington and Coronation Streef’
On the 11th of June 1997 the eighty-one year-old soap’s veteran actor Bill Waddington,
who played Percy Sudgen in Coronation Street announced he would quit the programme after
fourteen years in protest at the growing inclusion of sex scenes.

Mr. Waddington was expected to leave in September. His departure was the latest in a
string which had followed the appointment in January of the new producer Brian Park, who was
relying on an infusion of more young characters, new blood and “glamour” in an effort to attract
more younger viewers. Mr. Waddington felt unable to continue given its new direction which he
said owed more to Brookside or EastEnders - transient sexual intercourse neglecting long-lasting
relationships. Mr. Waddington said: “Coronation Street is still the finest soap opera on television,
but there is much too much sex in it for my liking. They are all at it.” (The Daily Telegraph June
12th 1997) Ml*. Waddington’s complaint is that the true nature of elderly lives including sexuality
was not recognised on Coronation Street. Instead, there is so much emphasis on raunchy younger
sex. This emphasis contaminated the programme. This does not allow spirituality and life-giving
elderly characters to be fully explored and appreciated.
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Coronation Street is just ahead of its BBC rival EastEnders in terms of popularity, two
shows which have been number one, drawing 15.8 million viewers to its most popular episode. In
other words, it has been pulling in the viewers since its launch in December 1960 and more than
half the country watches Coronation Street. Most TV producers believed that they had to
punctuate “the oldies” by spicier plots if the show was going to compete in the cun ent TV
climate. (The Sun June 12th 1997) The show was in a ratings war. In the long term Coronation
Street's audience is in decline. It also suffers from an ageing audience - forty percent of its
regular viewers are over fifty-five - which is a turn-off for advertisers and means its audience is
dying off. (The Independent June 12th 1997) Britain’s newest television station, Chamiel 5,
wooed viewers with an aspirational soap opera which deals with what producers called “grey sex”
- sex for the over-flfties - since the end of March of the year. Topics were designed to appeal to
“greyer” viewers. Chamiel 5’s director of programming Dawn Airey said: “There are many
people in their 50s who are not old. They look good.” (The Guar dian February 10th 1997)

Mr. Waddington’s motive stands for elderly people’s confidence and fighting spirit which
enabled them to count elderly sexuality as different from adolescent or younger one. According
to The Sun it seemed the nation was split on the sensational issue, with young viewers calling for
more and older fans backing Bill, (ibid. The Sun June 12th 1997) The Sun backed Mr.
Waddington in its exclusive poll. You The Jury, with 8,220 saying he was right and just 335
saying he was wrong [There is no information of respondents’ sex, age and so on.], (ibid, The Sun
June 12th 1997) Later unofficially a Coronation Street insider revealed that they all - including
the cast - had begged Mr. Waddington to stay and they all assured him that he was very much a
part of the show. The Street bosses succeeded in allaying any fears Mr. Waddington had about the
direction of the show, suggesting the possibility of tampering with the format of Coronation
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Street as he liked. According to The Sim “Fans have saved Coronation Street grump Percy
Sugden from the axe - after begging actor Bill Waddington not to quit.” (The Sun July 19th 1997)

Consider that Mr. Bill Waddington did the same thing in 1987. Mr. Waddington would
not cause a stir and achieve his resistance to raunchy younger sex like 1997. In fact, when a
television host Bob Holness declared his embarrassment against “some of the sexual activities”
and “modern youth” going on TV in 1987, it did not cause the same stir as Mr. Waddington did.
(The People January 4th 1987)

“The octogenarian” Mr. Waddington described elderly sexuality being different from
youth-obsessed sexuality as follows. “Coronation Street was a nice comimmity where people
trusted each other. They could go into other’s homes as friends, not jump into bed with someone
else’s wife. They are greatly overdoing the sex stories. I think it’s a mistake. I don’t think it
needs bedroom scenes. Viewers should feel happy watching as a family. Viewers don’t want the
seedier side of the world. [...] Coronation Street was always different.” (ibid. The Daily
Telegraph June 12th 1997) Mi*. Waddington thought Coronation Street encapsulated British
spirituality and life-giving elderly characters and “raunchy” new storylines by young people for
younger elderly people was nothing but an insult to it.

Along with changes in sexual discourse relating of Japan’s elderly, I shall address the
changes relating to Britain in the next chapter.
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5 Non-Self-Determining Self in Sexual
Discourse about Elderly People

5-1 Self-Determining and Highly Integrated Self in Sexual Discourse about
Elderly People

What we found when examining the discourses in chapter 3 and 4 is the process of
recovering certain ideals about elderly people which modern civil societies had previously
eliminated. The development of modernised industrial society in hoth Japan and Britain meant
that no longer was the healthy young adult male the exclusive symbol of effective production;
now disabled people, children, elderly people, and women were beginning to be included in the
territory of productivity and effectiveness. Correspondingly there occurred change in sexual
discour se about elderly people, from dirty and unpleasant, to deviant, to human and universal and
finally to admiring; elderly people came to be counted not as outcast possessors of sexuality but as
invulnerable possessors of sexuality. In other words, elderly people have been redeemed from an
abjected sex to a fully perfect sex during over fifty years in both Japan and Britain. With this
understanding we can expect the dawn of a new personhood and social and human point of view
both in Japan and Britain. The ideas of this personliood are those of an autonomous and highly
integrated self.

However, the thing is not so simple. The changes in the sexual discourse of elderly people
is not a simple evolutionary process. Today when we think about a fully perfect person in
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contemporary Japan and Britain, we realise that it remains a healthy young adult man. Persons
are often characterised by biologically based differential in power. According to Foucault,
sexuality-differentiated populations take up their place amongst numerous other alternative
sources of individual and group reference. When we investigated the depiction of elderly
people’s sexuality in detail, we saw that, even in the ‘praising discourse,’ the elderly people
focused on are mainly persons who are healthy and engaged in sexual activity and socially
productive work, and the clear planning of life; these are people who contribute to the
reproduction of both life and materials. In a sense there are contradictions in the discourses: on
the one hand approval and praise go to all elderly people; on the other hand the productivityobsessed standards of industrial society are reproduced with the focus on certain types of elderly
people.

These contradictions explicitly reveal the conclusion of the following two questions. Why
is there a similarity between Japan and Britain regarding sexual discourse about elderly people?
Wliy has sexual discourse about elderly people systematically changed both in Japan and Britain
tlu'ough few decades?

In the development of modernised industrial society both Japan and Britain face a large
emergent population of elderly people. Modern civil society realised its unique medical
teclmiques and sanitary controls and made it possible for us human beings to live longer lives
which we have never before reached. That is to say, the rapidly increasing numbers of elderly
population is one of the best attainments of modern civil society - extending longevity in the
population. Both Japan and Britain became members of ‘the aged society’ in 1980s^. It is not

^ In 1950 The United Nations defined the societies where 7 percent o f members are age 65 and older as ‘aged
societies.’
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coincidence that it was from 1980s that approval and praise started to go to all elderly people,
because elderly people are the symbols of extending longevity in highly modernised industrial
society. What Feather stone and Hepworth tried to demonstrate with regard to “mask of ageing”
reflects this emerging elderly population’s states of ‘being’: “the forefront in the elaboration and
expression of public vocabulary of ageing in direct opposition to the traditional static model.”
[1991:387] Increasing numbers of elderly members of society who can afford to extend their
retirement both in terms of sexuality and social productive work mediated the transition of elderly
people’s sexual discourse from asexual to sexual. The emergence of a well-off elderly population,
both financially and in health, was in the 1980s, with the ageing of baby boomers looking ahead
to their own old age, translated into subjective and objective expectations of sexually fulfilled
private lives.

However, modern civil society could not aiTange the norms of these extended lives. The
spread of this huge elderly population has trampled down on untrodden fields so much faster than
anybody had expected, that the social welfare system in modernised industrial society, like the
insurance system, pension schemes and the medical system can not accommodate to this rapidly
increasing size of elderly population. In this context changing sexual discourse about elderly
people can be seen as a strand in the process of “governavility” in modernised industrial society,
as Foucault states; a crafty device aiming to cultivate, discipline and integrate its mass elderly
populations into a system of efficient and market concern. The requirement of industrialism,
initially for male labour, shifts its range of sexual power/knowledge concerning self-determination
and self-control away from procreative meanings to implicate all sections of the work-force.
[Evans 1993:41] To upgrade sexual discourse about elderly people fi’om asexual to sexual,
symbolising the arrival of ideas of a self-determining, independent and well-established ageing
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people, connoted the fact that elderly people had become first and foremost a social unit of great
effective power. This was Foucault’s conclusion and concern; the sexual discourse about elderly
people is partly in line with a form of power according to standards of productivity and
effectiveness in modern civil society.

5-2 The Non-Self-Determining and Non-Integrated Self in Sexual Discourse
about Elderly People

But alongside a form of power reproducing an autonomous and independent self in regard
to elderly people are certain key dimensions of a non-self-determining and non-integrated self. I
believe that these dimensions, although suppressed in the ‘dominant’ discourses which we have
discussed in previous chapters, are vital for a proper understanding of the circumstances of elderly
people today. Notwithstanding the change in elderly people over the past fifty years from asexual
to sexual, these dimensions, which have occuned without intermittence, have never changed
during the fifty years. But they may clearly be detected in both Japanese and British writing. Let
me check them up.

[1] Lonely Self
First, one of two descriptions of elderly people as a dimension of non-self-determining and
non-integrated self in sexual discourse of elderly people is their feelings of loneliness. Let me
give you examples from 1977, 1987 and 1997.
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The sixty-eight year-old five-times married actor Rex Harrison known as “Sexy Rexy”
was said to be looking for a woman

again” because he felt lonely. “Rex is trying to keep his

mind off loneliness by working 12 hours a day, performing and trying to improve the play before
it opens in New York.” (The Sun January 13th 1977) Again, a sixty-six year-old pensioner John
Campbell who was banned from forcing his sixty-seven year-old ex-wife Catherine Race to have
sex with him by the Court was described as a lonely heart. “Pensioner Jolm Campbell is still
love-lorn ... after being divorced for 17 years. And he ended up in a police cell after visiting his
former wife at her home - clutching a bunch of plastic flowers.” (The Daily Record June 25th
1977)

The Daily Telegraph paid attention to a decision brought in by a judge who told a “lonely
sex attacker.” The judge gave a sixty-one year-old man with tlii'ee previous convictions for sexual
assaults probation at Southwark Crown Court for indecently assaulting a four-year-old girl. The
judge said the man was lonely, and needed a shoulder to cry on. “Everybody needs a shoulder to
cry on at some time. I have m yself- I’m not ashamed to admit it.” (The Daily Telegraph August
8th 1987) Here is similar example. “Perhaps they [British men who want Oriental brides
especially from the Philippines] are too short or too old. They’re lonely.” (The People June 14th
1987)

This is the headline of the article about the oldest man in Britain to be convicted under
laws brought in to protect people from stalkers. “A love-lorn 77-year-old, has been branded
Britain’s oldest stalker after waging an eight-month hate campaign against his former lover.
James Monk refused to accept that 55-year-old Mary Sands preferred a ‘younger’ man of 74.
Monk had met her tlirough a lonely hearts column [...].” (The Express October 22nd 1997)
Again, the female writer, who provided counselling for people with problems, covered a quiet
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group meeting in an old church hall in London where all types of people aged between twenty to
seventy talked openly about being addicted to sex. She attributed their “desperate anguish of a
sex addict” to their unloved, lonely heart. “It is easy to snigger at this sort of problem but
sufferers say that sex can be as destructive as any other addiction. Many addicts have been
abused as children, others just feel lonely and unloved.” (The Express September 25th 1997)
Here is another example. The fifty-one year-old horse trainer Jenny Pitman told why she maiTied
her forty-seven year-old partner David Stait after an eighteen-year courtship. She attributed the
decision to marry her first husband to “the naivete of youth.” “I was very, very lonely. You can
have all the romance, the glitz and the lusting if you like, but once that’s passed, if you don’t have
your best mate stood along side you you’ve got nothing.” (The Express October 25th 1997)

Put the matter of sexual intercourse aside, no one was to blame the seventy-seven yeai'-old
widow Mrs. Salmon when she fell in love with Sergeant Davies. Mrs. Salmon whose husband
died in 1968 was justified in phoning and coming around to the police station because she was a
lonely elderly woman “craving company.” (ibid, The Daily Record April 7th 1977) “She was
lonely, frail and frightened of being on her own at night. She would telephone the police as a cry
for help, the Judge said.” (ibid. The Daily Mail April 7th 1997) “Living alone in her big house,
she was extremely dependent upon police reassurance for her security,” he [one of Sergeant
Davies’s counsels] said. ‘She also depended on the police force for someone to talk [...]. She
was not above triggering off her own burglar alarm to attract attention.’” (ibid. The Sun January
25th 1977) Everybody described as “not surprised” (ibid, The Daily Mail April 7‘*' 1977) the
methods used in getting Sergeant Davies into spending most of his time, except at night, on
standing by Mrs. Salmon with his “understanding her predicament, her frailty and her loneliness.”
(The Guardian January 27th 1977)
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Eighty-five year-old Mr. Walter Taylor, one of three elderly men who talked about their
experiences at Madame Payne’s parties, described “the get-togethers” at her home, as like
executive or private parties, (ibid. The Independent February 6th 1987) Madame Payne told the
court that she had been lonely since her Ambleside Avenue brothel had been closed down in 1978
and that since she was released from jail in 1980 her loneliness was best relieved by her parties.
(The Daily Telegraph February 5th 1987) “Mrs Payne told the court about the private side of her
life, and said her wild parties were a cure for loneliness. ‘I enjoyed having parties because
basically I was lonely. I think everyone else who came was lonely too,’ she said.” (The
Independent February 5th 1987) “The Tattooed Lady” Ann Aaron said the parties were “fr ank
and free, because guests acted out their fantasies without fear of being ridiculed. They indulged in
fascinating conversation about their various fetishes and everyone joined in the fun.” (ibid, The
Daily Record February 12th 1987) People testifying for the defence repeated that the parties were
“the get-togethers.”

Last, let us look into the lonely self in Japanese sexual discoui'se of elderly people. As I
noted already in chapter 1, for the last two decades, despite the real inter-generational family
values in Japan, the selfish life-cycle model dominates household saving behaviour in Japan.
Japanese families feel less obliged to provide welfai*e for their immediate members, let alone
elderly people in general. Just after the foundation of Chanomi-Tomodachi-Sodanshitsu, which I
mentioned in chapter 3, its director answered a Fujinkoron reporter during a different interview.
“They [elderly people who applied for the dating agency] are just very, very lonely. They are
seeking a new relationship. Their wish is more pressing than we [the officials of the institution]
expected.” (Fujinkoron August 1976) The Chanomi-Tomodachi-Sodanshitsu have succeeded in
arranging about two thousand couples’ dates over five years and conducted a survey asking the
reasons why its applicants want to get married. The answer; “because I am lonely.” or “because I
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crave company.” predominated. (Ushio March 1983) The following is what one of the
participants in group dating in another organisation said. “I feel small, sad and lonely. At night
after it has rained for two days I foresee dying. I just want to get close to anyone again and feel at
ease. Sex is a secondary matter. All I want is a warm heart.” (Shukan Josei July 30th 1991)

[2] Shadow of Frailty Being Inconsistent with Self-Determining and Highly
Integrated Self
As I mentioned above, the main subjects in sexual discourse of elderly people in both
Japan and Britain are persons described as possessing youth, health, the ability to work and
manage their own lives, and as having a positive attitude toward their future - sometimes a rosy
future. One would not easily object to saying that such conceptualisations serve to strengthen
productivity and effectiveness in modern civil society and they can be regarded as evincing self
determining and highly integrated selves, displaying autonomy and independence.

However, if elderly people are regar ded as autonomous and independent selves, it is rather
a mixed blessing. Thus, in ‘representations of exceptional sexuality,’ old age was not welcome.
The more youthfulness in elderly people was emphasised the fumiier the gap between the status
quo and elderly poses sometimes became. “‘I [Lord Huntly, Scotland’s premier marques and
chieftain of the clan Gordon, who was to marry a twenty year-old girl] am only in my 69th year,
so I am really a young man. Why should I marry some dried up old bag?’ [...] ‘I’m a very fit
man, in fact, and I walk my dog every day.’ He went on: ‘I’m not blind, I don’t have to wear
spectacles, and I still have my own teeth.’” (The Sun January 24th 1977) In shord, the discourse
makes plain that physical and mental decay are a fact of nature.
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The seventy-seven year-old Mrs. Salmon’s misunderstanding was suspected as delusion
even though her doctor Dr. John Riley said: “I never had the impression that she was mentally
deranged.” (The Daily Telegraph February 4th 1977) “She was living in cloud cuckoo land. [...]
As happens with old people, she was losing touch with reality. Her mental condition was
deteriorating.” (The Guardian February 2nd 1977) Mrs. Salmon was diagnosed as having senile
dementia and mentally ill in a nursing home where she died two months later. This diagnosis was
based on what Mrs. Salmon’s told a consultant psychiatrist of poisoners murdering her. The
consultant psychiatrist Dr. Alex Baker said that if he had heard in 1973 what Mr s. Salmon thought
about Sergeant Davies [...] it would only have confirmed his diagnosis in the High Court. (The
Daily Telegraph Fehruary 8th 1977) The solicitor who drew up the 1973 will said “It’s fairly
regular for clients making wills to speak in this way. I associate it with old ladies but I have met
old men who say they are being poisoned or spied on.” (The Daily Telegraph February 10th 1977)
Although Mrs. Salmon’s distant cousin Air Vice-Marshal Edward Crew who knew her well and
gave evidence in the dispute over the validity of Mrs. Salmon’s last will claimed that this was just
an eccentric old lady making jokes about poisoning, Mr. Jolm Wilmers, QC, for the five
challengers of the 1973 will sceptically replied to the court in general: “Your own mother is in her
eighties, what do you thinlc?” (The Guardian February 15th 1977)

Although the court case was won by the main beneficiary, former police Sergeant Davies
(The Guardian September 10th 1977), this public trial exemplifies how the construction of self
determining and highly integrated self in sexual discourse ahout elderly people is challenged. In
another case. The Daily Record reporler wrote down what the judge in the High Court Family
Division in London said on the nullity decree of eighty-three year-old millionaire Frank
Yar'wood’s wedding with sixty-five year old divorcee Mary Picken-Kemiaway on the grounds that
he was an “unknowing groom.” (The Daily Record May 14th 1987) The judge said: “he did not
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believe her [Mrs, Picken-Kennaway’s] story of frequent proposals or claims that the couple had
sex in the lounge.” (ibid, The Daily Record May 14th 1987)

Madame Payne told the court that she liked dealing with elderly people who had sex
problems. “Very old men (original). Walter Taylor, 84, was past his best time for 100 metres.
And Norman Price, 72, but going like someone much younger. [...] He had a young heart.
‘Why, he still plays bowls on the front down in Brighton.’” (The Daily Mail February 5th 1987)
However she also described them as vulnerable elderly people. “There were old men scattering
down the avenue [like the homeless]. ‘You couldn’t see them for dust.’” (ibid, The Daily Mail
February 5th 1987) As I mentioned above, after the verdict was concluded the tattooed hostess
Ann Aaron was interviewed and said that most of guests were incapable of having sex and they
just fantasised. “It was just like a Conservative tea-party, with banlc managers, vicars, civil
servants and businessmen, except that a lot of them were transvestites. [...] Cynthia went to
great lengths to accommodate her elderly guests’ little foibles. [...] It was ridiculous. They [the
police and its representatives] obviously expected an orgy, and when they didn’t they just decided
to take it out on us.” (ibid. The Daily Record February 12th 1987) The trial over “Madame
Payne’s home” was haunted by the image of both “orgy” and “vicar’s party.”

However much elderly people’s youthfulness is asserted sometimes we can not help but
stare at their old age. For example even if it gives victims a second pain old age sometimes
allows an offender to walk out of the court a free man. In the sentence for abusing ten year-old
girl and six year-old girls between 1958 to 1995 the broken seventy-eight year-old old pervert
Alexander Currie was given a one-year jail sentence in view of his age and failing health. (The
Express July 27'*’ 1997)
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Here is another example. James Farman, “the oldest person to be indicated at the High
Court” (The Herald January 13th 1997) was released by the court despite it being found that he
perpetrated a series of sex offences. (The Herald July 22nd 1997) Again, although in the sentence
on the seventy-seven year-old “pervert” Tegid Williams’ latest offence against two sisters, who
were eight and ten, the family of the victims lashed out at a judge, the sheriff said: “[‘His
maximum sentence was tliree years in jail - was inadequate but’] he would NOT [writer’s
emphasis] impose more than tlii'ee years.” (The Daily Record July 16th 1997)

A spokesman for Granada TV, Coronation Street’s television station, said of Mr.
Waddington’s decision: “It came as no surprise because he is after all 81.” (ibid, The Daily
Telegraph June 12th 1997) Although he won millions of fans as the “soap’s indispensable
veteran,” people were suspicion of his motives. “Some people say that at 81, how does he know?
But actor Bill Waddington raises a vital point about All the soaps [writer’s emphasis].” (ibid. The
Sun June 12th 1997) Mi*. Waddington’s view drew sharp criticism from sixteen year-old studio
technician Craig Connor: “Percy is just using this as an excuse to get out with a bit of dignity.”
(ibid, The Sun June 12th 1997)

Failing bodies and frailty are burdens to living autonomous and independent lives. These
circumstances reflect non-self-determining and non-integrated selves, characterised as unbounded
and dependent in his/her daily life. Notwithstanding changes in sexual discourse about elderly
people that neatly underscored an autonomous and independent self, unbounded and dependent
elderly selves subvert ideas of self-determination and integration amongst elderly people. These
non-self-determining and non-integrated selves reflect elderly corporality and old age. Thanks to
social constructionism, change in sexual discourse about elderly people, including from asexuality
to sexuality, continues unabated. But the self-evident fact of bodily decline and death continues
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to betray the construction of self-determining and highly integrated self. This is biological
nature. Therefore, the contemporary elaboration of the ti ansitional states of elderly selves and
their sexuality is significant. The emerging social constructionist idea that elderly person are
powerful and successful in well-organised lives and social activities in old age is compromised by
their traditional image - as being ineffective, unbounded and dependent. Without this complex of
ideas we will reproduce a clear formulation of the division between young-like, autonomous and
independent elderly people and unbounded and dependent elderly people of old age. My
elaboration permits a more dynamic approach to elderly people’s sexuality and elderly people
themselves.

[3] The Negative Background
Last, a depiction of elderly people’s sexuality as a non-self-detennining and non-integrated
self is the premise that elderly people’s sexuality has been always an anathema. Notwithstanding,
the change is the dominant discourse, including the move from asexuality to sexuality, this
premise, which echoes the ‘critical view’ of elderly people’s sexuality, has always existed as a
background notion. In Britain this background notions is clearly present even in ‘enlightened’
1997.

The sixty-eight year-old pensioner rapist George Dickinson got a warning from a judge at
Leeds Crown Court as follows. “Give it up before you kill yourself.” (The Sun March 29th 1977)
George was said to talk of marriage with his seventy year-old victim “because both were lonely.”
(ibid. The Sun March 29th 1977)
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As to Japan, “Sexuality of elderly people has been a taboo subject. It seems that any
elderly people are socially forced to lose their sexual desire. What is practiced in the lowdependency nursing care units is vital evidence: even married couples have to live separately.
Suppose an honest elderly man admits he has sexual desire he is called dirty old man. [...] As to
an elderly woman she is stigmatised as a lusting old woman - obviously they are assumed to stop
at a certain age.” (Fujinkoron July 1978)

Tills is part of an article ahout a tiavel sketch of the Yorkshire coast. “She hoists a led
over his shoulder. ‘Funny place t’ keep a hedgehog,’ wonders somebody aloud, and the act roars
on. And so do John and I. The jokes against puffs, lezzies, and Pakis would rightly cause the
wrong kind of riot on the Alternative Cabaret circuit: but in her own inimitable way Tassie also
confounds deeply entrenched prejudices about old people. The old are not even supposed to thinlc
about sex, let alone do it. And unlike the young, who desperately conform to their own standards,
old people - given half a chance - are naturally anarchic.” (ibid. The Guardian August 22nd 1987)

“Every so often there are sayings that ‘Elderly people’s sexuality withered up.’ ‘Elderly
people have no sexual desire.’ and ‘Elderly people are unable to have sexual intercourse.’ Elderly people are supposed to be nasty and abnormal. If once he follows his urge to stick his
neck out admitting his sexual desire, some lose their personality because it is said be nasty,
unpleasant and disturbing, regaidless of how respectable the man actually is.” (Fujinkoron July
1985)

“Every so often there’s a story about ‘love finding a way’ featuring lovers of at least 70.
They may have lost touch during the war* and married other partners. When one died, the survivor
somehow or other met up again with his or her first love, by this time also alone. Of course, we
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wish them well and happy. And either give it no flirther thought or imagine that keeping each
other’s backs warm and the chaste kiss they share for the cameras is all they’re up to. [...] It’s
OK to fall in love if you’re older - especially if it involves suffering and making do, or doing
without. But sex, whether gymnastic or emotional, is reckoned to be the preserve of the young.
[...] [...] Passion could not be for people of that age. Such an idea is irresponsible, untidy and
repulsive.” (The Independent August 14th 1997)

“In Japan passion could not be for people of that age. Such an idea is irresponsible, untidy
and repulsive. Never before has a story about ‘love fîndmg a (final) way’ featuring lovers of at
least 60 ‘in nursing homes’ been so noticeable [As I noted in chapter 3 there has been this type of
story since the latter half of the 1950s in Japan.].” (Jiyujikan November 17th 1994)

“There’s an assumption that it’s weird, embarrassing, if old people fall in love, and they
are expected to abandon lust. I ask Naomi [the one hundred year-old novelist Naomi Mitchison]
if one ever loses the desire for passion. ‘Oh no! I’m afraid I did things everyone thought wrong and I enjoyed i t ’” (The Guardian November 17th 1997)

“In Japan where most people learn to do other than speak out in others’ presence, the
middle aged and elderly people’s sexuality is hard to express. We are far more confident about
declaring that we no longer engage in it [sex]. However, just behind this sexual desire is whirling
and elderly people are suffering from it alone.” (Gendai October 1996)

“There’s something creepy in our society about older people having sex. Men are called
‘dirty old man’ and women - well, women just don’t, do they? Not once they’re past child
bearing age, anyway.” (The Daily Mail November 21st 1997)
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“Ill Japan I thinlc we elderly people are all quite wonderful if we would stop talking about
sex and sexuality. [...] There are plenty of men and women who still thinlc that sexually active
elderly people are nasty and embarrassing.” (Shukan Yomiuri June 19th 1994)

This is one of the letters to The Independent editor on the 16th of August in 1997. “Sir:
Thank you, Anna Raeburn, for pointing out that older people do have, and enjoy, sex. [...]
Unfortunately the Health Education Authority thinks otherwise. They have just published a
report. Health in England 1996, in which most of the statistics only cover people up to the age of
74, which is bad enough. But the sections on sex and drugs stop at 54 years. How do they think
we spend oui* retirement? The HEA should fiu'ther its own education by talking to us old’uns,
who probably are just as sexually active, but spend less time bragging about it.”

“The young actually have the monopoly they claim on love and intimacy. In Japan where
the markets are flooded with youth’s nude pictures and visual products any junior high school and
high school girls dressed in frilly French maid’s costumes or looking sensational cause a stir and
can be worth money. On the other hand, what happens to elderly people if it is true that they thinlc
about sex, let alone do it? They are sneered to silence and called dirty, unpleasant and disturbing
old people. But why can not they carry it on into old age? There seems to be the most devilish
tragedy and crucifixion that sexual civil rights are out of elderly people’s reach.” (Hoseki
February 1996)

Although the court case over Mrs. Salmon’s will was won by the main beneficiary, former
police Sergeant Davies, the Judge has never believed that she had had sexual intercourse with
Sergeant Davies.
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Wlien the trial of Madame Payne moved into its final stages her defence lawyer Mr. David
Spens told the court that “You don’t get any of the dross, only the highlights. The events at 32
Ambleside Avenue [the Madame Payne’s house] may have seemed unpleasant, distasteful, and
sordid when served up in this coui*t room on a cold plate, but for the men who attended those
parties they got what they wanted and they paid the prostitutes for it.” (ibid. The Guardian
February 10th 1987) He also said that sexual activity at “The Flouse of Cyn” was “pretty normal,
ordinary, commonplace and conventional heterosexual sex” in his closing speech. (The Daily
Telegraph February 10th 1987) However Madame Payne could never be free from the reputation
that she “would like the world to think of her and the way she caters to the fancies of foolish old
men.” (ibid. The Daily Express February 12th 1987)

This is an excerpt from The Sun exclusive about “Street actor” Bill Waddington’s claim,
“Actor Bill Waddington is the octogenarian who says Coronation Street has got too much sex.
[...] When you’re as ancient as Bill - a.k.a. Percy Sugden - any [writer’s emphasis] sex comes as
a bit of a shock. [...] When he bought Denise a ring, the other women on the Street didn’t just
admire it - 27 of them recognised it. [...] [...] but a hell of a lot [an old favourite] is merely
resistance to change. If you are prudish enough to be genuinely shocked by the tame bedroom
scenes in The Street, I suggest you stick to Gardener’s World.” (ibid. The Sun June 12th 1997)

Despite the cuirent domination of social constructionism the negative background of
elderly people’s sexuality will never die. Nobody can escape mortality and morbidity. The fact is
that in a time when people are increasingly tolerant of sexual self-determination and self-control
for every segment of oui* population many of us still cling to puritanical ideas in our approach
towards sexuality in elder people. This reflects om* fear, hate against and refusal of the existence
of the non-malleable ageing body and death which results in disorder relating to conventional
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norms and regulatory laws. Sexual discourse about elderly people continues to place stumbling
and grumbling blocks in the road to social evolutionary progress and personal happiness upon
which the social constructionist view is hooked up. We can not understand elderly people’s
sexuality solely tlnough dimensions of self-determination and self-control. In addition to this,
elderly ‘being’ happens in accordance with a gradual disengagement from pre-existing and
institutionalised social norms; in a sense, nobody can fully access authenticity in elderly people’s
sexuality. Tins ineffability relating to elderly people’s sexuality accounts for the dissatisfaction at
elderly people’s sexuality that tends to be felt in the population at large (It’s out of our reach.).

5-3 The Potentiality of Personhood in Elderly People’s Sexuality

In highly modernised and industrialised societies elderly people who still engage in and
relish their sexual lives are expected to be those who succeed in having well-organised,
autonomous and independent lives as self-determining and highly integrated selves. Change in
sexual discourse about elderly people from asexual to sexual has been inspired by populations in
Japan and Britain people benefiting from increased longevity. In ‘exceptional’ ‘approving’ and
‘praising’ sexual discourse about elderly people, young effective elderly people displaying
autonomy and independence function as mediators between sexuality and old age. Moreover, in
the ‘period of approval,’ the invention of category of human means the differences between
younger people and elderly people vanished. Therefore, we can at least say that the dualism of
effective developing youth versus ineffective declining old age can not be reproduced in sexual
discourse about elderly people. During these past fifty years, the ‘natural fact’ that elderly people
are ineffective has come to be doubted.
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Notwithstanding this, although suppressed by ‘dominant’ discourses, what has been never
changed in sexual discourse about elderly people over the past fifty years is certain key
dimensions of non-self-determining and non-integrated selves; the lonely self, the shadow of
frailty and the negative imprecations surrounding old age and sex. This reflects, as I argued
already, our biological nature - the medicalised body and the malfunctioning body. [TulleWinton 2000] Death is inevitable and postponed death obliges the beneficiaries of extended lives
to face old age. The more subjectivity is emphasised the more the self-evident fact of bodily
decline and death continues to beti ay it. Lonely emotions, declining bodies and the negative form
sexuality have never been eliminated from sexual discourse about elderly people.

In a sense, then, unbound and dependent selves co-exist with the ‘dominant’ effective
selves in sexual discourse about elderly people. Therefore, sexual discourse about elderly people
is beyond the reach of biologically based differentials in power. This is the point social
constructionism and Foucault’s discursive dominance can not access.

In addition to this, ‘praising discourse’ about elderly people’s sexuality is hopeful. This
includes the space to nullify the clear boundary between youth-like, autonomous, independent and
effective elderly people and unbounded, dependent and ineffective elderly people. It holds two
opposite images: that of kotan, which carried with it the idea of decline as peculiar to elderly
people’s sexuality, and also that of sexuality comparable to that of young people. Historically, in
the period when the ‘criticism’ discourse dominated elderly sexuality was expected to be
withering up, connoting the elderly as unbounded, dependent and ineffective selves. In contiust,
in the period of ‘exceptional’ ‘approving’ and ‘praising’ discourses where sexuality contained(s)
an active and growing image, elderly people could be/were deemed to be youth-like, independent
and effective - as having self-determining and highly integrated selves. In the ‘praising’
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perspective, where elderly people are allowed to be possessors of both withering sexuality and
growing sexuality there must be an interpretation of a complex of transitional states amongst
elderly people. Thi'ough flexible adjustments to the gradually blurring hierarchical boundaries
between an autonomous, independent and effective self and unbounded, dependent and ineffective
selves, sexual discourse about elderly people implies the possibility of renewing the idea of
modernised personhood.

Furthermore, in the ‘praising’ of elderly people’s sexuality there is room for bedridden
elderly people and senile elderly people whose sexuality is impossible to construct in the terms of
self-determining and liighly integrated self. The following extract is based on the report on
Seiunkan (literally, “Floating Home in the Blue Sky”), where elderly people and senile elderly
people live together. Totoro is the president of the institute. In this case, because the female
narrator must seriously confront the existence of senile elderly people, she depicts an idea of
personhood which differs from the modernised one. Only the kind of personhood that stands
between animals and human beings is possible. The self-evident fact of bodily decline and death
continues to betray the construction of self-determining and highly integrated self, because a
senile body is incapable of subjectivity. And the narrator is free from subjectivity as well. There
is no reply. In tliis space, life and death, which stand respectively for autonomous and
independent self and unbounded and dependent self in its ultimate mode, coexist. Here is the
point where neither Althusser’s interpellation nor social constructionism reach. As a result, there
is room for a new meaning that does away with standards of productivity and effectiveness and
constraining social roles and norms. And in this ultimate ‘blank’ what the narrator vaguely
expresses as the idea of “an animal human being,” she strongly hopes for “a feeling of
togetherness.” This feeling of togetherness is the key dimension of non-self-determining and non
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integrated selves. As both Japanese society and British society become an aging society,
prospects of new personhood are expected.

“Beyond [the opening door] I heard the words, T am sorry for doing a trifling thing.’
Looking back quickly I saw a woman with short hair who was riding a portable chamber p o t....
Her thick beautiful buttocks. It is me who must apologise, ‘I am sorry.’ [...] The space where
we can pass waste openly consists of the space we can have sex in, doesn’t it? But, though I
watched a woman passing waste, I did not witness sex. Wliat makes me so confused? Am I
angry or do I understand? I do not know. All I want as ‘an animal human being’ is to pass waste
in the place where no one can see. No, this is not what I really want. The woman who said, ‘I am
sorry for doing a trifling thing,’ looked beautiful. If a human being is forced to pass waste in an
open space, it becomes beautiful. B u t

Is it all right with Totorol [...] To be protected as

an animal human being seems to be the most important thing for the elderly people living here. It
is not until we transcend sex that we get true peacefulness. [...] Elderly people would share a
feeling of togetherness sprouted in ti*ansparent despair and would get on the same boat sailing
between this world and that world. It gently makes us laiow the principle of the universe seen
from transparent despair. And, because I desire to have my whole existence pierced by those who
share transparent despair, my sensuality and sensibility ar e vigorously at work when I sit by
elderly people.” (Shincho 45 July 1990)
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Appendix 1

Japanese Magazines
A era

This was first issued in 1988. Approximately businessmen in their thirties make up

the core readers. The proportion of men to women amongst the readers is seven to three. This
weekly magazine is characterised by the idea of displaying striking originality in daily news and
of using many visual materials to make it easy to understand no matter how difficult the topics
may be.
Asahi Journal (Asahi literally means “the Morning Sun”)

This was first published in 1959.

This weekly magazine deals mainly with news and commentaries. Over seventy percent of the
readers are said to be highly educated people. In April 1984 the Asahi Journal policy was revised
so as not to didft toward briefer magazines but to conquer this trend while broadening horizons.
Bisho (literally, “Smile”)

This bimonthly magazine, whose core readers aie single women in

their twenties, first appeared in 1971. It deals with both practical issues like cooking and
childrearing. Gossip concerning celebrities, havel, marriage life, sex, and marital problems are
also covered.
Bungeishunjyu (literally, “All Literatuie”)

This intellectual monthly magazine which has

been perceived as “a national general magazine” is representative of Japanese journalism. It first
appeared in 1923. It has challenged people to tackle the dark side of Japanese society that large
newspaper companies dare not address (along with Sliukan Bunshu). No other general interest
magazines like Bungeishunjyu are in print. It has sold more than one million copies of a
particular issue several times.
Chuokoron (literally, “Opinion Leader”)

This monthly magazine, first issued in 1887,

meets many of the needs of modern knowledgeable readers. It includes exclusive articles, short
theses concerning politics, economics, society and current thought, documents, reports, foreign
readings and famous author’s writings.

Croissant

This was launched in 1977 and is issued twice a month. Ninety percent of the

readers are women and seventy percent of them are under thirty-five years old. Although it was
started as a family-oriented magazine, recently the circulation has increased after it expanded to
focus on modern women’s way of life.
D im e

This up-to-date bimonthly magazine, started in 1986, focuses on what is going on in

town and in companies. It targets twenty-five to thirty-five-year-old businessmen who are
considered to be on the flont line of both work and pleasure.
Fujinkoron (literally, “Female Opinion Leader”)

This monthly magazine started in 1916 is

different from other female magazines in both contents and size; while others are visually
appealing magazines this magazine concerning true women’s welfare is verbally provoking. With
the unique feature of requiring reader participation it carries reader’s essays. Ninety-five percent
of its readers are women. Their ages are flatly distributed fi'om teens to seventies.
Gendai (literally, “Today”)

This was first published in 1966. Ninety percent of its readers

are men. This monthly magazine began from a deep interest amongst middle-class businessmen.
It has been perceived as “an indispensable magazine for modem businessmen, including political,
economic and business information that is ahead of its time, to practical information that is useffil
for daily life.”
Hoseki (literally, “Jewel”)

This monthly male magazine started in 1965. The majority of its

readers are businessmen and students. With intensive application to people who want to be or are
active social contributors, it covers new insights and practical topics like travel, investment and
health.
Jiyujikan (literally, “Spare Time”)

This bimonthly magazine targeting men in their forties

was first issued in 1990. It focuses on the way of life relating enjoyable private life and the
creativity of business.
Jyoseijishin (literally, “Women Themselves”)

Seventy percent of its readers are eighteen to

twenty-four-year-old women. It is the best-selling female weekly magazine, fust issued in 1958,
containing aiticles about fashion and shopping.

Jyoseiseven (literally, “Clamorous Women” )

This weekly magazine, first issued in 1963,

consists of articles that satisfy young women’s interests including those of fashion, beauty cultuie,
cooking, travel and interior decoration. Its chai acteristic featiue is a dedicated collection of data.
Reader’s Digest

This is the Japanese version of the same titled magazine published in

U.S.A. started in 1946. Although this monthly magazine is translated into many languages in the
world, an original Japanese column is inserted.
Ninchi (literally, “Awareness”)

This member monthly magazine appeared in 1978 to

entrance self-enlightemnent and Zen in business management and daily life. It is composed of
stories of managers who have suffered, human education, the introduction of outstanding people
in various areas, health advice and counselling.
Sara:------This was first issued in 1989 and is published twice a month. This unisex magazine
designed to meet the demand for high quality and genuineness provides basic information to enjoy
a comfortable lifestyle. Its core readers are in their fifties to seventies.
Shukan A sahi

This was launched in 1922. This news-oriented weekly magazine made its

first appearance in unisex form; however as time passes the number of male readers aie
decreasing. Its topics range from politics, economics, and social affairs to culture, with an
intensive application of a newspaper’s advantage to exclusive projects.
Shukan Bunshu (Bunshu literally means “Literature”)

The second established publishing

company launched this magazine in 1959. In the beginning eighty percent of readers were men,
but the proportion of women readers has increased since the latter half of 1980s such that the
number of female readers is now equal to the number of male readers. This weekly magazine is
famous for covering the cruel phases of life and the unveiling darlaiess in Japanese society.
Shukan Gendai

In 1959 it was first issued. This general weekly magazine focuses on

middle-aged and businessmen. In addition to rich information and subjects it bends its emphasis
towards non-fiction and fiction concerning social and business circumstances. Its correspondents
and editors rigorously pursue their immediate emotional involvement in an original way.

Shukan Heibon (Heibon literally means “Mediocrity”)

This was first issued in 1959.

Although in March 1983 this weekly magazine about public entertainment dealt with sport and
economic celebrities, in March 1985 it went back to handling public entertainment only. Taiget
readers are between eighteen and thirty year old women.
Shukan H oseki

This weekly magazine, intended for from twenty-five to thirty-year-old

businessmen who were born and raised in post war Japan, started in 1981. It covers finance,
economics, politics, education, science, medical science, sports, entertainment, cooking, fashion
and sex.
Shukan Jyosei (Jyosei literally means “Women”)

It was launched in 1957. Since it was

started this weekly women’s magazine has contributed to the development of the female market.
This offers insight into modern women’s way of life, covering true love and marriage stories in all
its nakedness.
Shukan Kinyobi (Kinyobi literally means “Friday”)

This was first issued in 1993. A

criticism-centred weekly magazine organised by sought-after people like writer Hisashi Inoue,
wi’iter Makoto Shiina, journalist Tetsuya Tsukushi, journalist Katsuichi ITonda, it is not afraid of
forestalling controversy and refuses to compromise.
Shukan Myojyo (Myojyo literally means “the Morning Star, Lucifer”)

This was first issued

in 1958. Eighty-five percent of its readers are women. This weekly magazine covers the latest
information about Stars, news on show business and the latest information about TV progranunes.
From March 1983 as it increased its pages it expanded to include further topics and to pick up
more humane concerns.
Shukan P ost

This male-centred best-selling weekly magazine started in 1969. Housewives

number about one-tenth of all its readers. Its thi eefbld editorial policy covers the forecast of the
near future, the choice of information, and the importance that it be representative of all readers.

Shukan Sankei (Saiikei literally means “Industry and Economy”)

This was first published

in 1952. Eighty percent of its readers are men and most of them ai'e office workers. This news
company-owned weekly magazine copes with what newspapers cannot deal with. Its editors try
to tell exciting stories rather than express social criticism.
Shukan Shincho (Shincho literally means “New Trend”)

The first publishing company

issued this magazine in 1956. Known as “an update booklet of society” it enjoys the majority’s
favour. Many readers are middle-aged people.
Shukan Shosetsu (Shosetsu literally means “Novels”)

Since its launch in 1972 this has been

a forerunner amongst popular novels. The tlu*ee main segments of this book are about companies,
a detective novel and a voluptuous novel.
Shincho 45 (Yonjyugo)

Seventy-five percent of the readers of this ripe age-oriented general

magazine are men; thirty percent are in their fifties, twenty percent in their forties and ten percent
in their thirties. It includes diaries and autobiographies.
Shukan Yomiuri (Yomiuri literally means “Publisher”) ------ This was first published in 1938.
In addition to a series of novels, it is characterised by daily news and featui'e articles.
Spa

In June 1988 its title changed from Shukan Sankei. This weekly magazine mainly aims

at being useful to thirty plus businessmen in both their private and public lives. Seventy to eighty
percent of its readers are men.
Sunday Mainichi (Mainichi literally means “Daily”)

This weekly magazine started in 1922

covers hidden stories, which newspapers avoid, providing them as a series of articles. The
popularity of its unique formation boosted its circulation. In October 1989 it was revised and it
now has a good reputation as a stimulating weekly magazine.
Ushio (literally, “Tide”)

This was first issued in 1960. Since its start it has been valued

amongst men. About eighty percent of its readers are men. Its unique subjects and agenda Million Witnesses ” - have paved the way for the development of a new type of opinion

leader - based on ordinary people’s witness seeking the background of events usually receiving
the least public attention.
Young Lady

This literally young female-oriented magazine was first issued in 1964 and is

published every two weeks. Besides fashion it explores travel, shopping, handwork and interior
decoration.

Appendix 2

List of Japanese Magazine Articles

Of

— Tortures
Solitude By Jun Kawata (Shulcan Asahi Januaiy 2'"' and 9"’ 1949) 32-39
— Story O f A Nine Day Wonder: Her Release From Guiltiness: Toshiko Suzuka
(Shukan Asahi January 30^'' 1949) 3-5
-—Marriage Abroad: Elderly People’s Shining Love (Shukan Asahi December 18‘‘’
1949) 15
— Kinsey Report (Shukan Asahi February 12^'' 1950) 23
-—Essay: Stories Of Elderly People’s Love (Chuokoron March 1950) 184-186
— Talk Series: With Yukio Mishima: The Younger Generation (Shukan Asahi March
26"' 1950) 12-16
-—Talk: Kinsey Report (Chuokoron April 1950) 162-168
-—Japanese Version Of Kinsey Report (Shukan Asahi April 1951) 12-13
-—Aftermath: Tapestry Of Love: Mr Kyorai’s Elderly Love (Shukan Yomiuri July
27"^ 1952)38-39
— News From East To West: An Elderly Repugnant Crime (Bessatsu Shukan Sankei
December 25"' 1956) 108-109
-—Topics In Town: Mass Wedding In A Nursing Home (Shukan Sankei November
30^ 1958) 80-81
— Topics Abroad: Elderly People’s Love (Shukan Josei June
1958) 33
-—Elderly People’s Sex Seen In Film (Fujinkoron January 1962) 404-407
-—World View And Japanese Eyes: Problems Of Elderly People (Fujinkoron January
1962) 67-69
— Talk: Retirement Between Two Sexes (Fujinkoron October 1962) 136-140
-—Useful Lessons In Master’s Report (Bungeishunjyu August 1966) 262-268
-—Elderly People’s Love: The Latest Trend Of Spring Autumn Romance (Shukan
Sankei February 7"' 1966) 110-114
-—Series “Human”: Love Findings: The Couple Is Spending Now Their Honeymoon
In A Nursing Home (Jyoseijishin July 8"' 1968) 52-58
— The Sex Of Bed Ridden People (Shukan Shincho September 2"" 1972) 132
-—Special Issue: Sex Life In Later Years: Tip On Old Sex (Ushio November 1972)
236-239
-—Special Issue: Sex Life In Later Years: Endless Desire (Ushio November 1972)
240-255
-—Special Issue: In The Case Of De Beauvoir’s Old Age (Ushio November 1972) 256261
— Special Issue: Picaso: His Ninety-Year-Old Eros (Ushio November) 262-266
-—Unusual Experiences: The Love Bloom In Nursing Homes!: The Bride Is Eighty
Years Old (Jyoseiseven June 13"' 1973) 42-45
-—Report: The Older The Better: A Ninety-One-Year-Old Bride And An Eighty-EightYear-Old Bridegroom In Kimkuen, Hiroshima (Shukan Heibon October 11"' 1973)
170-173
— Talk Series 48: Twice A Week In Eighty-Six Years Olds: Outside Kinsey Report
(Sunday Mainichi December 9"' 1973) 144-148
-—Topics Abroad: Disown Old Sex In U.S.A. (Shukan Sankei December 14"' 1973)
66

— Mr Shosuke Ohara (77) Is Looking For His Bride (Young Lady January 28^^ 1974)
136-137
— Happy Wedding: The Sum Of The Age Of This Newly Married Couple Is One
Hundred And Fifty-Seven: Pure Love In Nursing Homes (Shukan Shincho July 4"'
1974) 138
— Mega-Welfare-State Japan: Porno Free For Elderly People (Playboy October
1974)35-36
— An Amazing Story: Love Life Between A Sixty-Year-Old Elderly Person And An
Eight-Year-Old Girl (Asahi Geino January 16"' 1975) 34
— Memoir: Love And Sex In Nursing Homes (Fujinkoron July 1975) 152-159
— Triumvirate: Sexuality Of Elderly Couples (Fujinkoron August 1975) 78-85
— Look At Politics: Fifty Percent Of The Elderly People Are Sexually Healthy (Shukan
Gendai August 2 EM 975) 27
— Her Virgin Marriage: Seventy-Year-Old Ex-Geisha Girl and Seventy-Year Old
Japanese Edison (Shukan Shincho October 23"^ 1975) 116
— Murder In A Nursing Home (Fujinkoron January 1976) 214-219
— Studies On Businessmen’s Later Years: From Medical Perspective: Prime Time
Starts When You Lose The Sense Of Youi* Inferiority (Shukan Asahi May 14"' 1976)
123-125
— The Fust Elderly People’s Matrimonial Agency (Shukan Sankei May 20"' 1976)
29
— Modern Topic: A Matrimonial Agency For Elderly People (Fujinkoron August
1976) 276-277
— Mr Shosuke Ohara, Eighty-One-Year-Old Desperately Wants A Younger Wife
(Jyoseijishin September 16"' 1976) 160
— A Prosperous Business?: The Year Amiiversary Of The First Elderly People’s
Matrimonial Agency (Shukan Myojyo April lO"' 1977) 206
— The Relationship Between Age And Body (Fujinlcoron July 1977) 192-199
— Series Essay: Vitamin Sex (Shukan Shosetsu September 9‘" 1977) 62-63
— Elderly Ladies Sexuality Seen In A Double Suicide (Shukan Shincho January 26"'
1978) 93-100
— Rethink Elderly People’s Sexuality (Shukan Bunshu June 15*" 1978) 19
— Special Issue: Wisdom With Age: In The Event Of An Eighty-Year-Old Lady Wliose
Sixty-Nine-Year-Old Boyfriend Passed Away In Bed (Shukan Asahi June 30"'
1978)35-36
— Survey: Old Sex (Fujinkoron July 1978) 210-215
— A Prosperous Elderly People’s Matrimonial Agency (Fujinkoron August 1978)
230-235
— An Eighty-Year-Old Granny Was Raped! (Jyoseijishin September 2H‘ 1978) 181
— Post-Seventieth Birthday: Elderly Gangsters (Shukan Asahi September 22"" 1978)
31-32
— An Eighty-Year-Old Gramiy Was Raped!: The Offender Was Her Neighbour, A
Twenty-Five-Year-Old Tapster (Jyoseijishin October 5"' 1978) 186-187
— Human Misery Added To Age Comes From Imperfection Of Social Welfare: After
Watching De Beauvoir’s ''Flower Garden In Elderly People’s Kingdom"' (Shukan
Asahi November 17"' 1978) 132-133
— Talk: Being Well Getting Old (Fujinkoron March 1979) 242-248
— Veterans Seen In "Advice O f Elderly Hooligans" (Shukan Sliincho March 8"' 1979)
25

— Series Human: Aggregate Five Hundred And Eighty-One Years Olds’ Spring
Time: Four Newly Married Couples In A Nursing Home (Jyoseijishin April 12"' 1979)
60-66
— News: Wit Of A Seventy-Two-Year-Old Lady (Shukan Asahi May 18"' 1979) 34
— News Between Women And Men 1: The Motive Of The Eighty-Four-Year-Old Man
Wlio Killed His Seventy-Thi'ee-Year-Old Lover: She Said “We Are Strangers Next
Day.” (Asalii Geino June 28“' 1979) 186
— Non-Fiction: Sex Until Then Last Breath (Fujinkoron August 1979) 216-220
— From The Young To The Old: Everybody Does It (Shukan Asahi January 11"'
1980)38
— They Are In Prime: Elderly People’s Sexuality (Gendai February 1980) 424-438
-—Old Age And Sexuality: An Eighty-Five-Yeai-Old Elderly Man Who Hunts Girls
In The Pai'k (Shukan Asahi June 20"' 1980) 36-37
— Medical News: Old Age And Sexuality (Reader’s Digest October 1980) 24-26
— Super Special Issue: Japanese Sensuality And Sexuality: September Sex 1 (Shukan
Bunshu November 27"' 1980) 39-45
— Super Special Issue: Japanese Sensuality And Sexuality: September Sex 2 (Shukan
Bunshu December 4th 1980) 37-43
-—Super Special Issue: Japanese Sensuality And Sexuality: September Sex 3 (Shukan
Bunshu December 11"' 1980) 43-51
-—Super Special Issue: Japanese Sensuality And Sexuality: September Sex 4 (Shukan
Bunshu December 18'*' 1980) 44-50
-—Super Special Issue: Japanese Sensuality And Sexuality: September Sex 5 (Shukan
Bunshu December 25'*' 1980) 39-46
-—Demonstration Of Elderly People’s Sex: The Cause Of A Murder Case In A Nursing
Home In Ibaragi Prefecture (Shukan Asahi February 27'*' 1981) 25-27
— Elderly People’s Murder In A Nursing Home In Ibaragi Prefecture (Sunday
Mainichi March U' 1981) 167-169
— I Saw Pandemonium In Sex Of Later Years: Masao Nonagase (75) Who Issued
Poetry "Singing The Blues At Sunset" (Shukan Asahi April 24'*' 1981) 148-149
— The Aged Society Has Come: Elderly People’s Pitiful Sexuality (Gendai July 1981)
270
-—Sexual Attraction Is The Source Of Life: From The Symposium Of Elderly People’s
Sexuality (Shukan Asahi July 17'*' 1981) 52-53
— Links Between Age And Sex (Fujinkoron January 1982) 128-133
-—Matrimonial Agencies For Elderly People (Bungeishunjyu Februaiy 1982) 90-92
—-Joyousness Of Love In Later Years (Fujinkoron March 1982) 128-133
-—Survey On Eight Hundred Elderly People’s Sex In U.S.A. (Fujinkoron June 1982)
326-337
-—Medical Report: Problematic Sex Amongst Old Couples (Fujinkoron September
1982) 208-213
-—How To Have Sex After Age Forty (Fujinkoron October 1982) 214-220
-—Report: The Aged Society: Old Love Sometimes Blooms (Ushio March 1983)
190-203
-—Report: Lost Sexuality: How Is The Elderly People’s Trouble Accepted? (Shukan
Asahi April 22"“ 1983) 166-171
— Marriage: Old Couples Are In The Prime In The Aged Society (Shukan Shincho
April 28'“ 1983) 124
— Talk To Talk: The Older You Are The Better Sex Becomes (Fujinkoron June 1983)

166-173
— Elderly People’s Sexuality Is Burning: Dating Service Mugennokafs New
Challenges To Taboos (Hoseki August 1983) 310-322
— Kazuko Komori’s Granny’s Advice: For Much Better Love Affairs (Fujinkoron
March 1984) 312-323
— Sexual Revolution Amongst Elderly People (Reader’s Digest May 1984) 41-45
— A Dreaming Girl: Chochan’s Second Blossom 2: “I Enjoy My Life All By
Myself.” (Shukan Asalii October 12"' 1984) 53-57
— How To Have Sex In Later Years (Fujinkoron January 1985) 164-169
— Why Did The Elderly Couple Kill Themselves? (Fujinkoron June 1985) 186-191
— Report: Elderly People’s Sex Is There (Fujinkoron July 1985) 260-269
— Memoir: Sweet Memories In Old Marriage (Fujinkoron October 1985) 314-321
— Nui'sing Homes: To Live Passionately (Fujinkoron December 1985) 240-245
— Hardships Of Elderly Men’s Love (Fujinkoron December 1987) 126-131
— Misperception Of Sex In Later Years (Fujinkoron December 1987) 260-265
— Elderly People’s Sexuality In Homes (Fujinkoron December 1987) 266-271
— Report: Customers Queuing In Brothel Shops (Fujinkoron Januaiy 1988) 428-433
— Japanese Silver Sex Seen In A Hidden Best-Seller-Book "A Report On Sexual Life
In Japan" (Hoseki May 1988) 340-347
— One Third Of The Members Are The Elderly: Including An Eighty-Six-Year-Old
Elderly Man (Shukan Hoseki July 15"' 1988) 70
— Kindness Of The Brothel Shops Who Earned Huge Money By Respecting Elderly
People (Shukan Yomiuri July 24"' 1988) 36-37
— Please Know The Truth Of Elderly People’s Sexuality (Fujinkoron October 1988)
420-425
— Post-Menopause Is Women’s Best Time (Fujinkoron November 1988) 130-135
— Preparatory Exercise For Silver Sex (Shukan Temisu February 8"' 1989) 68-70
— How Long Do Women Ask For Sex? (Fujinkoron July 1989) 110-117
— Round-Table Talk: Sexual Bondage In Long Mamage Life (Fujinkoron September
1989) 102-111
— Brilliant! : A One-Hundred And Eighty-Year-Old Newly Married Couple
(Jyoseiseven November 30"' 1989) 223-225
— Special Issue: Sexuality As The Evidence Of Life Itself (Ninchi December 1989) 2427
— Long Lives, Healthy Elderly People! (Jyoseiseven October 26"' 1989) 113-120
— The Problems Of Elderly People: Poverty Of Welfare And Men’s Romanticism
Seen In Double Suicides (Pumpkin December 25"' 1989) 45
— The Change In Brothels In Shibuya District, Tokyo (Shukan Shincho February H'
1990) 56-57
— Special Issue: CV Of The Chairs In Prosperous Dating Services (Shukan Shincho
February 22"" 1990) 140-143
— Looking At Human Sexuality In Long Perspective (Fujinkoron April 1990) 110115
— Ripen (?) Elderly People’s Marriage: We Don’t Mind Divorces From Our Children
And Inheritance. (Shukan Yomiuii April
1990) 36-39
— Dr. Chieko’s Sexual Education From Fifty Years Old (Fujinkoron May 1990) 130136
— Health And Science: "Elderly People’s Sex" Written By Sexologist Kiyoshi Oshima
(Shukan Shincho June 7"' 1990) 41

— Thinking About The Sexual Liberation Of Elderly People In Meiteien (Shincho 45
July 1990) 142-152
— There Is No Age Limitation In Sex: Husbands Should Do It As Their
Responsibility (Shukan Post August 24"' 1990) 234-237
— Talk: Sexuality In Later Years: Misunderstandings Between Men And Women
(Fujinkoron October 1990) 184-191
— Data Shows: The Young Should Know The Elderly Way Of Life (Dime November
1990) 130
— Great Differences Between Couples Wlio Can Speak About Their Sex Lives And The
Couples Who Can Not Speak About Their Sex Lives (Croissant January 25"' 1991)
52-53
— Book Review: Hideko Daikuhara’s "We Can Not Speak Later Years Without Sex”
(Croissant May 25"' 1991) 173
— Elderly People In Terms Of Ken Uehara (One of the Famous Japanese Actors Who
Married a Much Yoimger Woman.) (Spa June 26"' 1991) 123
— Report: In Our Prime Time: A Granny And Grandpa’s Dating Service In Kodaira
City, Tokyo (Shukan Jyosei July 30"' 1991) 63-65
— Report Conducted By Masami Obayashi (Ken Uehara’s Ex-Wife): Elderly
People’s Love And Sex (Friday March 6"' 1992) 10-13
— Messages From Super-Elderly People: Seventy-Nine-Year-Old Film Director
Kaneto Shindo: Human Passion Stems From Sexual Desire (Spa March 4"' 1992)
22-23
— J.J. Reports: Quite Japanese Consequences: Slyness Between Two Sexes And
Greediness Of Their Children In Marriage In Later Years (Jiyujikan April 2"" 1992)
36
— Women’s Studies In Twenty First Century: Sexuality In Old Age Is Utterly Natural.
(Jyoseiseven April 30"' 1992) 228-231
— What’s Wrong With Elderly Womanisers?: “I Am A Lady Killer In A Nursing
Home.” (Dime May 2U' 1992) 76-77
— Finally Appeared: TV Programme Of Elderly People’s Dating Party (Shukan
Shincho May 28"' 1992) 23
— Elderly People Who Cluster Together Around The Brothels (Hoseki October 1992)
290-297
— Profile: Yasuhiko Kitagawa Who Arranged Places To Meet For Elderly People
Wishing Remarriage And His Super-Practical Psychology For Senior Citizens
(Dime October 15® 1992) 69-72
— Talk: Challenge To Japanese Elderly People’s ‘Problems’: Declaration For Lusty
Old Men (Dime November 5"' 1992) 84-86
— Confession Of Seventy-Two Gramiy s’ Sexual Experiences: The Average Age Of
62.5 (Bisho January 23'" 1993) 110-114
— Go For It!: The Proportion Of Granny And Grandpa’s Dating Party: One Grandpa To
Three Grannies (Spa Bessatsu April 6"' 1993) 55
— Talk: Invitation To The Second Romance: It’s Time To Start (Shukan Shincho
August 19"' 1993) 106-124
— Elderly People’s Sexuality (Bungeishunjyu September 1993) 82-84
-—Sex Aroimd The Turn Of The Century: Gorgeous Elderly People’s Sexuality (Aera
September 7"' 1993) 43
-—Seiko Konishi’s Psychology Of The Best-Seller Book: Kanji Hatano’s Old Age In
The Best O f Sexuality (Geklcan Asahi October 1993) 212

— Sensuality And Sexuality For The Matuie Age: Sexual Awakening At SeventyYeai's-Old (Hoseki March 1994) 348-353
— Great Anniversary: A One Hundred And Ninety-Six Year Old Newly Married
Couple (Jyoseijishin April 19"' 1994) 14-15
— “I Had A Love Affair With
Elderly People’s Flowering Reaches Both Ugly
And Noble (Shincho 45 April 1994) 156-164
— News From Tokyo 1703: Beautiful Sex And Ugly Sex (Shukan Shincho April 28"'
1994) 116-117
— Health And Science: What The First Japanese Survey On Elderly People’s Sexual
Intercourse Shows Us (Shukan Shincho June 16"' 1994) 42-43
— True Or False: Forty Percentage Of People In Their Eighties Are Doing It?!
(Shukan Yomiuri June 19"' 1994) 148-149
— Elderly People And Sexuality: Sexuality As An Idea (Shukan Kinyobi September 9"’
1994)21-23
— Elderly People And Sexuality: Love And Marriage In Later Years (Shukan Kinyobi
September 9"' 1994) 24-25
— Bad Elderly Boys’ Comfortable Lives A To Z (Spa October 12"' 1994) 47-55
— The Newest Relationship Between Two Sexes: No Matter What Your Age Sexual
Relationships Are Important (Jiyujikan November 17"' 1994) 12
— Old Spring Has Come: Old Customers Wlio Aie Hunting The Pubs For
Boyfriends/Girlfriends (Bisho December lO"' 1994) 232-233
— Amazing! : Seventy-Year-Old AV Girl Ume Hisamoto (Jyoseiseven January U'
1995) 261-263
— I Answer ALL The Questions About Silver Sex (Fujinkoron February 1995) 112117
— How Sexually Healthy They Are!: A Seventy-Thi*ee-Year-Old Businessman
Bought A Fourteen-Year-Old Girl At A Night Club In Taito District, Tokyo (Shukan
Gendai February 11 "' 1995) 51
— A Guide Book To The Immorality Of Those In Their Fifties: Indulge Yourself In
Your Sexual Desire (Gendai September 1995) 296-307
— A New Interpretation Of Yasunari Kawabata’s "A Sleeping Beauty": Incest Taboo
And Elderly People’s Sexuality (Mainichi Graph Amuse October 11"' 1995) 81
— Sexual Guide Video For Elderly People Made In Holland (Shukan Bunshu
D ecem ber/'' 1995) 192-193
— Mr. Telly Ito’s Neo-Japan 6: Sexual Citizenship For Elderly People (Hoseki
February 1996) 242- 251
— It’s Time For Bad Elderly People To Roam (Shukan Asahi February 2"" 1996) 138
— Intimacy And Sex In Middle And Later Years (Shukan Kinyobi March 29'" 1996)
21
— “What’s Wrong With ‘Lusty Old Man’?”: Grandpa’s Sexual Desires Considered To
Be Obscene In Free-Sex Era (Spa May 15"' 1996) 46-55
— The Awful Contents Of A Sexual Guide Video For Elderly People (Shukan Shincho
May 23"* 1996) 35
— Everybody Be Haid At It!: It’s Not Shameful. Shall We Enjoy It? (Sunday
Mainichi August 4"’ 1996) 24
— Symposium: Topology Of Sex: Sex Is Available In The Eighties (Gendai September
1996) 202-204
— Be Radical In Later Years: Learn From Motonaii Mori, One Of The Famous
Warriors In Medieval Times (Aera September 15"' 1996) 8-9

— Boys Should Be In Love When They Get Old (Aera September 15'" 1996) 27
— Sexuality And Old Age: Love Makes Our Life Better: Love Is Like A Golden
Jubilee In The Twilight (Aera September 15'" 1996) 55-58
— How To Shine During The Silver Years: Stories Of Love (Gendai October 1996)
203-214
— How To Shine During The Silver Years: Ricliness With Sexual Life (Gendai
October 1996) 215-219

Appendix 3

List of British Newspaper Articles
[1977]
Sexy Rexy Is Looking For A New Fair Lady! (The Sun January 13'" 1977) 3
The Night Love Turned Soui* For Tommy, 76 (The Scottish Express January 19'" 1977) 9
The True Love That Refused To Die (The Daily Express January 2L' 1977) 9
-— I’m Cock Of The North! (The Sun January 24'" 1977) 3
My Bride: By The Marquis, 68 (The Daily Express January 25'" 1977) 2
Old Lady In Love Left Fortune To Policeman (The Daily Mail January 25'" 1977) 16
Sex Monster Freed To Kill Again (The Sun January 25'" 1977) 2
Fight For Fortune That Widow Left To A Cop (The Sun January 25'" 1977) 7
Widow, 77, Wrote Of Her ‘Affair’ (The Daily Telegraph January 26'" 1977) 17
Tea, Cake And Kisses From The Brave Old Lady Who Fell For Me: By The
Village Policeman (The Daily Mail January 27'" 1977) 3
Widow ‘Kissed My Cheek And Held My Hand’ (The Daily Telegraph January 27'" 1977) 3
Village Sergeant ‘Loved Wealthy Widow’s Spirit’ (The Guardian January 27'" 1977) 8
My Kisses From A Lady Of The Manor (The Sun January 27'" 1977) 7
The Day A Widow Changed Her Will (The Daily Mail January 28'" 1977) 8
Sergeant Denies Wooing Wealthy Widow (The Daily Telegraph January 28'" 1977) 17
Widow ‘Said She Went To Bed With Sergeant’ (The Daily Telegraph January 29'" 1977) 3
Widow Like ‘A Teenager In Love’ (The Guardian January 29'" 1977) 6
Widow, 80 ‘Like Girl In Love’ Over Cop (The Sun January 29'" 1977) 5
Widow Sold Cottage To Sgt For £100 (The Daily Telegraph February H' 1977) 15
Widow Sold Cottage To Sergeant For £100 (The Guardian February 1®' 1977) 7
Widow ‘Spent £150 A Week On Taxis’ (The Daily Telegraph February 2"" 1977) 3
Wealthy Widow ‘Lived In Cloud Cuckoo Land’ (The Guardian February 2"" 1977) 7
Coiu't Hearts Tape Of Widow’s ‘History’ (The Guardian February 3'" 1977) 5
Widow In Love ‘Not Deranged’ (The Daily Telegraph February 4'" 1977) 17
Agnes And Tom’s 64 Happy Years (The Daily Record February 5'" 1977) 9
Jail For Sexy Tom At 76 (The Daily Express February 8'" 1977) 14
Tommy, 76, Is Jailed For Woman Attack (The Daily Record February 8'" 1977) 13
Widow ‘Had 2 Mental Illnesses’ (The Daily Telegraph Februaiy 8'" 1977) 3
Man (76) Jailed For Axe Attack On His Mistress (The Glasgow Herald February 8'" 1977) 5
Widow ‘Was Incapable’ (The Guardian Februaiy 8'" 1977) 7
Widow Rang Police Chief ‘All Hours’ (The Daily Telegraph February 9'" 1977) 17
Old Ladies ‘Often Live In Fear Of Poison’ (The Daily Telegraph February 10'" 1977) 3
‘Widow Nauseated Me’ (The Daily Telegraph February 12'' 1977) 17
‘Sex With Sergeant’ Claim (The Daily Telegraph February 15'" 1977) 3
Sex Claim In Will Case (The Guardian February 15'" 1977) 4
Widow Flad Delusions, Says Doctor (The Daily Telegraph February 16'" 1977) 3
Delusions Of Widow (The Guardian February 16'" 1977) 6
Let’s Be Oui'selves Says Doreen Gaggs (The Daily Telegraph February 17'" 1977) 16
Big Mai And Sexy Serena Surely Cartoon Characters Who Talk In “Bubbles”! (The Daily
Mail February 21®' 1977) 12

-New Romance For Aithur (The Sunday People February 20'" 1977) 4
-Sarah, 24, On Wings Of Love For Her Boss, 41 (The Daily Express February 24'" 1977) 15
-Man Attempted To Rape Woman (72) (The Glasgow Herald February 25'" 1977) 4
-Widow’s Will Judgment Reserved (The Daily Telegraph February 26'" 1977) 2
-The Old Dragon Is Really A Darling! (The Sun March 4'" 1977) 15
-Man Denies 63 (The Daily Express March 10'" 1977) 9
-Court Bans Pensioner In Sex Clash (The Daily Record March lO"' 1977) 3
-What The Modern Woman Thinks About Sex (The Daily Record March lO'" 1977) 7
-Wed To A Woman Of Stone (The Sun March 12'" 1977) 3
-The Night A TV Chief Kicked Me Out Of Bed (The Daily Mail March 22"" 1977) 3
-How My Love For The TV Chief Turned Sour (The Daily Mail March 23'" 1977) 3
-Rapist 68, Gets Warning (The Sun March 29'" 1977) 3
-The £200,000 Tender Trap (The Daily Mail April 7'" 1977) 3
-Trapped By A Love Spell (The Daily Record April 7'" 1977) 16-17
-Will Case (The Daily Telegraph April 7'" 1977) 36
-£200,000 Cop Wants ‘Dole’ Money (The Sunday People April 10'" 1977) 1
-A Sexy Live At 60 (The Sunday People April 10'" 1977) 4
-Horrendous: To See Age Suddenly Taking Its Toll Of Liz Taylor (The Daily Express April
27'" 1977) 7
-Man Tried To Rape Widow, 72 (The Daily Express May 7'" 1977) 3
-What Mrs Whitehouse Really Thinks About Sex (The Daily Telegraph May 25'" 1977) 17
-Granddad’s Bride, 16, Hits At The Lies (The Sun May 30'" 1977) 3
-Isn’t She Doing Well: Anthea’s A Mum-To-Be! (The Daily Express June 24'" 1977) 1
-It’s Two Babies For Bruce And His Anthea (The Sun June 24'" 1977) 1
-Love-Loan John Says It With Plastic Flowers (The Daily Record June 25'" 1977) 15
-At Death’s Door! (The Sunday Post June 26'" 1977) 10
-The Bride With Two Black Eyes! (The Sunday Post July 3'" 1977) 10
-Oh Boy! Now Life Starts At 50 (The Sun July 11'" 1977) 5
-Have A Lot Of Affairs, Then Get Married (The Sun July 18'" 1977) 15
-At 72, Henry Is Still The King! (The Sun July 21®' 1977) 13
-Bob And Susan Name The Day: To Stop The Tongues Washing (The Daily Record August
8‘" 1977) 1
-The Minstrel Man Tunes In To Love (The Sun August 8'" 1977) 1
-Pensioner Bob Scrimgeour, 81, And Susan Turner (The Daily Record August 17'" 1977) 13
-Marriage That Has Lasted For 75 Years (The Independent August 20'" 1977) 3
-Widow Left £68,815 (The Guardian September lO'" 1977) 3
-David, 81, Cancel His Golf To Wed (The Daily Record September 17'" 1977) 5
-The Legs That Still Look A Million Dollars (The Sun September 19'" 1977) 9
-Love 70! (The Daily Mail September 23'" 1977) 23
-Bruce Forsyth Says: Now It’s Back To The Old Footlights (The Daily Mail November 8'"
1977)3
-Fourth-Time Lucky? TV’s Pattries To Save Her Love (The Sun October 8'" 1977) 5
-Doesn’t She Look Well! (The Daily Express November 9'" 1977) 18-19
-The New Generation (The Daily Mail November 9'" 1977) 3
-Hunter Gets His Bride (The Daily Mail November 12'" 1977) 13
-It’s Never Too Late For Love (The Daily Record November 12'" 1977) 2
-Love Again For The Marquis, 78 (The Daily Express November 23'" 1977) 13
-No, You Really Can’t Marry Your Granny (The Daily Mail December lO'" 1977) 13
-(No Headline) Contents stars as follows: Legal complications may prevent the proposed

marriage in Britain (The Guardian December lO"' 1977) 4
■Legal Complications May Prevent The Proposed Marriage (The Guardian December 1O'"
1977)4

[1987]
-There Is No Disgrace In Growing Old. Jenny Rees Meets Four People Finding New
Inspiration (The Daily Telegraph January 12'" 1987) 10
-Widow, 80, Raped (The Glasgow Herald January 16'" 1987) 5
-Police Burst In On ‘Sex Party’ (The Independent January 23'" 1987) 3
-Night They Queued Up For Bedrooms At Madame Cyn’s (The Daily Express January 23'"
1987)3
-Queuing Up For Sex At Cyn’s (The Daily Record January 23'" 1987) 17
-‘Sex On The Stairs’ At Cynthia Payne Party (The Daily Telegraph January 23'" 1987) 5
-‘Stairway To Sex’ At Payne Party (The Guardian January 23'" 1987) 4
-They Did It On The Stairs: They Did It In The Bath (The Sun January 23'" 1987) 5
-Partygoers Had Sex In Queue, Court Told (The Times January 23'" 1987) 3
-Party Transvestite ‘Was Touched Up By Police Officer’ (The Independent January 24'" 1987)
3
-Monty Python And Madame Cyn (The Daily Express January 24'" 1987) 5
-My Marriage, Michelle And Me (The Daily Express January 24'" 1987) 15
-The Day Police Raided ‘House Of Delights’ (The Daily Mail Januaiy 24'" 1987) 17
-‘Nights Of Delights’ With Cyn (The Daily Record January 24'" 1987) 7
-Marriage Hopes For Mary And The Doc (The Daily Record January 24'" 1987) 17
-PC’s Wild Night With Tattooed Lady From Leamington Spa (The Guardian January 24*"
1987)2
-Ooh-La-Law! PC Gropes A French Maid In Drag (The Sun January 24'" 1987) 7
-Cynthia Payne Trial: Monty Python Star Seen At Two Sex Parties, Court Told (The Times
January 24'" 1987) 3
-Cyn Party Pc Used Make Up As Disguise (The Daily Express January 27'" 1987) 7
-Madam Cyn And The ‘Prudish’ Policeman (The Daily Record January 27'" 1987) 7
-‘Sex Hang-Up Cure Offered To Pc At Madam Cyn Party’ (The Daily Telegraph January 27'"
1987)3
-Well Constable, Was She Bandy Or Randy? (The Sun January 27'" 1987) 11
-Policeman ‘Posed’ As Sex Party Guest (The Times January 27'" 1987) 3
-Madame Cyn Police Told O f‘Party Fun For Everybody’ (The Daily Express January 28'"
1987)5
-Sex Party Raid ‘Was Spiteful’ (The Guardian January 28'" 1987) 3
-‘Everyone Was Enjoying Cynthia’s Sex Party’ (The Times January 28'" 1987) 3
-Sex, Says Madame, Is A Taxing Thing - And She Should Know (The Times January 28'"
1987)15
-Vice Party Cynthia Said: I’m A Celebrity (The Daily Express January 29'" 1987) 23
-Wliips and Chains At ‘Madam Cyn’s’ House (The Daily Telegraph January 29'" 1987) 3
-M l'S Payne ‘Obsessed With Sex’ (The Guardian January 29'" 1987) 3
-Cynthia Payne ‘Sex Obsessed’ (The Independent January 29'" 1987) 2
-‘Cynthia Obsessed With Sex’ (The Times January 29'" 1987) 3
-I Love My Pai'ties, Madame Cyn Tells The Judge (The Daily Express February 4‘" 1987) 3

1 Was Too Busy Making Sandwiches (The Daily Mail Februaiy 4'" 1987) 5
Sex? I Was Too Busy Making Sandwiches, Says Mis Payne (The Daily Telegraph February
4'" 1987) 3
Cynthia’s Sex Party Recipe (The Times February 4'" 1987) 3
Sex Pai'ty Hostess ‘Hired Male Slave To Do Chores’ (The Independent February 5'" 1987) 3
1 Kept Male Slaves To Do Housework, Says Madame Cyn (The Daily Express February 5'"
1987)5
Cynthia’s Slaves (The Daily Mail February 5'" 1987) 3
Slaves Spanked For Chores, Says Mrs Payne (The Daily Telegraph February 5'" 1987) 5
Sex Slaves Who Thrived On Insults And Canings (The Glasgow Herald February
1987) 5
Sex Pai'ty Hostess Rewai'ded ‘Slaves’ With Bit Of Caning (The Times February 5'" 1987) 3
Madam Cyn Made Me Young - By Man Of 85 (The Daily Mail Februaiy 6*" 1987) 5
Baby Wear Was Not For Sex, Says Mrs Payne (The Daily Telegraph February 6'" 1987) 3
Sex Raid Police ‘Liveliest Part Of Party’ (The Guardian February 6'" 1987) 4
Sex Hostess In Court Outburst (The Independent February 6'" 1987) 3
85-Year-Old Man Tells Court Parties Made Him Feel Younger (The Glasgow Herald
February 6'" 1987) 4
Sex Pai'ty Hostess ‘Amazed’ At Raid (The Times February 6'" 1987) 3
Police Raid Boss Kept Going Back To Madame Cyn (The Daily Express February 7*" 1987) 7
Hooked On Sex Parties? Not The Ex-Police Chief (The Daily Mail February 7'" 1987) 17
Police Chief Who Went To Cyn’s Sexy Parties (The Daily Record February 7*" 1987) 15
Orgy? ‘More Like Vicar’s Party’ (The Daily Telegraph February 7'" 1987) 3
Madame Cyn, Monty Python And The Police Chief (The Scottish Daily Express February 7'"
1987) 1
Ex-Police Chief In Sex Whip Denial (The Times February 7*" 1987) 3
Storm In A Tea Cup (The Daily Record February 9'" 1987) 13
Cyn’s Match Of The Day Highlights (The Daily Record February lO'" 1987) 17
Sexual Activity At ‘House Of Cyn Harmless Fun’ (The Daily Telegraph February lO'" 1987)
3
Payne Case ‘Like Match Of The Day’ (The Guardian February 10'" 1987) 3
Sex Parties Made To Look Like Match Of The Day, Jury Told (The Times February 10*"
1987)5
Time For Cyn’s Last Big Test (The Daily Record February 11*" 1987) 15
‘Hostess’ Role Put To Jury (The Times February 11'" 1987) 3
Hostess With The Mostest (The Daily Express February 12'" 1987) 5
Celebrity Cyn (The Daily Mail February 12*" 1987) 3
We’re Just A Romeo And Juliet (The Daily Mail February 12'" 1987) 10
Carry On Cymiing! (The Daily Record February 12'" 1987) 1, 3
Saucy Sessions Behind The Lace Curtains (The Daily Record February 12'" 1987) 6-7
The Bings May Move To Britain After Honeymoon (The Daily Telegraph February 12'"
1987)5
Sex Party Case Jury Clears Madam Cyn (The Guardian February 12'" 1987) 1
Jury Clears Madam Cyn (The Guardian February 12'" 1987) 32
Madame Cyn Cleared (The Times February 12*" 1987) 1
Frolic And A Smile As Chirpy Madame Cyn Goes Home To No 32 (The Times Februai'y 12*"
1987)3
Sex Intruder Attacks Sleeping Widow, 75 (The Daily Mail February 13*" 1987) 9
Lady Bing ‘Tried To Release Assets’ (The Daily Mail February 13'" 1987) 5
On The Eve Of St Valentine’s Day: A Romance That’s Lasted 71 Years (The Daily Record

February 13“’ 1987) 24-25
-Wickedness Or Just Fun? (The Times February 13“’ 1987) 15
-The Life, Loves And Lies Of Lady Bing (The Daily Mail February 14“’ 1987) 3
-Lady Bing In Care Of Guardian (The Daily Telegraph February 16^“ 1987) 3
-The Challenge Of Senile Dementia (The Observer February 22”“ 1987) 53
-Young At Heart! (The Daily Record Februaiy 27“’ 1987) 12-13
-Is 40 Too Old For Babies? (The Daily Mail March 3'“ 1987) 7
-The Rebirth Of Elizabeth Taylor (The Daily Express March 4“’ 1987) 16-17
-Pension That Breaks The Rules (The Daily Telegraph March 5“’ 1987) 12
-Order! Order! (The Daily Telegraph March 6“’ 1987) 16
-Pensions And Friends At Court (The Daily Telegraph March 9“’ 1987) 18
-A Chance Meeting, And Into The Clutches Of The Dreadful Lady Bing (The Daily Mail
March l l “’ 1987) 16, 25
-Escape For The Slave Of Lady Bing (The Daily Mail Mar ch 12“’ 1987) 6-7
-When Widow’s Pensions Are Denied (The Daily Telegraph March 12“’ 1987) 12
-‘Freedom’ Date For Pensions Advanced (The Daily Telegraph March 18“’ 1987) 1
-Romance Still Blooms At No. 10 (The Daily Record March 2D* 1987) 3
-Increased Pension Opportunity (The Daily Telegraph March 23”“ 1987) 16
-Tina Turner ‘Too Old’ For Her Toy Boy (The Daily Express March 30“’ 1987) 5
-Glemi Has All His Memories As Well As New Love Valerie (The Daily Record March 30“’
1987)8
-Annie Loses Her Love (The Daily Record April 7“’ 1987) 19
-No Nudes Is Good News For Angie (The Daily Record April 8“’ 1987) 8
-Ya: Yen Doctah Woof Is Speakink, Ze Accent’s On Sex (The Daily Record April 13*“ 1987) 6
- ‘They Called Me A Cradle-Snatcher. I’d Say Gawd! I’m Old Enough To Be His Mother’
(The People April 19*“ 1987) 13
-From Bitch To Lovebird (The Daily Record April 22”“ 1987) 10-11
-B & B For Bings In Leeds (The Daily Telegraph April 28*“ 1987) 1, 32
-Garu Who Is Still Preaching The Virtues Of Safe Sex (The Daily Telegraph April 28*“ 1987)
15
-M y Superstar Love (The Daily Express April 29*“ 1987) 7
- I ’d Crawl Across A Desert Of Broken Glass To Be His Wife (The Daily Mail April 29*“ 1987)
5
-Cash Plight Of Arts Legend (The Daily Record April 29*“ 1987) 17
-Lady Bing Tells Of Her Love For ‘Genius’ (The Daily Telegraph April 29*“ 1987) 1
-Lady Bing Tells Why She Worships ‘Superstar’ Husband (The Glasgow Herald April 29*“
1987)5
-Motel To Shelter Opera Coup. \ t The Crossroads (The Daily Express April 30*“ 1987) 19
-Bings Hit Happy Note (The Obs ver May 3”“ 1987) 3
-Lover Come Back To Me And I Did (The People May 3”“ 1987) 27
-W ink In The Ink (The People May 3”^ 1987) 27
-Final Agony Of Sir Hugh (The Daily Record May 6*“ 1987) 1-3
-M y Good Friend Sir Hugh (The Daily Record May 6*“ 1987) 9
-N o Love For 13 Years (The Daily Record May 13*“ 1987) 1
-Judge Demands Jail For ‘Warped Rapist Until He Is Infirm’ (The Daily Telegraph May 13*“
1987)3
-Life For Man Who Raped Pensioner,75 (The Glasgow Herald May 13*“ 1987) 5
-R ich Man Wed: But He Never Knew It (The Daily Record May 14*“ 1987) 17
-Millionaire Did Not Know He Was Married (The Daily Telegraph May 14*“ 1987) 3

Bings Beat the Weather And Quit Anguilla For St. Kitts (The Daily Telegraph May 18*“
1987)3
72-Year-Old’s Jealousy ‘Led To Murder’ (The Daily Telegraph May 19*“ 1987) 3
Killer, Aged 72, Gets Life (The Independent May 21®* 1987) 2
Love At First Sight! (The Sunday Post May 24*“ 1987) 10
Undying Rose Of Love (The Daily Record May 27*“ 1987) 10
Defiant Lady Bing In New Battle (The Daily Express May 30*“ 1987) 7
Woman Of 82 Is Followed Home By Sex Fiend (The Daily Mail June 12*“1987) 9
For Sale Brides Who Love Toobey (The People June 14*“ 1987) 8-9
Sex Attack On Women Of 80 (The Daily Telegraph June 29*“ 1987) 3
Pensioner Dressed As Sex Kitten To Wliip Clients, Court Told (The Daily Telegraph July 8*“
1987)3
Whipping Lesson For Judge (The Daily Telegraph July 10*“ 1987) 3
L-Plate Romeo, 72: ‘I’ll Steer Clear Of Girls’ (The Daily Mail July 18*“ 1987) 5
Elderly Patients ‘Need Legal Help To Avoid Exploitation’ (The Independent July 22"“ 1987)
5
Attack Ordeal For Woman, 80 (The Scottish Daily Express July 27*“ 1987) 2
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